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PREFACE
. ,

February 1974; the Ttivision of Innovation andDevelopment; Bureau of
Educ ion for the Handicapped, solicited ,proposals for the conduct of a research
nee. assessment conference in the area of leisure tieme activity,for handicapped
p.ilations. The major. objective was to investigate the state of the art as a means

determining priorities for needed projects and activities. The Division was to
se the conference recommend&tions as the basis for framing a funding strategy

which would respond -to realistic needs. Preparation of a bibliography of research
and demonstration projects and studies completed since-1963 was also a component
'ofthe contract.

This report provides the rationale for the conference focus, incorporates 'the
discussions and deliberations of the conferees, presents a discussion oflhe research
,process, and elaborates upon the research and demonstrgion prioritieg developed as
u result of the literature search, conferenCe work group sessions, and subsequent
input of others involved in serving handicapped children and youth. (The
bibliography is published as a separate document.)

It is the sincere hope_ of the Division and the National Recreation and Park'
Association projectstaff that this document will contribute to the understanding of
the scope and -depilLof leisure participation by handicapped populations and will be
read and considered by researchers,, educators, and practitioners involved in the
diverse and multidisciplinary. 'aspects of leisure activity for handicapped persons.

1' 7 '"
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Leisure Activity Participation for Handicapped PersOns... Into the Third Century

..

As the Nation enters thee Bicentennial year, citizens 'groups; private
enterprise, and government prepare to celebrate the founding of this country and
welcome the third century of life in the United States. The primary mode for
participating in this celebration is through leisure activities festivals; song fests;
exhibitions, walking tours, special telecasts, sports and games, and demonstrations
of traditional crafts: During the Bicentennial year the Americap public. :will-have
an increasing number of ways to learn about and pay tribute to otif national
heritage. .

How will handicapped Americans join the non-handicapped in Bicentennial.
..: activities? Will they possess the skills to participate-fully? Will they have access

to special events? Will they feel Comfortable with themselves and wif-frothers? To
what degree will they be able to move around indoor and outdoor areas 'anti
facilities? What attitudes and'reactions will they encounter from the '(normal"
population? . - - /

.
Histohcally, ,educators, medical personnel, and Social service 'Workers have

focused upon schooling, social skills, vocational rab-ring, 'and medical intervention
to f6.cilitate the handicapped person's adjustment Jo, institutional life or reentry
into community life. Over the past decades, however, the helping rogfessions have
looked more closely at another behavioral dimensionleisure. behavior --'and have
begun to incorporate leisure activities into their rograms and use leisure skills as
building blocks to achieve other goals. For people are both laborious and playful;
they live in both real and fantasy.worlds; anji they grow as individuals and as social
peings through work and through play.

A.

-1 - i
--, -

Al present, the body of knowledge and vesearch concerning leisure activities
-as -therapeutic and growth-producing tools is small. Consequently, 'educators,
recreation practitioners, and medical personnel have few tested Ridelines and
little substantive data to help them make best use of lelsure,activities and leistire
behrivior in their work with handicapped persons.. .

-...
. ,.

.

. 'This.report addresses research and priorities for research and demonstralion
efforts developed to ultimately enhance the leisure skills elf: handicapped persoris,
enable them ,to participate more f8Ily in the opportunities available in the
community, and help them take more active' responsiblity for directing their leisure

-lifestyle. ' -
.1 I
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.t # Inherent ht dur hist° rical traditiops.and underlying the fouridations 'of our,

, ,..,
;county lire tenet *hich recognize the sanctify of the individual, protect,individual
;free ms, and pr claim fhe right,of each Ameriv_ancitizen to life, liberty, and the

- pursL4t. of happin . Despite the written words, our behavior often indicates tha.t ,'
,

_,_- we pay onfy -lip rviee to tbis:philogophical frarnework. It is appropriate at this
4 time of Bicentennial celebration and heightened national awareness twat We

reassess 'wlfere we, as a Nation add as individuals, stand, in relation to tte,

fundamental principles to which we look to shape the political and social structure
and policies of the United States. It is espeCially appropriate that we as members
of professions which respond koithe needs Or this country's handicapped citizens

_ assess where we stand professionally and,personally in relation to the obligation's.
We have assumed to promote and protect the handicapped Person's right to life,

, liberty, and the pursuia of happiness.,.,
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EVOLUTION OF A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
FOR RESEARCH AND DEMONSTRATION STRATEGIES

Initial Conference Concept

Within the broad purview of leisure time activity and' the handicEipped
populEktion exist .a myriad of- issues which lend themselves to investigation and
discussion. In its initial proposal to BEH,_ the National Recreation and Park
AsSociation identified nihe general areas of concern around which to structure the

. conference. These areas were not roututilly exclusive, since research and -'
demonstration activities undertaken within one classification would have important
implieatiOns forthe others.

Leisure Concepts and Implications-for Handicapped Children and Youth

Leisure ,has been conceptualized in a vor iety bf ways by psychology,
sociology, recreatioq, philosophy, cultural anthcopology, and related disciplines.
Some view leisure as free timethose hours and days unencumbered '6y routine
engagements and the responsibilities associated with earning a living, maintaining a
household routine, or surviving. Some caprisider leisure an attitude or state of
being, which involves life enrichment,, discovery, contemplation:, restoration, self:-,
gratification, or inactivity.- Others refer to leisure as activity and equate it with
recreation, an important element in the life- culture of an individual.

.
FroM anather perspective, leisure is lifestyle, a way of making choices about '-

involving oneself in rewarding, exCiting:ctivities; success is determined by the
extent, quality, and relevance, of planning and education for leisure. leisure is also
viewed as a social instrument, a means of meeting the needs of 'deprived and
handicapped individuals to help them actualize their potential and develop self-help

The holistic concept of leisure purports that leisure includes the full range
of possible forms of self-expression 'which mtf occur during work or leisure; the
meaning of work and leisure are inextricably interwoven.

The, amount of available leisure time, the ways in which it is used, and the
attitudes formed about it are determined by an individ'ual's position in the social
class,structure and his /her' race, economic status, educatiQual background, family
structure, occupation, and ability to engage in ptIrticipatory-or spectator activities.
Free time, in and of 'itself, is 'not tantamount to leisure: Free time,is transformed
into leisure according to the 'way in which it is viewed and (Aganized.

-

. 3
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, Leisure time assumes a_ vital place in the life of the handicapped, pOpulaotion. ,
ecially thoSe who are faced with an entire life of enforced non-work due to the

nature of their disability which may preclude entirely or allow, only marginal
' pOticipation in gainful employment. For this population group, laege blOcks, of

gilled or uncqmmitted time may represent a,. painful burden 6r a positive
challenge, depending upon their personal situation and environment.

. ,
5,

t; Unfortunately, 'many handicapped persons are institutionalized or hoine-
bound, or liye in areas which offer few, if any, recreation programs and services
geared to their special needs. Often their isolated' xistence limits their awareness.
of, leisure time options, prevents them from developing skills and competence for
uecestful and rewarding participation, and stems their interest, motivation, and

ability to identify the resources they require. Pdople in general have difficulty in
using,_ their free tithe wisely and productively; the problems faced by e
handicapped person are more serious, however. Without doubt, the obstat lesfacing
the handicapped individual are not inability or unwillingness to participate; they are
privation, °ranee, and_isolation.

18tijo mg leisure time or activity presupposes a person's awareness of need;
'ability to plan for and choose leisure time ,options; interest, skill, and capability; o
participate; access to resources; motivation and support; positive attitudes about
leisure participation; and ability to grow and alter participation patterns
throughout life. The dignity and, ,independence, of handfeapped,,,persons ire
dirninished to a great dekree if these 'individuals are unable to charthe course of
their leisure lifestyle. .

40 0

There is 'a general and overwhelming need for .persons in the helping
professions to facilitate the handicapped individual's productive and rewarding
participation in leisure time activities as ,a way of moving closer to a full and
reaniniful-litestyle.

Leisure Participation as it Relates to Human Growth and Vevelopment

Many have seen a relationship' between the types and quality of leisure
participation and such factOrs as development Of self-image and self-awareness;
positive self-regard; socialization; physical fitness; coping ability and perception 'bf
reality; self-care and maintenance; independence; self actualization' employability;
development of perceptual-motor skills; Ktllectual functioning; and family unit
behavior and acceptance bf handicapping condams. Considerable investigation of
the interrelatedness bf these and other variables and assessment of the validity of
conclusions drawn. from research are required before service delivery can
adequately meet the needs of handicapped persons.

One of the antecedents of adult leisule patterns is the nature and quality of
play patterns exhibited by infants and children. The handicapped child is often

,hampered by inadequate opportunity for a variety of developmental play
experiences. Many Pamifications of this experiential deficiency ,have been
identified by researchers and educators; if more implications were understood, the
full impact of play deprivation would probably be profound.

Considerable research has been undertaken in the area of play, and many
theories and concepts have been proposed about the benefits and functions of play
behavior. To some, play is education, one of the primary means for making contact

4
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with people and, things and learning about one's place in the world. Play is also, seen
as a humanizing agent through which the .individual becomes a htlinan being and
learns to live in a social, order and in a symbolic cultural world. Play is 'seen as ari
activity understood by the child, as an integral part of his/her 'world, and as his/hei
method of communication and means of testing and mastering the external world..
Play is also considered a child's w Y to deal with experiences by creating model;
situations and mastering reality y experimentation and planning.

In another context, play is viewed as a means Of channeling and expending"
surplus energy, a way of practicing instinctual behavior which will be necessary rn
adult life, find a' Means to achieve eatharsA Play has been utilized as a
therapeutic mediuM to achieve a diagnostic understanding of the child, establish a
relationship, break through defenses, relieve tension and anxiety, and, importantly,
to develop a Childes interest in playjwhich can be carried over:into daily life.

Most theorists agree that playbehavior is part-of adevelopmental sequence
and that play, itself, progresses through different stages.' Some theoristsalso agree
that attitudes and interest concerning play, recreation, and leisure develop early
and when accompanied by appropriate skills development, set the foundation for
behavior continued throughout life. . , f

Since play behavior is dependent '-upon physiological, psychological, and
intellectual' pr.ocesks, it is understandable that because of their handicapping
condition, children may -be deprived of or limited in early play experiences which
form the basis for later leisure patterns and behaviors. Hswever, limitations
imposed by Victors, other than yle disability can be lessened by the understanding
and intervention of significantpersons in the life space of the handicapped child.
And, too, the child can learn to lessen the interference of the disability in the
performanceof leisure activities. -

A significantiss)le in Jeistre time activity for the handicapped is the
investigation of many ways in which leisure behavior patterns are developed 'and'
the, ways in Which family, school, community, and helping professions can
contribute to the provision of environments and experiences to facilitate play for
handicapped children.

Inhibitors/Facilitators of Leisureprticipation

Environmental barriers have long been a concern of those working with,
handicapped persons and.are coming to the attention of the general public as a
result of the advocacy and Consunier movements. Successful. functioning within
this society requifek,the ability to understand, interpret, and act appropriately upon
signs, symbols and communications within the non-human and human environments;
exert an influence upon external forces; have access to resources; 'move about with
minimal difficulty; and assimilate experiences. Handicapped children and adults
are greatly hampered in their daily living, work, and leistir participation by
observable and subtle physical barriers and attitudes.

Often handicapped-persons are unaware of the causes of their frustration
and limited -particpatidn in 'normal humarLactiVities, and it takes a degree of
awareness and exposure for them to 'realize-that they are missing something which
others have. Transportation to, entrance. into, and mobility within recreation areas
and facilities are important factors which facilitate or inhibit leisure participation.

5
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Usability Of materials, equipmentand apparatus is equally as significant int
fostering involvement .in leisure activities. Handicapped children and adults are
often t xcluded from /many leisure options because of the limitations imposed by
their physical impairments; in general, programs do not provide the degree and
types of modifications and adaptation necessary to accommodate theSe disabilities.
The handicapped population is generally not encouraged to' achieve self-reliance
and resourcefulness which would allow them to better utilize the available
opportunities. .

One Of the prime issues in increasing participation is to study the need for
special equipment and materials; rules dnd regulations; activity space and

activity scheduiing;. and instructional. styles. It also i6portant to
?determine what types of pl'obltms the handicapped.have in participating in regular
programs and facilities and to see how. they percefve.go-called barriers.

:Important in decreasing environmental barriers is legislation (and strict
enfoncement) and the work of architects, planners, and transportation experts. The
1968 Architectural, Barriers Act requires .that strucIures built .or renovated with
public funds be accessible to handicapped individuals. Medical technology ,and
engineering fields a., 4o can contribute to increased leisure participation of the
handicapped 'by designing safe, effective appliances to facilitate mobility an to

. 'correct physical-impairments.
4

*-.(

the
Activity Analysis

Ease or difficulty of participation- in leisure' time activities is a function of
the individual's level of skill development; develo.pment of the body in relation to

-4° the requirements of the activity; intellectual level; ability to understand the
concepts and/or rules upon which the activity is based; and degree to which the
participant is able to gain feedback about performance frOnt others, forii internal
and external cues, and from the results of his or her actions. By understanding the
components of an activity, i.e., th9 physiological, psycho-motor, intellectual,
social, and affective aspects, personnel.can (1) use observation of perforpahVas.a.,
diagnostic tool to determine in what areas a childis having difficulty, ,(2). detCop
prescriptive program to ameMorate the problems (increase stamina, strength, eye-
hand coordination,, conceptualization), and (3) determine a child's strengths and
abilities and provide activities which .allow the development of increased skill
levels and bring satisfaction to 'the child. Additionally, personnel an determine
the types; of modificatiors and adaptations necessary in equipment, physical space,
activity organization, instructional method, and rules/reguytions which will
improve participant satisfaction and performare.

f

Techniques of activity analysis and tape utilization of data gathered during
the analysis are important concerns which rewire in-depth study.

.

Leisure Counseling /Development of Leisure Profiles

One of the Important contributions which personnel can make to increasing
leisure time activity participation .by the handicapped population is to initate
leisure counseling as part of the leisure services system to:

1. fit
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assist the individual to maintain and strengthen his/he existing affilia-..
-tions with family, friends, and community groups;

help the individual form new ties with individuals and groups;
.. ,..

teach the.individual. how to intikte use of available community resources
. for recreation; ... ,

stimulate the individual's awareness of his/her own recreation needs;
.:"."

open new areas Of ,recreation interest and develop new recreation 'skills;
and - . Ae

.
. . i

mobilize community resources to increase leisure'pparticipation options..
Counseling helps to motivate the individual to participate in experiences

which will be beneficial in light of his or her needs and desires for growth and
. experience.

According to O'Morrow,. recreation counseling can be defined as:

A technique in the rehabilitation process, whereby a professional person
uses all information gathered about a patient prior to discharge to
further explore interests.. and attitudes, with respect to leistir,e,
recreation, and social relationshipsA order to enable the patient to
identify, locate, and-Use recreatiotesourcei in the community)

Hamilton provides a definition bf, counseling which lis also appropiqate for leisure
coungelihg:

Counseling,mightThe thought of as a catalyst which enables the patient
to av8al himself to the resources of the rehabilitation process. It is
through growth in understanding, 'which the counselee experiences, that

is enabled to utilize his own resources, the services made available
-to him for the purpose of overcoming his own handicap. 2

< . .

The leisure counselor utilizes all .data and personal knowledge about' the
handicapped ,,indNidual to foster self-generated motivation' and to achieve or
stimulate positive, outreach action.

Leisure counseling `is especially important within the family. unit. An

"Activity Survey" undertaken by the LMthe Health Center in 1971'
indicates a high correlation between emotional disturbance in children and
inadequate parent/child relationship. One of the areas of this inadequate

k.,. 'relationship is that of family creation and leisure time activity patterns.
Through counselirig, family recreation habits may be modified to create a mole

4- positive climate within .the family;

'Gerald S. 01(14orrow, "A Study of. Recreation Service to Psychiatric' Patients in
Relation to Pre:Discharge Planning and -Aftercare." Unpublished doctoral
dissertation, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1968.

2 Kenneth W,ellamilton, Counseling the Handicapped in the Rehabilitation Process,
New York: RonaldPress, 1959.

7 .
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Recreation counseling attends to the. recreation needs and interests o f the
individual as they relate to age, education, family, 'socioeconowic, and cultural
elements; 'the recreation . resources within the community; attitudes toward
recreation; anthriontact with recreation personnel and facilities in -the community.
The leisiwe counselor seeks to help the individual establish a', balanced leisure
program, including elements for, social interaction, creative expression, physical
exercise, spectator appreciation, intellectual stimulation, and solitary relakation.

Leisure counseling, coupled with vocational counseling, allows the profes-
sional to serve the handicapped individual as a whole person.

Leisure Education/Career Education for Leisure Occupations

It is possible sand highly desilable to include within the school curriculum
experiences which create awareness of and positive attitudes tqwardleisure and to
develop within the students a variety of skills which will facilitate participation' in.
leisure time activities. Integrating leisure education concepts, skills, knowledge,
and attitudes into daily classroom activities can assist handicapped children to
develop a positive.regard for use of leisure time art to achieve a .healthy balance
between work tasks and leisure activities.

-Additionally, instituting a 'career education framework_for leisure occupa-.
tions may assist handicapped children in identifying jobs within the Hospitality and
Recreation Occupations Cluster. There are a wide variety of jobs in.this.cluster
which are within the capability of persons displaying a broad range of disability.
Leisure time activity may be appropriately linked to the world, of work and may
lead to satisfying employment..

The leisure' education and career eaUcatioh concepts are appropriate. ways of
linking the community with the treatment or. academic institution to provide a
wider variety of programs and services 'within a locale arid to increase' the
handicapped child's ability and interest in using`the resources avaiighle..

k.

. r
Information Resources and Research Techniques

TO be of value, research findings must be applied to programming _and
r-opekational settings to initiate change. Researchers must be aware of the &venues ..

for kssemination of results, and practitioners must be aware of the systems which
'include the type of research informationJhey require in their operations. Many
information systems now exist which can be utilized by both researchers and
practitioners.

Research techniques should also be shared and refined to insure the validity
and reliability of instruments..The research conference is one means of evaluating
current research methodologies and detemining ways to inveltigat5 the variables
involved in leisure time activity.

15
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4 ..
Education, Training, and Development of Personnel

The quality, scope, and depth of professional ereparition are impOrtaRt
determinants of the ultimate level of understanding and effectiveness achieved fly
personnel and the appropriateness of service provided for handicapped persons. An
-evaluation of current training and degiee programs is necessary in light of the
wcial,needs of the handicapped. Education and training must be structured to

coI'respond to the actual tasks performed by the helping and health-care
prdfessions.

)
Another important segment of professional preppration is in- service'training

for personnel in institutions, schools, andagencies. Especially where staff function
as members of a team, significant. opportunities exist for improving service through
well coordinated and .conceived institutes, workshops, and skill, development
activities..

. Mobilization and Full Utilization of Institutional and Community Resources
/ "

The greatest level of leisure activity participation can be achieved after all
resources within th-e neighborhood and community.are identified, coordinated, and
mobilized. Part of the mobilization effort involves community education programs
to inform residents and youth-serving 'agencies of the commonalities and
differences of handicapped person's and their able-bodied peers.

Modification of 'Areas of Concern

The nine categories were presented to the' Conference Advisory Committee
at n initial planning session. After scrutiny and discussion, the topics of coneern
.wer reorganized into five new categories, which 'are briefty described here.

Leis re mice is an overview of general issues:

The role of activity participation in achieving normalization, deinstitu-
, tionalization, and mainstreaming.

. The effects of leisure time activity participation upon cognitive,
affective, and motor, development.

J

The effects of pabsiye and vigorous activities upon the 'capacity to learn
and function within a social struature.-

Leistire participation,as it relites to development of self-image awl self-
awareness; satisfaction with self; socialization,; physical fitness;- coping

ability and perception of reality; self-care-and maintenance; family unit
behavior and acceptance of disabilities.

Attitudinal barrierssocial and cultural' 4ttitudes and stereotypes Which

inhibit /lessen or facilitate/enhance participation by .handicapped persorq. in leisure
,.. ,

activities: ,

. 1..1 4
.
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-

Of community recreation per-sonnel towa-rd handicapped persons in their
"normal" programs.

Qf the handicapped popplation toward themselves and their disabilities.
r-

Of the general citizenry and leisure services providers. toward
handicapped persons. .

Of non-liandicapped peers towardticipating with handicapped children.

Of educators and physical educators toward the handicapped persons they
serve in their classes anb prdgfams. 7

41. handicapped individuals' toward leisure.

Stereotypic ways of viewing the potentials, capabilities, etc.. of the
handic,apped population.

Activity analysisprocess by which the components or factors of an activi are
isolated:

Techniques fpr analyzing activities.

Developing and/or evaluating prescriptive pro' gramtning.

Applying activity analysis to special education, therapeu recreation,
and adaptive physical education programs. _

Design/adaptation. and consideration's natural and man-made
to participation,'

Ways in which physical structures can be designed, constructed, and
renovated to facilitate access to, entrance into, and mobilityt within to
assist leisure participation.

rriers/facilitators

A daptations of equipment and materials to meet special needs for
usability. .

_ .

Ways in which the community'as" a whole can assist participation.

Instructional styles, activity scheduling according to space, and 'facility
layout and design. 40,

Legislation'or policies affecting design.

' Medical appliances, prostheses, etc:, to facilitate participation.

17
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. A Education /Counseling:
\ , 0. .

,

Leisure educationways of introducing leisure concepts from pre-school
- through grade 12 to deielogs a whigesome, productive attitude toward

participation and requisite skills; effects, of leisure education upon
participation. .. ..
'Career education--preparing handicapped children for careers in leisure
service occ6pations.

Leisure counseling techniques, instruments; effects of cpunseling'upon
participation; mobilizing community resources; avocational counseling.

Intervention modalitiesuse of reality therapy, behavior modification,
transactional analysis, etc., and the impact of the§e techniques upon*
leisure participation.

,
Personnel development --in- service training to prepare professional tea-ins
to structure services to enhance leisure participation; sensitizing agency,
school, and institutional personnel to the leisure needs of the
.handicapped and to ithe basin similarities of the needs of "normal"
populations and "special", populations: .

These topical areas provided the structure around which state of art
presentatiorls- were framed and' reactor. comments were structured. (See
Appendix A' for the edited texts.of these pi'eSentations.)

:terf
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RESEARCH AND DEMONSTRATION INVESTIGATIONS:

. A DISCUSSION OF PRIORITY AREAS

.
. (

.

Change can occur randomly or as-a result of purposeful intervention. The
consequences of changethe impact upon an individual, group,, situation,
institution,. concept, or processcan be negative, neutral, or positive. Attempts at
purposeful change usually are initialed to correct ineffective or ,inefficient
patterns; produce a more desirable, product, environment, or pervica; achieve goals `,,

or 'standards; prevent an unwanted event or action from occurring or perpetuate
desired trends; or respond to the expressed needs and preferences of an individual
or group. , i . . .

- -., . `k

. There are many approaches to undertaking planned intervention to achieve
change. However, it is safe to assume that _the better the diagnosis of the
situation, identification of the type and extent of change sought, and development*
of appropriate strategjes,,the better the outcome. .

One of the ways to approach purposeful intervention is through research.
Educators, therapeutic recreation practitioners, and researchers can play a
substantial positive role in improving the leisure lifestyle of handicapped
pdpulations tiy4tdequately defining problems, formulating appropriate hypotheses,
conceiving valid and reliable research.deS1gns, and applying the resultant data to

bring about the type of change required for more effective leisure service delivery.
For it is ultimately. through service delivery whether it be edUcation, recreation,
counseling, rehabiliication, leisure education, or more efficient transportationthat

-.handicapped persons may learn the skills and have access -to the resources which
enable them to engage in more satisfying and involving participation in leisure
.acti vities. ,

, ,

S

iei
,

-(Several months after tke conference, when the results of the work sessonS
.had been analyzed, project' staff and Advisory Committee members, met to
consider the - most appropriate framework for developing research and
demonstration priorities.--.The topics addressed in this se9Von were deriv0 from (1)

, thOse won which the conference was based and (2) those which evolved du,ring
. conference work sessions. ,Recomme dations for each of the five areas of concern

are preented in Sectioh.V.Y '-ir

' . -
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Social Psychology of Leisute:4Personalization and Socialization

The general purpose of research 9n leisure for handicapped populations is to
assist the individual to become competent in dealing with and relating*o the world

1*- of self, world of people, and the world of objects, culture, and space. This
conceptual framework was formulated by existential psychiatry to describe the way
a person exists in the life space. The multitude of encounters, transactions, and

1 I' behaviors required of each person eaeh day inyolve at leagt one and, usually all

1

three of these worlds. ,

I In a-leisure- context, for example, if an individual wi,shesto play baseball,
he/she must have the confidence to participate. (self), the abilhysto interact
appropriately with other teammates (people), and the skilN to manipulate the bat
to strike the ball to send it to a ppint in space (objects/space). If a person has
difficulty in relating in any of these three worlds he/the may elect not to
participate in :Ile game, may drop out, pr may be asked to leave because of the
disruption cau d to the. game. However, if the individual receives assistance in
overcoming or compensating for the problem-producing behaviorthat is, becoming
more competent 19 one or more of the worlds7full, and positive participation is
more likely to result.

Life processes generally fall into tw9 ,categories:: socializatioq and
,personalization. Socialization refers to the,behri'viors, krilpwledge, and attitudes
needed by an individual to function in society-andcontribute to the furtherance of
that socieq; personalization refers to the behaviors, knowledge, and attitudes
needed by an individual to understand himse/fifierself, develop positive self-regard
and self- concept, take responsibility for self-direction and self-realization, and

` generallyachieve a state of mental health and physical well-being.
.

Ordinarily skills resulting'from and contributing to socialization and ,
. personalization overlap and complement and supplement one another; some may be

. more important' to one process than the other. And usually weakening or
strengthening in one process has a direct, if not propojtional impact upon the other.

. .These skills may be categorized as vocational, avocational, and interpersonal or as

k

cognitive, affective, and Motor.. .

t
It is. genOrally believed that the potential for positive socjalization and.

)

personalization exists in participation in leisure activities. However, under certain
circumstances an. individual may perceive leisure time as a burden, and his/her
eoping mechanisms may, yeaken or cornpletely. In these instances, leisure time
may be more debilitating than habilitating for an individual. The negative aspects
of leisure time and leisure participation may be keenly felt by the handicapped

. person, who may lack, competence in the worlds of self, people, and objects.

f In spite, of the belief in the positive potential which leisure may hold for an
indiyidual, little knOyviedge exists as to how much can be, learned through leisure
partleipation and to what degree such learning is transferable, what unique function
leisure participation may serve in the socialization and personalization" processes,
and what environmental-Tphysical and socialadaptations must be made to assist
the trandicapped person to participate in leisure activities. Research investigations
can pgovide the substantive data and information ecessary to respond to these
issues.

14
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Those helping professions which use leisure activities as tools and seek to
enhance lei .ire participation, through habilitation/rehabilitation/treatment
procegses have two general objectives: (1) to assiss the handicapped pen/on to
acquire leistire skills, which will be applied to leisure participation and (2) to assist_
the handicapped person to acquire other skillS and knowledge through involvement
in leisure activities. '

In objective 1, the' acquisition of leisure skills is an end in itself; that is, all
- handicapped persons has) the right to the opporlunity to engage illleisure

activities,_ and to do so they require appropriate skills. On the other hand
(objective 2), the acquisition of leisure skills may be viewed as a means to an end
the development of social and personal competence as exhibited through work,
avocational pursuits, interpersonal relationships, and general self-maintenance.

. To achieve these objectives it is necessary to stUdy_the handicappedyerson,
the non-handicapped person, and the environment.

Barriers to Acquisition and Maintenance of Skills 1 01

`,Individual leisure skills may be predominantly motor, affective, or cognitive,
for they may represent a combination of the three. For handicapped persons the

physical surroundings, the instructional methods, the learning task, and/or the tools
of learping may require modification to facilitate the .acquisition of different
leisure skills according to the limitations imposed by specific handicaps, theskill
level' of the learner, and the attiiudes which the. learner has developed about
learning and about self. 4

Y

Ofiteri theAandicapped child=or youth is prevented from acquiringleigure
skillsoin the nopmallourse of growth and development because no one takes;the
time to provide the learning situation, because instructional techniques do not
respond to the unique learning characteristics of the handicapped child, becaUse the
child has not mastered the developmental skills required to perform more
sophisticated tasks associated with leisure participation, or because interests and
motivation to participate in leisure activities have never developed. Those working
with handicapped children and youth play an important part in shaping attitudes and
behaviors which-prepare the individual -for poeve learning and skill development.

But acquisition of skills is only one-half of the task facirig the handicapped
person. He/she niust, lxr able to maintain these skills and put them into practice.
throug4 continuous participation. No matter how successful a child becomes it an
activity, he/she cannot enjoy the pleasure of active involvement, learning may be
perceived'as frug-trating and often futile. ,

Approximately 20 -million people in the United, Staieg are limited in
undertaking aid performing their major life activities (going to schobl, playing with
friends, daily chores), according to the National Health Survey (Series 10, No. 85,
Tables 9 and 25, 1972). The survey estimated that 1.8 million of theseyersons were
confined to their homes, mainly -because of .architectural barriers, lack of
transportation, or limiting hellith problems, such as lack of urinary bladder' control..

.
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Because of their physical limitations handicapped persons aC often confined
and restricted in their interaction with and mobility within spacial configurations.
They often lack the strength, stamina* or range of motion necessary,to manipulate
thing§ and operate equipment in ways in which mass sociefy. takes- for granted.
These problems have been well documented in the ,vocational rehabilitation and
medical' literature; hoWever, important areas of life exist Dale' thhinTehabilittition
and work adjustment.

Quite frequently a major portion of the life. of a handicapped -person. is
involved with off-the-job living; yet this facet of nth llas gained little attention. In
leisure time, as in work, handicapped persons experyerice architectural barriers,
improper equipment design, and lack of functional capacity (e.g., mobility to
generate sufficient force and exertion to move Wers, 'turn handles, push a
wheelchair, etc.).

The handicapped lea-rner and participant 4p leisure activities often'
expe,riefices two types of problemslimited or difficult accessibility to leisure
resources and problematic -circumstances concerning .use of facilities and equip-
ment: A person confined to a wheelchair may be unable to appr'oach and /or enter
and move aroubdin a museum, sports arena, or library.; ti person with cerebral palsy,
or an, amputated limb may be unable to, manipulate a piece of equipment required
to engage iri'a recreation activity and may be prevented from Participating.

Maintenance of skills requires practice .and application. Ali" people need to
have access to fesources and t%movedround in an environment which creates
interactivenes4(l) among and be ween people and (2) between people and objects
and space. Vrtfortunately, many 'handicapped persons find that their work, play,
.and habitation environments do little to foSter this interactiveness and that they
must continuously contend with difficulties arising from inadequate design- and
construction. A's ..a result, the time and energy. which. might otherwise be invested
in growth-producing leisure participation ischahneled into coping. Further, it is
not sufficient to create barrier-free space; it -is also necessary to create
transportation' links which accommodate, the' handicapped person who Wishes to
Move betwton'and among the spaces in Arch he or-she works, plays, and liyes.

. The goal is to increase participation in leisure'activitiesIt' dan be achieved
if more is done to .assist handicapped persons _develop resourcefulness,
independence, and self-sufficiency, thereby' enabling them to cope more
successfully with the environments in which they find. themselves; if' more is done
to facilitate acquisition of leisure skills by improving the leafning environment and
expanding the opportunities for practice and use of skills;._ if .mo,re appropriate,
consistent, and far-reaching use is made of existing building and grounds standards;
and if stricter enforcement of laws and regulations is achieVed.

The problems' seem evident, and the -knowledge to solve them is widely
available. Why, then, are attempts to remedy these situations moving so slowly?
Why doesn't there seem to be mere far-reaching effort to bring, about change?
There appear to be several factors involved. ,

1. Although knowledge is available, one cannot assume that it is
disseminated to the general public 4r, those involved.in engineering and environ-
mental design.

f
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2. Federol,,- state, and local legislation mandates -standards and design
criteria in some areas. However, sufficient enforcement and resources are needed
to insure ctianKe. 4

.

3. Public interest fluctuates concerning reduction of architectural barriers
ai d relatedisSues. Slime perys ia_isirategic positions express little concern about
handicapped Individuals.

'4. We have perpetuated the
, myth that effective social action should be

directed toward reducing barriers for the 'handicapped." This suggests two things:
(a) that modification of structures, areas, and service systenisliA utility only for
the handicapped population as a special interest group; therefore, the money for
these modifications- is divested froth social programs of benefit to the general

- citizenry, and (b) that the responsibility Tor a segment of the, population rests not
with that segment but with others who will ultimately see few benefits from their
efforts. .

These perceptions do not reflect th reality of the situation. First,
acees6ibility and-usability of areas and faci ies and such support systems as
transportation enhance the mobility patterns of all persons, specifically those who
would nit be considered "handicapped" in the usual 'sense but who-are hindered by ,.
phySical encumbrances and inconvenient design features% It is to the benefit of
to invest the time, effort, and financial resources to alleviate problems in design
and construction. Second; handicapped- populations have a responsibility and
desire to take part in the design of tlieir.des4-iny, lifestyle, and environment. They
are frequently encouraKed.,and allowed to do so, but they more frequently find
opposition and unconcern. When they ,attempt to exercise their rights and
responsibilities. An attitude of cooperation among handicapped citizens,
legislators, planners, end servfee prOiders would deCrease the emphasis on "doing
for" and allow all parties to move forward together in united action for the general
benefit of the Country.

5. Concern is expressed over the cost- required to r-A`entwa,t-e existing
'structures andconstpuct new facilities to meet the standards of accessibility and
usability. Planners, 'designers, and engineers need to determine cost-effective
approaches-to altering the built ,environment which has evolved 'over centuries (and
le what extent this change-should occur),_to create new technology to outfit the
handicapped person to cope more' satisfactorily with the pvironment asit is, or
bring about the .desired level of change. and increased mobility 'through' some
combined approach.

ID

I

Activity -Analysis, Selection, and Programming

plosely, associated with the need to remove phySicat barriers to participation
is the need to increase' the quality and flekibility of [rticipation of ,the A

handicapped person by carefully selecting appropriate activities for skill

acquisition. Of equal importance is effective prograrnmieng for maintaining
participation skills. -

"Leisure aetivity analysis" is an emerging area of interest which is primarily
concerned, with determining, the human performance demands of leisure activities.
a a person cannot meet performance requirements, a ref:reaer or educator may (1)
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bring the child to the level of performance required by practice and developmental
activities, (2) modify the rules and legsen the, exertion required to participate
satisfactorily, or (3) deckle that the child would be harmed by participation and/or
that he/she, would not be able to achieve the requisite skill level for participation.
In the latter alternative, the practitioner would prohibit participation and select a
more appropriate activity within the health and performance limits of the child.

The objective analysis of leisure activities may be viewed as a method which
permits'personnel to engage in a wider and more complex range of decision-making
regarding specific activities that would optiinize behavior change of a handicapped.'
person and makeavailable to him/her greater options for participation. The ability
to make refined seleFtions of activities in relation to specific goals and objectives
would turn -result in greater specificity and consistency, in programming efforts,
with a consequent movement toward the concept of "prescriptive programming." It
is through programmingselecting, sequencing, scheduling, and delivering-
activitiesthat individuals receive the full benefits of the activity analysis process.
And it is through prescriptive programming that the individual becomes the focus
of attention and receives the .greatest benefits of the expertise and understanding
which helping professionals have to, offer. IA and of itself, activity analysis is
relatively meaningless. But, when the findings of the analysis-are synthesized and
applied through programming, this arduous process becomes an appropriate
Undertaking: ,

.. .

TO this point, discussion has .focused .upOn'acquisition of leisure skills asan
end Ain itself. It is also 'possible to program for associated learningsthat is, to
facilitate the acquisition qother social and personal skills and competencies which
eesdlt from participation-th leisure activities.

Little ,of the knowledge vJe acquire is learned and remains a vacuum. It is
constantly being integrated, shifted, modified, and transferred to new situations.
The same may be said of skills and attitudes, which' are also transferable and have
appropriate application outside the initial learning situation. Skills which facilitate
participation in leisure activities, therefore, may be appropriately used'in related
situations and may be a means through which an individual gains knowledge, shapes
attitudes, and develops other,,competeneieS which help form his/her social and
personal competence:

For example, it may be helpful to consider how an avocational,(leistire)
interest may develop into a vocationall(Kork) pith. A handicapped child becomes
involved in.woodworking through the Boy Scouts. He begins participation purely for
the fun it provides during a summer camp session. Over a period of months he
becomes more and more involved and discovers that he likes creating ornamental
and functional objects from wood. He learns about trees and wooii. He gainsmOre
satisfaction and praise and.recognition from his peers. He is encouraged toRxhibit

/his crafts at a local fair and "wins a prize and sells most df his work. As a result, he
is called upon to. teach woodworking to other scout trouPs' in the righborhood.
Eventually, he becomes' Etn expert carpenter and spends his spare tiae designing
furniture .and decoratiieObjects which bring him increased income and personal
pride. .

In this example, participation in a leisure activity evolved into a Vocation
which is also practiced as an avocation during nor -work hours. In addition to
providing an employment option, involiement helped this handicapped person to

24
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relate more appropriately and satisfactorily with people around him, gain the

confidence to*enter into other new activities; and find ways of establishing a
lifestyle more nearly approximating that of his non:handicapped peers. _

With regard -to employment based around Nsure occupations, the reader is
directed to the Educational Testing Service (ETS) in Princeton, New Jersey, which
is involved in a BEH-funded project on needs assessment in the area of career
-education for the handicapped population, (contract OEC- O- 74- 7366). This area of
investigation is not addressed in detail in this report because of the" ETS project.

However, it- must be stressed that handicapped 'populations may be prepared for

adult emproyment through the development of leisure skills and positive attitudes
about leisure. .0

Many Skills and-knowledge may be acquired thrbugh p
activities. Of special relevance is the development of interp
include the 'ability to interact successfully with other hum
personal needs far sharing, intimacy, friendship, cooperation, an

ipat' .n in leisure
al 411s, which

and meet
nurturing.

Perhaps among the most speculated outcomes of leisure particiation, but the

least documented, are positive changes in attitudes, -motives, and personality of the'
handicapped perSon. For example, enjoyable and successful experiences in leisure

.activities may change' the self-concept by increasing self-confidence, by fostering
rositive attitudes toward life, and by-increasind achievement motivation. similar
outcomes may include acquiring personal pride; learning physical; emotion-al, and

intellectual limits and strengths; developing more accurate awareness of body

image and self-image; and identifying one's place in society.

In addition to developing- leisure= and Vocational skills through
.participationinleisure activities, an individual may enhance cognitive functioning.
This is a basic, .yet frequently overlooked, potential benefit: For example, many

activities involve serial memory., potivergent and divergent thinking, creative

thinking, and evaluative processesall operative in daY-to-day living. Prescriptive
programming based upon 'sound activity analygis can strengthen cognitive

functioning in:handicapped individuals. Similarly, activitieS may be programmed

whicfrwill improve affective and motor fUnctioning.

Participation in leisure.activities is also one avenue for learning classroo

-subject matter,. Activities' programmed in a prescriptive manner may assist

ineviduals io learn math, geography, spelling, and a variety pf other academic. I

material; the ingenuity and understanding of personnel set the only limits to the' .

possibilities for learning. .

"1t becomes apparent, then,-,that joy, fun, challenge, and zelaxation usually
associated with leisure participation ape only aspects of the experience. ills ,

possible to isolate, other benefits, which include: (I) development.Of leisure skills

which also have vocational* use; (2) development of interpersonal skills; (3)

deVelopment of.personakity; (4) development of specific cognitive, affective, and

motor skills and processes which have utility in all aspects Of living; and (5)

enhancement of learning (academic subject matter) in structured and unstructured -.
educational-and leisure situations.

,,,,
,,'.

'', Is

Extensive research has been co ucted on the processes used to learn both '

motor and cognitive Skills. However, only a limited amount of this research has ,

been directed toivard special populations. For -example, considerable research has '1
ii,
;

,.- ,
i4,

o.p
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been c9inpletcd using reinforcement techniques with the mentally retarded, but- .

personfiel in therapeutic recreation, adapted physical education, and special
eddcation have shown little interest in these techniques fox...teaching leisure skills.
Do reinforcement techniques work in the learning of gross motor skills or are there
better methods for teaching these skills '? din mentally retarded children learn ,.(
le-isuret skills through observation? What are viable incentives for the learning of
leisure skills? Is competition an incentive for all special populations? What are the
effects of competition' on learning leisure skills? How do .persons respond to
success and failure? .

4

Many more questions specific to certain - handicaps could and should be
raised. ut the purpose in raising these questions is to illustrate the need to know
about th _social environment in.which leisure skills are taught. The motives and
the speCia needs of the handicapped person must be understood, and -the learning
environmen must,-hen be adapter) to these conditions. This requires a knowledge
of activity a lysiS for behavior development and a .knowledge of instructional
prorKsses.as they appkto.these Vecial needs.

.
Figure 1 illustrates the general components necessary to understand both the

leisure behavior of handicapped persons and the behavior .df non-handicapped
persons toward handicapped populations in leisnrp activities. The intervention of
helping personnel (r) facilitates the acquisition of shills and leisure participation (2),
which in turn contributes- to prrsonalization.(3);WKI socialization '(4). Personaliza,..
tion and socialization are highly interdependent petoesses, ,which continuously have
an impaCt upon each other. Although additional specifies ?night be added to this
diagram, the detail provided is for the purposes of illustrating the factors,...
involved in the peronalizatioriand speializationprocesses.,

r-

Dissemination and Utilization:',Applied Aspects of the Research Cycle

Once demonstration models tfre designed and tested and researeh_results are
analyzed and interpreted, it is imperative that .the information be di;serr;inated to
those who need to know. No matter how valid ,and reliable a piece of research is
produced and, no matter how crucial the findings are-to the resolution of a-problem,
the research e-ffort will serve littleepurpose unless those delivering services to the
handicapped populations k'n'ow about:What has been discovered and developed.I.

,, .,s7here are a variety of apprOaChes to 1 linking products /ideas, with,
practitioners. The paramount concern is the development of well-conceived,
judielatisly designed, and efficiently operated systems which systematically
retrieve, organize, and disseminate the types' of descriptive information, product
materials, and statistical data required to effect change and improve leigire
service delivery to handicapped populations. . -, . ,

; -
. . .

The next phase in the investigatory cycle is utilizationadoption4nd
incorporation of ideas and materials into programs and services ,and the application
of research findings and demonstration prototypes to achieve' forward movement of
leisure service' delivery to handicapped persons and thereby enhance participation.
Succesful utilization is dependent upon several factOrs:

1. - Incentives- -the forces which motivate decision makers and other
personnel to put into practice novel techniques and models, and/or incorporate
unconventfonal rationales, and/or, adopt reviSed. priorities which may require a

20,
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a

significant change in the traditional orientation and/or delivery systeM of a service
agency: Incentives may be positive or negative, intrinsic or extrinsic, and may
include. challenge"of experimentation,, desire for profesSional giD.xth, commitment
to improving the life and lifestyle of, handicapped persons, legislative mandate,
threatened loss a' assurance of funds, withar-awal or apprbvaL -of agency
certification Or. license, community or professional affirthation or censure.

2. Perceived rewards and benefitsthe *Rive results which wilracCrue to
theagency, target population, community, and prOfession during and following the
implementation of the project. Benecits and rewards pay include: increased
budget, Enhanced client growth and development, professional status end recogni-
tiop, construction of neyv facilities, employment of addtional staff, increased
ages yc visibility.'

3. Commitment and investment allocating huinan, physical, and financial
resources according to the prescribgd guidelines; acceptance of the worthiness of ,
the project:to be undertaken.

Traded personnel-- individuals cognizant_of the concepts, meaning, and
purpose of what is being applied and- competent ,,to implement, carry out, and
evaluate the new teehniqw, program, or service.

5. Appropriate applicationsuch eleme,nts,as timing, target group, setings,
and procedures encompassed in the guidelines.

Analysis of the factors which inflUence implementation of new ideas and
programs at (he grass roots level is essential; and development or-feasible
utilization stralegies ranks among the most vital tasks confronting those ,,who
produce, disseminate, and apply research data and prototype products and models.

.?' .

..
.

Service Delivery . i.

. , .
The research cycle is complete when_ittiliza,tion results in xpanded and

upgraded service delivery to increase the quality and scope of leisure p icipatioQ
by the handicapped residents of our commuities and instituytions.

--.0....

Success in bringing leisure activities to.the handicapped public hinges upon
variety of factors, one or more of which may be problematical and'have an adverse
effect upon delivery:

1. Agency/institution support and commitment acceptance by management
and practitioner of the worthinesS of the service or program and willingness to
mobiliz,e the resources required for delivery.

2. Ecomimicsavailability of funds to achieve the desired level of service
'.deliverg; cost-effectiveness of delivery; cost of programs, services, and facilities.

3. Appropriatenessprovision of programs .and services which meet the
. needs and preferences. of user groups and correspond to existing and potential

. performance levels evidenced by and predicted for participants.

28
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4. Accessibility andusability-7barrless to and facifieators of participation,
such as fees and charges, location, transportation, design and construction features,
appropriate equipment, attitudes, availability of life support systems (telephones,

. restrooms, water fountains), and scheduling'.

5. Personnelavailability of staff whose competencies facilit4ite participa-
tion by handicappd persons and who are able to provide and evaluate services and

' make necessary adjustments in process and/or content. 4

6. Maintenance of effort and continuitycommitment to sustain successful
. . programs initiated through seed money or grant funds to assure continuity of

service delivery patterns as agency organization structure and/or managenitnt
changes.

Because of the variety of service-delivery Patterns and systems available, it
is necessary to assess the factors affecting decision making and planning and

undertake the development of guidelines which will assist personnel in designing
and implementing the most efficient, cost-effective pattern/system which responds
to local circumstances and user needs and preferences. f

23
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%IV. THE RESEARCH PROCESS

.

The research pilbeess is not a mysterious method for uncovering truth; nor is
the ability to use the prbcess limited to a small segment of the population. It

appears that research has been associated over time with complex, statistical
computations, highly regimented procedures, compulsory tagld.(theses and disserta-
tions), and isolated laboratories or highly abstraCt concept. s pursued by academi-
cians. As a result, many persons view researchboth the investigation itself and
the product of the investigationin a negative light, as incomprehensible, and tend
to steer clear of activities which curry this label. These individuals also
frequently consider themselves unqualified to become involved in research studies,'
whieh, according to the mystique, require skills and knowledge acquired only
through specialized training.

It is valuable to point out. that,_contrary to widespread opinion, research can
be creative, challenging, directed to real-life concerns, and often enjoyable. When
designed and conducted .according to felt needs in a particular wqrk or service -

delivery setting, research can contribute significantly to problem solving,,planning,'
stressand evaluation. It is also important to stress at most practitioners can become"--*'

competent researchers by regrouping_existin skills,' overcoming negative attitudes
toward research, and participating in in-service training and continuing education
programs according to the type of research necessary and associated level

r
Of 1-

complexity and sophistication.
,.

. .,

Competent scientific research is simply systematic inquiry requiring
diligence, logical reasoning, and painstaking observations. The research process
requires the ability to ask important .questions about thie real world and skill to

design samples, choose observations, construct scales, analyze data, and synthesize-,
results to reach conclusions about the world. The research process involves a series
of choice points -- decisions about' which, variables to manipulate and which to
control and about the samples to study, tfie contexts in which Or observe behavior,

and the methods to use in observing the behavior. Membe's of the helping
professions can readily learn the skills and apply them to investigatory projects.

25
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Facet. Analysis -
facet analysis* is one way to rayout an .area to be researched; it

systematizes the 6neration of hypothese. It enables the researcher tdspecify, the
boundaries and ttrudttiie of research problems within the sphere of investigation..

. Facets are categories. For this model they are specified is (1) the actors or
population, (2) the behavior toward an object, and (3) the setting or context in
which the behavior occurs. Each category has subunits called elements, which form
the substance of a specific research activity and which must be specified in every
research problem:

1. Actors or population- =elements of this facet may be the type' of
handicapped person (deaf, blind, physically disabled) or hanqicapped/non-
handicapped persons. The poptilation may be individuals or groups.

2. Behaviors tovtard an objectthis facet has frequently been specified as
'laving cognitive, Eiffedtiv-e, and motor elements. Another useful classification of
elements is diagnostic, interventive, and evaluative.

2. Context in which behaviors occursome useful elements of this facet
include. home,.school, community, public and private; institutional and nonihstitu-'
tional; rucAired and unstructured contexts.

As Runkel and McGrath (1972) point out, "... neither facets nor elements of
facets are given by-nature. Facets and elements are chosen arbitrarily, by the
researcher." The elements of each facet may be categorized in many ways,
depending upon the objectives of the researcher.

It is important to recognize that facets and their elements may be quite
general or very specific. The three facets i4entified herein are very general.
However, within a specified faCet an element may itself be elevated to the status
of a facet. For example, the motor elements of the "behavior" facet may be made
a facet, with gross and fine motor behavior specified as two elements. In turn,
each of these elements may be viewed as facets and their elements delineated.

The most valuable tool for developing viable facets'and elements is theory.
And the first step toward building theory is the synthesis of extant research into
relevant facets and elements of facets. The processes of building theory and
developing facets are litterdependent, with each aontributing to the furtherance of
the other. -

.

Facet -Model

Figure 2 illustrates a general.facet analysis for the study of leisure behaving.".
The elements selected for each facet are those which frequently emerged in the
conference. 'discussions of research problems. This 'of analysis may be

. Z.
i .

* For the reader unfamiliar with facet analysis, the following references will be
helpful: Philip J. Runkel & Joseph E. McGrath, Research on Haman Behavior: A
Systematic Guide to Method (Holt, Rinehart, Winston,.1972) and Fred N. Kerlinger,
Foundations of Behavidral Research (Holt, Rinehart;. Winston, 1964).

. .
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. helpful for achieving both of the objectives specified for conducting research on
the leisure behavior of persons, with handicapping conditions. To formulate a
specific research question, one element within the population, behavior, and
context facets must be selected. .

,

The critical task in determining research priorities within objective I (see
page l5), is being able to identify the important elements that influence leisure skill
acquisition. For example, let us specify bowling as the leisure skill. Within the
general framework of the acquisition of bowling skill,lhe investigator would try to
identify all,of thd possible factors which might facilitate or inhibit the acquisitiOrtt
f the skill. From the array of .possible factors it would then be necessary to it.-

4) hencewhich are the most crucial, hce which should be investigated initially.
Are the major factors Primarily a matter of access to the bowling lanes (physical
barriers)? Perhaps Vie reactions of norrhandicapped bowlers generate anxielyin
the handicapped bowlers, thereby interfering with skill acquisition (psychological
variables).. Has the skill of bowling been analyzed sufficiently to permit making
reasonable decisions regarding the handicapped person's capabilities or deficits
relevant to performance (activity -analysis)? These queStions are but examples of
the type of thinking which is facilitated by using_ feet analysis model to

s -
.structure systematic inquiry. . . -

.Assume.fon the moment that the investigator4 is concerned with A population
of trainable mentally retarded children. The context of acquiring the" bowling skill
is. a community facility. The most immediate difficulty in skill acquisition is the
lack of ability to generate sufficient force to propel the bowling ball the entire

. length of the lane (behavior). The research] problem now hz7finition; population,
context,' and behavior have been specified. Althbugh e elements might be
specified in greater detail, the nature of the problem is clear, and the investigator

,r,....is now in a position to design a study to determine the most effective way of
assisting the child to develop adequate force production 'to facilitate the
acquisition of bowling skill and thereby increase participation in the. game.

From this example it becomes clear that research can e conducted in a
community setting as well as in a clinical setting (hospital, insti tion, or clinic). It
is important for practitioners to understand that they can conduct investigations as
part of the daily activities in their work setting. It is also important to realize that
in a clinical setting, variables are more easily controlled than in a non - clinical
situation, such as.a community center. Therefore, the investigator who is working
with a host pf intervening and confounding variables must take care to, control as
Much as possible the influential factors and to select a conte0 in which there is
minimal (Mance for contamination of the projedt due to unknown or uncontrollable
factors.

_ .

imiInvestigators shouldfbe able to replicate all research studies in similar
settings with identical popillation and behavioral facets. Especially if cost ig low,
it may be helpful for two- r more persons to conduct the same study in,different
locations as a chedk on eliability and validity of fidfngs. As research is
disseminated, others mig t wish to undertake the Study to determine the
comparability of results. T is process will greatly affect the value of the'reearch
data and information whic are produced and. will give the practitioner assurance
that application of relevant fin6ings to leisure programs for handicapped
populations will in fact result in increased leisure participation and skill
development.

28 .
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V. WOMMENDATIONS:
RESEARCH AND DEMONSTRATION STRATEGIES

TO ENHANCE LEISURE PARTICVOTION BY HANDICAPPED POPULATIONS

. .

A. The Decision-Making Process

i ----iii.
f

. P8tential dangers face those in a position to establish research priorities: (1)

inaccuracies in assessment of existing needs and problems within the sphere of
concern;- (2) interference of personal or politicql bias and vested interest; (3)
unsatisfactory attainment of reasonable group consensus; (4) strictly prescribed and

'externally imposed methodologies; and (5).unrealis.alls.tic predictions for feasibility and
avoidsuccess. Every effOrt was made to these pitfalls. .

. .

. In framing the recommendations which follow, the project staff and
conference, advisory reviewed the areas of concern which 'formed the structure for

...the September conference; the reported concerns emerging at the conference from
the state of the art presentations and group deliberations; the input solicited from

9t a select group of researchers and practitioners; the recommendations developed by

the 1969 needs assessment conference at the Urilversity of Maryland (see
Appendix B); and the priority concerns held by the Bureau of Education for the
Handicapped.,.(full school' services, career education for the handicapped, the
severely handicapped, and early childtiood education). It was assumed that these
sources represented the best considered judgment about research and demonstra-
tion needs related to.reisure participation-b¢ handicapped populations. '

. .

N
A

Biases
i P

.
a

To -the best, knowledge and. awareness of those involved, personal bias and
vested interest 'did' not adversely affect the assessment and decision-making
processes. It was acknowledged that political farces do exert pressure upon funding
agencies and that c&tain concerns are more fundable than others; however, as
nearly as possibfe, tke..celt leds of the field were considered. The parties in the
decision-making pspces`naturally held personal preferences and priorities; ,put
these were not inappropriately imposed upon ttl groug,

'3 4
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N itgv. , i... i
Group Consensus ,, ,- iz-

.
' ..-

After adequate discussion and consideration of differing points or view and
potential approaches to priority setting, the group members reached, general
agreement about priorities. ,

...-:,. 'z.., --- ....
.

Prescribed Meth6dologies

The task of the work group was to identify projects and studies which should
receiye priority funding through. the Division of Innovation and Development, BEH;
this task was accomplished.. SpeCificity of research design and methodologies was
purposely omitted in the process to (1) encourage the creativity and resourcefulness
of the 'researcher, (2) provide maximum 'attitude in achieving desired results, and
(3) allow the quality of the design and approach cOmponehts of proposals to be one
criterion assessed by BEH evaluators.

.

Therefore, the priorities which follow point to general.areas of concern with
identification of more focuse topics for investigation. They serve as realistic
guidelines for BEH consideration in the development of. funding strategies.
Research methodologies are left as the responsibility of the investigator.

Feasibility and Success

During the evaluation of. suggested research .and demonstration needs, it
became evident that certain facets and elements were more oimportant for certain
handicapped populations than for-ottiers,, In some cases an element of the b_ ehhvibr
facet was relevant to all contexts and all popul4tions.

, Perhaps the most significant ot.ko.m.e of the efforts to specify, priorities was
an acute awareness of the lack of research in general relating to leisure activities
and participation by handicapped populations, the lack of relevant theory, and the
difficulty associated with specifying precise facets and elements. Those persons
working in the field of leitire with both handicapped and non-handicapped
populations have not yet defined "a research sphere with any precision.

The field needs extensive descriptive research to assist in the development
viable facets and .elements of facets; it needs to'synthesize extant research.

Leisure research may benefit from research findings and theory from 'related fields;
however, such findings and theory should serve es guidelines and should. not be
accepted as totally and unquestionably applicable t o'the.study of leisure behavior.
Only investigations into leisure andteisure behavior can determine the applicability
of findings from allied' fields. .

It is believed' that attending to the priority areas and topics delineated
within these areas is feasible and realistic in light of the state of the art of leisure
research .and handicapped populations and the tools available to the research
community. RA/sults, findings,kand models developed as outcomes of research and
demonstration investigations may be appropriately applied to real-life settings in
which leisure and leisure participation are directly or indirectly issues of concern.

P.
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0..
B. Priority Areas and Topics

Because of the interrelatedness of the priority areas new ilformation and
data resulting rom investigation of .orie area will affect anotherno attempt was
made, to rank them according to the order of their importance and/or urgency.
Ground work may -be required on. one area to Set the stage for investigation in
another. It is -obvious, however, that advances in any of these priority areas will
ultimately faglitate handicapped populations' participation in leisure activities and
enable them to grow both personally and socially.

The' research and.demonstration projects suggested in this section represent
a. synthesis and expansion of the concepts, concerns, and issues reported-by the
small task groups.at the September conference. They should be 'reviewed and
pursued by those involved in research and demonstration activities which are
relevant to leisure and handicapped persons.

Formulating answers t6 the questions raised in this report requires
interdisciplinary coordination, Continuous sharing of data and products, and 4.

cooperative and/or individual investigations involving architects, engineers,educa-
tors, social psychologists, physicians, vocational rehabilitation counselors, thera-
peutic recreators, programmers, and. other allied personnel.,

Social Psychology of Leisure Behavior

1. Attitudes of the handicapped population about, leisure. In addition to the
physical barriers which limit leisure participation, there are psychological factors
which may prevent a handicapped individual from engaging in leisure activities.
Oneof the primary psychological barriers is the development of negative attitudes
toward leisure and participation.

Little is known about the leisure attitudes held by various handicapped
populations. It is crucial, therefore, to adequately conceptualize the important
attitudinal components of leisure.

J. ,

. ., ,. t I .

Understanding the components,of leisui.11S.14firit ste-p in the development
of a leisure attitude assessment instrument,'which should be designed in accordance
with the latest th'eoretical and psychometric developments in attitude research.
Before satisfactgry progress can be made in determining the attitudes of
handicapped persOns toward leisure it is essential to modify existing scalps-
according to the :unique requirernerits of this type Of research and/or develop a
=completely new, rPliable 'and valid attitudinalscare'irViarranted.

.1 .
i.z

,

., After anAtetitude instrument is developed, tbe,inext task is to determine how,

the leisure attituys'of specified handicapped,popurations differfrom those held by
v

simil ly matche non-handicapped populatiorqt This phase would be descriptive.
Thro h apadequate conceptualization of the leisure construct it would be possible
to begin to ,identify the aspects of leisure which differ among the compared group

These differences should promfde indications as to-gihat may be the determinants
attitudinal differences. .. -

. A,2
%

s
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. If negative attitudes p'revail among certain handicapped groulDs, it will be
necessary to determine how these- attitudes are being _formed. With an-
understendit ,o1' how they are formed, it is possible to begin experimental
programs, deSigned to change attitudes. The efficacy of these experiment
prOgrams in helping to form positive leisure .attitudes must then be evaluated: In
particular, the handicappet.personsts own Ettitudes toward hi's or her participation
in activities, may brogli involvement. Research should determine how to hel. ese

. individuals become involved in 16isure actiViites.

2%. Achievement motivation of handicapped persons in leisure activities.
Achievement motivation is an'important part of school life and vocational life; it
also pervades participation in leisure activities. A persorPs desire for success,
aggressive. drives, need_ for recognition, tendency toward growth, and participation
in Competitive activities may be considered as aspects of achievement motivation.

it is important to understand the influence of competitive leisure programs
on handicappedjerSons for two reasons: (a) Success or failure experienced in
competitive leisure activities may have profound effects orqhe development of
interpersonal skills, achievement, self-concept, and other personality, variables.
Because failure at something at sometime is inevitable and because handicapped
persons generally experience failure more frequently than their. non- handicapped
peers, it is important for the helping professions to understand how different
persons react to their handicaps, how they respond,to failure and success, and how
competition hinders and facilitates mainstreaming and normalization. (b) Competi-
tion car affect the acquisition of leisure skills; some evidence indicates that it
facilitates feirrning, but other evidence suggests the opposite. The function of
competition, as common social proceSs_in learning leisure skills needs to be
edetkmined for specific handicapped populations.

-There are many. nationally known and local programs for handicapped
populations which involve interactive sports and games. The influence of these
competitive sports programs upon learning leisure skills and other social compel
ten6es is not yet known. Competitive leisure programs haVe the potential to be
remedial,,but they also haire the potential to be psycholbgically harmful. The need
exists to. understand,the influence of competition, particularly intense competitive.
programs, on intrapersonal factors, including attitudes, motives, and other
personality factors. In addition, it is important to know the effects of competitive
programs on the interpersonal lachayiors of handicaWarpersbns.

AlSo involred- in achievement motivation are risk taking and encounters,
.through which individuals act with-or against each other and/or with or agairiSt the
environment. Some important questions to b.e answered include: What are the
effects of soptarI vs. group participation upon achievement motivation, develop-
ment of intei.fiessSpal skills, acquisition of leisufe skills, development of personal

;.:competence? i.iNfhat influence risk - taking; activities (survival 'training,
mountaineering, primitive camping) have upon social and personal competence and
ability of the handicapped person to develop responsibility, independence, and self-
sufficiency? Are there different desirable levels of :stress and risk for various.
handicapped" populations? At what level of risk does achievement motivation
-suffer?

32
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3t, Mainstreaming: Does it work? Considerable interest has been generated
about 4ntegrating" handicapped persons with the non-handicapped because of the
positive consequences claimed by some early pilot programs. Unfortunately, the
consequences of mainstreaming through integrated participation in leisure activi-
ties has not been rigorously examined. Evidence does 0O4 ,reveal- whether:
mainstreaming ,changes altitudes, cite' behaviors of lidittlidappgd and non,.
handicapped individuals---tewa0 each other- or toward leisure participation.
changes occur, we do not know what. elements of mainstreaming lead to changes In

attitudes and behaviors. Does mere exposure to different'people change attitudes
in a positive direction? Or 'must certain experiences be incorporated, pito the
integrated leisure program? 'How are handicapped persons perceived by :don,
handicapped persons, and vice versa? .

. .

psychologists. have conducted considerable research on interpersonal attrac7
tion. The theoretical propositions emerging from this research should-be studied
when handicapped persons are Mainstreamed with the non handicapped.' For

example, Aronson's gain-loss theory of interpersonal .attraction suggests a very,
important hypothesis about how non-handicapped and handibapped persons will be

attracted to eachother as they jointly participate in leisure activities. Answers

should be obtained to such questions as:: Are interpersonal relations with a
handicapped person rewarding to a non-handicapped person,.and vice versa? Howe

can the reward value of the relationship be enhanced?

A large number of specific questions could be raised, but the general thrust
of the research problem being. posed Is to achieve an understanding of how
mainstreaming through leisure activities influence§ interpersonal attraction and

,subsequent interpersona relations', In addition, the influence of n3ainstreaming on

the attitudes, self-conce d personality ofIthe handicapped participant needs to

be undecstood.
,

° 4. 'Intervention 'modalities and leisure skills and participation. A number of

intervention modalities have been developed which are potentially useful for
helping- the handicapped person achieve higher levels of personalization and
socialization, acquire leisure skills, and engage in fuller participation. The
modalities,. which include dance therapy, be4avior modification, music therapy,'

leisure counseling, psychotherapy, horticulture therapy, and gestalt therapy, among
others., utilize different techniques and processes and -strive toward different
outcomes following i volvemen . However, they all involire, behavioral change,
learning, and non-ver al com nication; and. they all_have implications for leisure

.
.

participation. ,

. . ,
SOme pertinent questions are: What are the differences,,if any, between the

use of dance, tkerapy .and the inclusion of dance activities' in a therapeutic,
recreation program? Whatis,the impact of a specific interviention modality upon a

"handicapped person's ability to engage in more apprepriateileisurebehaviOr? What
'is the interrelationship and interdependence (commonalitieS/differences),Of these kf!..--;

modalities, and are certain techniques more appropriate with certain handicapped
populations? , i

,

,.,
,

,

5. Selltdevelopment through special leisure experieneek A number of

special leisure programs exist or have been created for experimental pilot

programs. .Research is needed to determine the effects of such programs as
outward bound, day and residential, cainiiing (prograinined or self-initiated), and',... ,

*

4
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sports camps on self-development. That is, how do these special programs
influence a handicapped person's conception of himself/herself, atfitudes and
motives' . Studies in this area are difficult to execute because of the many
variables that potentially may influence behavioral change.

Leisure Activity Analysis and Programming

t.1-.A cleaLr; concise, aria-readily. usable method should be available to service
.persOnnel so that analysis Of leisure activities becomes more objective and reliable.
The basis for develdpment of such a method -could be- derived from the model
discussed. on page 26.

As a conceptual organizer, the model requires one to think in terms of
population, content, and context as they affect the pursuit of a goal or objective by
means of a specific activity or sequence of activities. Such an analytic system
would enable a _variety of service personnel, including therapeutic recreators,
special educators, and counselors, to be more effective when dealing with leisure
activities and attempting to induce behavioral change.

Research priorities in this area of concern pertain to the development of a
system by which leisure activities may be analyzed and a deterraination may be
made of the effectiveness of -current.prOgrammatic efforts. Important also is the
identification of .viabte.delivery alternatives.

1. Development of a reliable_ method or systerif of analyzing leisuree
activities which could be used by fill personnel involved with leisure behavior and
handicapped populations. It will be neceSsary to scrutinize existing approaches to
activity analysis before undertaking 'development of a new system. SuCh a system
Would enable personnel to achieve a more scientific approach to changing behavior.

"Developmett of a screening or evaluation instrument which would
simplify and objectify the process of analyzing activities. This instrument would
provide the practitioner with .a standardized approach to the evaluation of the
funCtional and performance levels of handicapped persons and an assess tool to
determine the degree to which leisure behavior has been changed.

3. Identification and/or elaboration of the behavioral requirements which...,
are basic to participation in various leisure actiVities. Such knowledge would
permit a greater understanding of the content .areas, that are of primary and
secondary importance to the acquisition or performance of a specific leisure skill.
The effect that the context and method have. on the ,stability or variabilify of the
behavioral requirements, both within and across various populations, would also be

_clarified,

'4. Identificatibn of the type and validiety of activity adaptations currently
being made. One of the critical factors in an,alyzing. leisure activities is to

'4,etermine the degree of adaptation;e,,if tiny, neeessarY to allow:a. handicapped
individual to acquire or perform a skill. Such knowledge would permit the
practitioner to become more specifit both in the selection and presentation ,of
JeiSure experiences for'different handicapped populations. .

.
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5. Systematic investigation of the influence of leisure activities upon
behavior-in-contexts where leisure .activities are used in a deliberate fashion to
promote behavioral change. The assumption is continuously being made that Et.s a
result of exposure to leisure activities a handicapped person's behavior is changed.
What elements of behavior are being changed? ° Why? It is time "that such
assumptions be substantiated tliough systematic investigation. -Although the
availability of an ,objective method of activity analysis would greatly facilitate
such.inquiry, its, unavailability should not preclude research. The-Contexts could
range from playgrounds to classrooms. One crucial aspect of such inquiry would be
to differentiate between the behavior change which results because- of specific
activities and the change which occurs because of the approach to delivery of these
activities. .Many of the research priorities.identified in the section on the el
psychology of leisure are also applicable'here.

- ,. ,

..

_ 6. Guidelines ,for programming in family, School, and community settings.
Because many handicapped ,individuals will eventually leave clinical settings and

return to their communities, it is important that their new environment be
(ifresponsive to their needs..and perpetuate participation pa terns established in more

protective circumstances. Schools and community-bas recreation operations will
require guidelines and information about the types of leisure activities to provide
to handicapped .participants and about how to kimote continued growth and
behavioral change. Development of activity rogramming packages through
research and demonstration efforts ,would be means for meeting the, needs of
practitioners in non-clinical settings.

.
Additionally, _investigation of appropriate strategies to educate and involve

parents and other family members in leisure activities would be valuable, since
children and youth, especially those with handicaps, spend considerable time in
family, activities. Carefully designed dissemination plans, in addition to tested
.materials, would contribute greatly to bringing about increased family, involvement
in leisure programming for handicapped children and youth.

.
. .

.

Barrier Reduction Through Environmental Design, and Engineering

Participation in leisure activities by handicapped persons is severely
curtailed if they cannot get to and use areas, facilities, and equipment.
Ma-nip-illation of environmental factors not only facilitates participation, but also
raises achievement gains, maximizes rehabilitation outcomes, "and increases the
interactiveness of people with natural and man-made features of their environment

--rind with other people.
. ,

it will therefore be necessary and appropriate, as. a means to foster
increased and rewarding leisure participation, to eliminate or reduce the elements
in the "physical environment which inconvenience, inhibit, and hurt handicapped
persons. Addiftonally, it will be-necessary to focus upon the individual person to
determine how he or, she may be outfitted or trained tO cope more satisfactorily
with environment- factors. . ,

1. planning eff2rtsr An invaluable effort would be-to identify and
assess existing models and approache$ to be used in future planning ,of leisure
environmentspublic, private, and commercial; indoor and"outdoor; buildings and
activity- areas. Also important is a study and assessment of accessibility and
usability of support systems, such as transportation, Sanitary Facilities, telephones,

es, ,
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and -food service establishments. . -This -- effort ,woUld be, of,.nicessity, an,....

interdisciplinary venture, including erilfreer$,_ archaects, planners, -educators,
recreators, and equipment designers. The foCus should be upon Plhnning. and -design

. which avoids the "handicapped' look and whigh incorporated subtle, unobtrusive
features to facilitate,.mobility-and usability by all persons.: ', - .: -. .

2. Demographic studies of usability and use. Quite often, a facility -or
service.. which appears to meet the needs of the target user. does not attract the
magnitude of` participation expected. The factors whiCh attract anti/or inhibit
participation are difficult to d4ermine. Therefore, it is.impOrtant.thaf a stitly be

. _ undertaken to identify the reasons why handicapped people do-or do not use a
particular area or facilitylind do or do not participate in a specific leisure activity,

. If these qbestions are also asked Of the non-handicapped population, a comparison
. may be made of the two sets of responses. These data will assist those designing

and providing services to accentuate the positive factors enhancing use ,and
alleviate some df the problem areas: -,., .

-... *
, / .-

3. Adaptation of existing and older facilities. It is one thing to incorporate
good design standards and principles in the construction of new facilities and areas

, used for leisure activities. However, considerable attention should be focused upon
ways to renovate or modify existing areas and facilities which will be in use for the
years to come. This process may proceTif econganIcally and efficiently or the
dollars invested rriay be wasted. Investigation of cost-effective and feasible ways
to deal with the accessibility `arid usability factors inherent in existing leisure

.
%;

. resoure_es'is important. .
-.i, _.: .. \

-. it, Identification, development and production of devices. Ior use by `\
6

handicapped persons,to facilitate participation. More effort can be invested In
outfitting and educating handicapper persons as a means of facilitating
participationin leisure activities. It. is inevitable that a handicappedjndfvklthil who,
l ives; works, and plays in.a

, commtinity will have to travel tb and move around in
space which does not, accommodate his 9r hpr limitations. One area _Of research.,
and .demonstration woul,d be careful study of existing -Self-help and corrective
devices and equipment and materials which have been adapted to the needs of
handicapped persons. It would then be possible to design innovative devices and
equipment which allow an individual,to more nearly approximate the movement,

'

S

dexterity, and flexibility of the non-handicapped population.',
# '

07.

Dissemination and Utilization

Because of the vital function which dissemination and utilization serve in
the research cycle, it is recommended that the Bureau of 'Education for the
Handicapped include in each "Requesl,for Proposals" a statement reflecting the
importance of these processes'and a strpulation that the proposals will be evaluated
not only 'upon the value of the study and its design, but also upon the
ap.prd'pitiateness and strength of the dissemination/utilization component.

,-

'I. Dissemination: A System. For the past four years and at present, the
Bureau of Education for the Handicapped has been engaged in a national effort to
Provide ideas and materials to physical education and recreation personnel through
the Information and Research Utilization Ceriter. (IRUC) and a variety , of
organizations which promote awareness and adoption of materials.

4
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Research in this area is proceeding.. IRUC -has beery funded in FY '76 to
provide physical education and recreation peranel with a system or syStem's, new

extant, :that will link product materials and/or ideas with the practitioner. This
year-long effort will not only involve the dissemination of information on a service
basis, but will also study the desirability of utilizing a system such as the National
Media Center(Columbus, Ohio) in conjunction with IltUC's dissemination system oz.
other system for demonstration Of effectiveness. 'Until this effort is completed,
research in the area of dissemination will be duplicative.. IRUC represents the

,major research effort in physical education and recreation in dissemination.
. a

. 2. Dissemination Plan: A Component of the Research Proposal. There are
generally few guidelines to follow for disseminating ideas and products during and
after the completion of research. investigations. Because of thi __importance of
getting data and - information to those working with handicapped populations, it is
imperative that each research proposal include a'dissernination

The plan would explain the utility of the anticipated results or products and
identify the target recipients of the data, the persOn(s) responSible for carrying out
the plan, thewavenues through which the study/demonstration project would -be

-publeized (Conferences,. newsletters,' professional journals), availability of the
material (cost, form/source), and the ways in which the recipient could contact the
researcher:to provide feedback.

. .

. ContirThed awareness .of the importance of dissemination should gradually
create a disseminatiOn mind-sel within the research corn munitii. A more conscious
effort to4ransmit the results of research and demonstratioiVaetivities will make

... possible a vital .11nkf, between the researcher and practitioner and foster an
automatic, ongoing flow of information. Researcher's will no long tal mong
themselves; they and 'their practitioner colleagues will be able eSlablish

s: dialogue. . r
. ,...-7--., . : ,

.--- .

3. Utilization. It is generally accepted that not all research findings are
valid apt reliable; . therefore,. not all research is utilitarian, that is, serves a
purpose and is readily applied: In-the field of research into leisurelletivities and

behavibr, of handicapped persons it is strongly emphasized that alr research
initiated should be utilitarian; that the focus of the research dffort should be
precise- and resp?ind to a specific need or problem' area; and that a utilization
component should twineluded in each research/demonstration proposal.

The awareness generated through _disemination Must,' be sustained and
sPbsequently focused on incorporating the ideas, processes, and/or products into the
leisure service delivery system. What is required is a systematic effort that will

. /eventually result in use of new ideas and .prOducts and .graaual institutionalization
of innovation-- incorporation, of material and information into ongoing. continuous

/ operations.

, - It is recommended that there be an investigation of the incentives required
to :achieve effective utilization of new materials and information; if trainini%

requirements to prepare persormel.to become involved with initiating, conducting,
and evaluating new programs and service's; of strategies for achieving the desired

. incorporation, maintenance, and organizational a4ppOrt for new franieworks; and of
the..e_xtertt and-.. effect . of utilization in- relation to different strategies to achieve
....: -..- . I

..,. .
,. .- ...: ..

- ._
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change. It is also important tai study the barriers to applying new data and
information to formulate guidelines on how_to initiate change and innovation once
research results reach the service delivery level. _

. .

In light of these needs, it issirecommended that a utilization plan be built
into each rdsearcb/demonstration proposal. This plan should dekribe the
Composition of a utilization committee which would guide the implementation, and
follow-up of the plan. The committee chairperson should be a specialist in research
utilization. Because he or she will hold ultimate accountability for the direction
and impact of the plan, his/her CrederAials and credibility should be carefully
evaluated. A detailed qualifications statements should be included in the proposal.,

One of the purposes fbr requiring a utilization strategy prior to proposal
review is to increase the probability that the research effort will have utility and
that the ultimate user will be able to apply the results or models to practice.

Thought should also be given to the factors which will increase the
probability that incorporation and maintenance of innovation will occur in
operafional programs and service delivery systems. It Would appear that as
tspecificity is achieved in formulating population, content, and context facets of
research designs, more satisfactory applicatiOn of research findings Will .be
possible, with the resultant positive impact upon service delivery and leisure
participation by handicapPed population's.

Service Delivery
.

A valuable, needed service may fail tO'
.
have the desired effect upon the user

little attention is focused upon the principles of good service delivery. Service
delivery may be on a one-to-one basis or on a small or large group basis. It may
occur in a closed Setting (treatment or institutional environment) or on a mass basis
with voluntary, and therefore unpredictable, participation (community recreation
center). Another approach is to provide the environment for' self-selection of
activities and solitary participation. The ways in 'which services are provided will
depend upon the basis for delivery, the nature of the service, the unique
circumstances existing in the delivery setting, and the needs and preference.1..of the
user group. r

There are, however, ways to improve the delivery system, no matter where
it is located, what type of client is served, and What the existing ,local conditions
may be. Research ,in this area may be called development research, since the issue
at hand is the development of systems-for delivering a product. Theoretical and

Applied research are more appropriate in the other areas identified for priority
. investigation.

Service delivery and participation contexts have been identified in the
" following diagram:'.

community-based clinicalc-fr 4--) other (family,
advocacy groups,
self-initiated)

Framework for Delivery Of and
Participation in Leisure Services

.
N
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. These environments' will suggest differing guidelines from framing strategies to
make services accessible to and usable by handicapped populations. Another
important factor Which will affect, guidelines for delivery is the degree of
simplicity or complexity of the service package: Providing an accessible
neighborhood park requires different types of planning and operation activities than
does, providing a community recreation center which concurrently schedules
activities which must be appropriate .to a broad range of participant functional
levels.,

Service delivery* is a continuum which moves from the prescriptive
programming evidenced in 'a therapeutic recreation clinical setting with little
freedom of choice on the, part of the client to individually determined participation
in a community setting. One way of moving from one end of this'continuum to the
other 'is' through leisure counseling which helps an individual match skills with
options foi participation.

The goal of s ervice delivery should be to facilitate participation of all who
use the system and encourage independent participation; that is, enable the
handicapped person, as well as the non-handicapped participant, to become involved
with minimal assistance of other people. Only in this way, will handicapped
populations become able to direct their perg'onal leisure styles and make self-
motivated choices.

I. Consideration, of diagnostic category and age in service delivery. It is
necessary to determine as the basis for more sophisticated research studies which
approaches to delivery may be more appropriate for different types of handicapped
groups (blind, physically handicapped, learning impaired), and for persons' at git40'

different age levels within these categories. For example, is tennis more
appropriate for educable rather than trainable mentally retarded children? there
adifference in appropriateness according to age level? .

c
, .

2. Segregated and integrated settings. It is important, to identify the
factors which operate in delivery settings serving only handicapped groups and.
those.open to all persons, regardless.of disability. Are common barriers present in
both situations? What spedial considerations need to be made, if any, in integrated
program settings? What type of training is required of personnel in each situation?

3. Environm- ental differences in delivery settings. What are the
differences/similarities of providing services in open and closed space? What
influence does perceived attractiveness of a facility have upon use and participa=
tion? What support systems -(such as transportation) are most essential in suburban
vs. urban environments?

4. Developmental, level, and participation. How can mass service delivery
systems (public, private, and commercial) be designed to accommodate an
unspecified and unpredictable user group? How much of a deterrent to involvement
of the handicapped population is the presence of participants, who are more
proficient at particular leisure activities? Is screening of participants appropriate
prior .to allowing participation? How can residential and treatment facilities meet
the different needs of participants with limited staff and financial resources?

5. Program length and frequency. Is there an optimum duration of an
activity with respect to the attention span, physical limits, and required
performance of a handicapped individual? Are there guidelines which may be

39
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developed which will help personnel devise programming according to a pattern of
(a) length of activity period, (b) frequency of repetition, and (c) extent of the time
span in whith it is offered? What is the impact of different variations of this
formula upon skill acquisition and perfOrmance level?

6. Delivery techniques. In order to increase participation of handicapped
individuals, it will be necessary to study and compare the variety of delivery
techniques which exist and evolve new approaches. _For example, what are the
impact And fqsibility of mobile vs. fixed location services? Do centralized
services increase participation or are decentrallied services more appropriate?
How can a balance be achieved between meeting specific leisure preferences and
providing general services to accommodate a broad range of community interests?
Is it more feasible to have a central activity space within an institution or to bring
activities to the residents wherever it appears they are most needed?

7. Risk-taking, learning, personalization, and socialization. Are there
differences in the degree of learning achieved through participation in high and ,low
risk activities? What factors mast be present for handicapped persons to perceive
risk? 'What counterculture activities provide for more rapid acculturation .in
handicapped individuals? What: types of new activities may be offered and in what
innovative ways to improve the ability of handicapped persons to take risks (and
thereby achieve new levels of personal and social grow1h), to learn skills, and to
develop personal and social competence? . -

8. Motivatin andbarticipation. How can service delivery systems address
most appropriately the. issue of motivation and participation? How can services be
designed and delivered to promote success experiences, which will foster
motivatiorilo participate again? What are thefactors involved in motivation?

9. Leadership styles and service delifery. Is there an ideal ratio of staff per
participants? Does this ratio differ according to age of participants, number of
participants, functional leVe1 of participants, nature of an activity? What influence
do the training and experience of personnel have upon this ratio? Is one leadership
style more appropriate in a specified delivery setting? Do_ persons with certain
types of handicaps 'function more easily within a certain type of letider,ship
aeprOach? Can a regular or special educator be as effective in delivering services
as a trained therapeutic recreation specialist? What qualities tre most important
in leadership personnel who work with handicapped persons? .
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VI. POSTSCRIPT

a

A

AS facilitators of human growth and development we should recognize the
special and invaluable role which we can play in the evolution of the handicapped
individual's personal dignity and the realization of human potential. When left
alone, a human being will struggle to survive and unfold regafdless of the severity
of the impairment. But when care, patience, and expert guidance and intervention,
are provided, the handicapped individual will develop more quickly and surely,
reach higher levels of actualization, and gain the tools which enable him or her to
become a more active and involved participant in the variety of activities which
add meaning and direction to life.

Wise and rewarding use of leisure time is an important part of becoming a
socially and personally competent person. Researchers and pradtitioners should
seek more effectiye ways through research of enhancing handicapped individuals'
ability to relate, to and play in harmony with the non -handicapped members of
society.

t.-
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Selection of Type and Areas of Research
fig

In studying research needs in any area of education, one has to be concerned
with (1) critical areas for research and (2) the type of research conducted in the
critical areas. A priority might be assigned to researching the role of activity
participation in achieving novelization of the handicapped1,child. IsejtjOrcient
to nominate this as the research area and call for funding? Would you feel
comfortable if all tile funds were spent on: survey research concerned with the
stare of the art in this area; or historical research concerned with analyzing how
wecame to be where we are now; or basic research concerned with the effect of
leisure activity on the cardio-vascular systems f handicapped and nonhandicapped
children. ,

a." S ,

Most of us would halie some misgivings if all the available fundswere spent.,
on any one or all of these three types of research. It is apparent that the quality of
life of handicapped children would t* unchanged' at the completion of such
research, a fact which would likely leave most of us (and the taxpayers in
general) a little uneasy.

It is obvious that we are concerned about types of research as well as areas of
42e'search. Any approach to needs assessment in research must, be concerned with
iwo0general dimensions: one concerned with specifying the area and the other
concerned with identifying the type of research to be conducted within that area,

-

,Research and Educational Practice

. We rarely discuss the problem of research with the handicapped without
confronting the problem of wily researei findings take so long to enter mainstream
practices. A common apprpach to alleviate the delays is to recommend some
system halfway between the researcher and the practitioner to, facilitate this
movement of research findings. It is a - typical reaction to try, o add something new
or. place the blame-on something which does not exist or which4canhot have its
feelings hurt. We see this phenomenon many times when special educators sit downA-
to, work out What is needed to improve the system. The traditional response is to'.
develop more effective materials, not ,better teacher, training prograins or Getter

edteachers. One !pi suggest that the rerason research findings are not being rapidly
accepted lies in the type of re earch being conducted and not necessarily in the
dissemination process. Ih.referen to this problem, Wattenberg (1963) reports:
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Perhaps it is time to ask why this must be so. Do lawyers wait
twenty years to digest the latest Supreme Court ruling? Do dentists
dawdle decades in adopting new techniques? Or,-:leCus ask, what
would .his colleagues do to a doctor who continued lo use high
concentrations, of 'oxygen with premature babies even six months
after studies had appeared relating this practice to blindness?
(p. 375)

When we look at the examples used by Wattenherg, we can understand why
these findings move immediately into mainstream practice. The reason it is not a
function of any dissemination process; it is,,a function of the' type of research.
When research -is important, rapid dissemination follows naturally in these fields.
However, in education, the practical implications are . not always immediately
obvious; if they do appear obvious at first glance, they may no longer on a second
review. For example, special educators often feel that research in "learning
theory" will translate readily into practice because learning is the heart of.
Ovation. However, the warnings of Bruner (1963) and Scandura (1966) must cause
us to revise this view. Bruner (1963) sums it up as follows:

Though I myself have worked hard and long in the vineyard of learning
theory, I can do no better than to start by warning the reader away
from it. Learning, theory is not a ;theory, of instruction. It describes,
what happened. A theory of instruction, is a guide to what to, do in
order to achieve certain objectives. Unfortunately, we shall htive to
start pretty nearly .at `the. beginning, for there is very little literature
to guide us in 'this subtle enterprise. (p: 524)

Closed the field of physical education and recreation, We see a
considerable waste of resources as a result of too much inappropriate research in-
the area of perceptual-motor training and cognitive 'skills. For too long, we
depended on. a very believable theory and correlational research; now we have to
face the fact that recent research concemed with test And treatment validity of
programs such as those developed by Frostig is not supportive. .1

Regarding the relative imp ortance of research in education, Lamke (19.5)
made the following comment some 15 years ago, and the'scene tas,changed little
since then:

If the research in the previous three,years in medicine, agriculture,
. physics, and chemistry were to be wiped out, our life would be changed -4

- materially, but if the research in the area of teacher personnel in the.
same three -years were., to vanish, educators and education would
continue. much as usual. (p.192)

- Instead of the ;researcher looking for a scapegoat, it might be mire
profitable for him to evaluate his research. It is quite possible that dissemination
of applicable, research based on important problems will follow naturally as a
function of the relevance of the research..

Anblisr., problem associated with the, nature of the research lies in 'the
resistance to research, resistance which is based upon disappointment associated
with some "movernpnts.", When programs and materials are "pushed" on their face
validity, we ruh the risk lof building resistance to new research findings by

.
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disappointe5i practiticmers. This is not To- say that all research is incapable of, or
should be capable of beihg effectively applied immediately; but it is possible that
the effect of pfishing materials not .validated through field treatment is damaging
enough to restrict the transmission of other research findings.

Research Methods and Research Problems

A typical reaction to the efforts or doctoral students to research certain
problems is, "That area is too sloppy and too HI-defined for good research." A more
accurate reply might be, "Yes, this is a valid area of research,` but we do not have
resources tp equip you With the sills necessary to undertake that research."

If we do not scare f the prospective field-problem-oriented researcher
with' our initial reaction, w v ry often redesign fhe problem so that our resources
are equipped to handle it. in so doing, we so change the research direction that the
original problem cannot be salved. One of the best examples of this situation lies
in our emphasis on comparative evaluation of instructional programs. Typical
questions revolve around the proplem, -"How well does this method work?"
However, when the question has been . processed for research, it ,ustiallY is

4-`12phrased, "Which is superior, Method A or Method_ B?" What is often overlooked in
the case is the fact that neither Method 'A nor Method B is fully developed and that
this premature evaluation_ will condemn one to 'obscurity. before it rehehes
maturity.

(2,

In researching instructional programs there are tiro major, directions:
emphasts-.76n dev-Wopmental proTecTiFes and --emphasis on the formal, .final
evaluation. Scriven (1:967) used the, terms "formative" and "summative" to describe
these Mc) processes. While our present tools are reasonably' well equipped to
handle some aspects o summative_. evaluation, they are almost Useless for
fadilitating formative aluation. Programs for the handicapped are far Too
underdeveloped to be able to afford this unhealthy emphasis on comparative
eValuation that we avg been Torced into by lack of research rep:Ames' to
undertake formative esearch.

. . ,
Cronbach (1963) makes this poipt quite forcefully when he points out that

little is learned about reasons for dierences just by determining that one program
is superior' to. another,; Cronbach (963) also notes that ".'. ., evaluation .used to
improve the cpurse while it is still fluid-eontribute$- more to improvement of
education than evaluation used to appraise a product already on the Market."
(p.675) '

i.

4.

Models for Educational Research and Development

The scope of th's paper will not allow for a detailed discussion of The types-
of research, most of which are described id' the standard texthooks. I intend to
focus on a more recently developed :type of research, "educational research and

4
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development," or R&D. With few exceptions, descriptions 151 R&D have yet to
appear in research textbooks, and training in R&D is not a common component of
doctoral programs., .

Borg I and Gall (1971) note that R4j) "... appears to be the most promising
strategy we .now have for improving education." (p. 413),EducatiOn research and
development refers td a systematic process for developing. and validating an
educational product. A product, used in this sense, is not limited to material,
manuals, or films; it also includes - methods of instruction or procedures of
administration that are replicable.. In comparing the respective contributions of
other types of research to R&D, Borg and Gall (1963) state:

Although they have many important contriPutions to make to educa-
tion, basic and applied research are generally poor Methodolqgies for
developing new products that can be used in the schools. In applied
research particularly, the researcher often finds himself comparing
poorly designed, unproven, or incomplete products to determine which
is less inadequate. This methodology generally produces negative or
inconclusive results, and at best brings about improvement in'
education at a slow rate. . . R&D is not a substitute for Lasre or
applied research. . . In fact, R&D increases the potential impact of
basic and applied research finding upon school practice by translating
them into usable educational products. (p. 414)

In order to exemplify, the nature of R&D, the reinainder of the paper will
describe 'four variations of the R&D model.

THE BORG MODEL

This model (Borg et al 1970); summarized in Table I, refers to the R&D
procedures Borg used to develop methods of in-service instruction. The data from
the evaluation of these products (minicourses) snowed evidence of powerful long-
term changes in teacher and pupil behavior (Stowitschek & Hof meister 1974). Some
typical tasks and time,estimates for the development of a minimcOurse are listl,d in
Table 2 (Borg et al 1970). ,;.

THE HOOD JVIODEL.

The secoAhmodel is that described by Hood (19 7 3); it is similar to Borg'S, but
there -are differences. While ,Borg places a heavy emphasis on existing research
data and literature review as the first stage, Hood does not. The seven stages fol. a
major R&D product in the Hood Model follow. . .

STAGE I: CONCEPT

Purpose: To determine if there is an adequate analysis of the need and a
potentially -feasible solution. 0.

e

1The writer is indebted to the writings and perSonal communications of Walter Borg
for the concepts related to R&D discussed in this paper.
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- TABLE I

The Major Steps in the Development Cycle

I. Research and Data Gathering

2., Planning.

Includes review of literature, class-
room observations, and preparation of
report.on the state of the art.

Includes definition of skills, state-
ment of objectives, determination of
course sequence, and small-scale
feasibility testing:

3. Developing Preliminary Form
of Product

4. Preliminary Field Test

5. Main Product Revision

. Main Field Test

7. Operational Product Revision

8%. Operational Field TeSt

9. Final Product Revision

10. Dissemination and distribution

;
.

Includes preparation of instructional
and model leSsons, handbooks, and
evaluation devices.

Conducted by R&D personnel in one,
two, or three schools, using between
6 and 12 teachers. Includes collection
and , analysis of interview,
observational and questionnaire data.

Revision of "product is suggested by
preliminary field test results.

Conducted by R&D personnel in
between 5 and 15 schools using
between, 30 and 100 teachers.,
Includes collection of quantitative
data on _teachers' pre:- and post.;
course performances, ,visually in the
form of classroom, videotapes.
Results are compared with course
objectives.

Revision of product as suggested by
the main field test results.

Conducted by regular school person-
nel in between 0 and 30 -schools;
using betwee-ri- 40 and 200 teachers.
Includes collection and analysis of
interview, observation, and question-
naire data.

Revision of product, as suggested by
*rational field test results.

..
Reports at professional meetings, in
journals, etc. Includes work With
publisher_ who assumes commercial
distribution and monitoring of distri-
bution to provide quality control.
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TABLE 2.

Task and Time Estimates for a Typical Minicourse Deirelopment
. .

Stages and Procedures in Development

DEVELOPMENT*
Per cent

of Develop- Prof:- Cleri-
ment Time essional cal

Research and Data Gathering 4
1. Review literature & prepare report 6. 1

Planning 4
2. Outline objectives & specific behaViors 4 1

.

Developmeht or`Prelimina:rY Form of Product..,.. 10
3. greparescripts' -7 ''''' 4 2

4. Prepare hasridbook & evaluation forms 4 1

5. Prepare instructional tapes 2

.6. Prepare model tapes '- 2

Preliminary Field Testing or Evaluation 7
7. Conduct preliminary field test 7 1

8. Evaluate results 1 1

Main Product Revision 11
Revise scripts 3 1

10. Revise handook & evaluation forms 2 : 1

11. Revise instructional tapes .2

12. Reirise model tapes 3

13, Prepare follow-up package 2

Main Field Testing or Evaluation 30
14. Coliduct field test 11 4
15. Collect pre- and postcourse tapes 4
16. Collect delayed postcourse tapes 3

17, Evaluate main field test results 11 4
18. -Distribute & evaluate follow-up package 4 4

Operational Product Revision 10
19. Revise Course for operational field test 4
20. Prepare complete package 3

OperatiOnal Field Testing or Evaluation 10
21. Train operational test coordinators 3 2

22, Conduct operational field test 4 2

23. Evaluate operational field test results 2

Final Product Revision 4
24.t Make final revisions 3 4 2

Report Preparation 1

25. Prepare R & D report 1

Dissemination & Distribution 5
?6, Disseminate course for use 5' 2

Implementation 4
27, _Disseminate course in the schools 3 3 .

PROD UC N*

Prof- ClerI.-
essional cal

4 -1/2
3
2
2

6

.-

2.

1

10O 104 44 49 5

tBy Man-Weeks, The Mari-Week allocation is an average, and will vary with each minicourse.

I
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Product: At the concept level, the product consists of a proposal. wilich
t' - includes a cough plan containing at least the following 4erns: (a) statement And

justification of the need; (b) discussion of alternative approaches togethef with an
... evaluation *of each; (e): statement of the recommended concepts of functions ...'

together with proposed configaration;. and (d), initial Plan roughly outlihing the
required activities including their ,sequence, dates for . accomplishmeht, and
estimated cost., - s _ ..---

.

Methods: Egaluation oC 'the concept stage is ba,seci_ primtirily on in-house,
judgment/ Consultants may-be employed if in,hotiSe-capabilitY is lacking.

STAGE II: MOCK -UP (PRELIMINARY PRODUCT DEVEI4g1VIEN-T).

_Purpose: To determine through the use of a tangible representation of_the:
eleeted concepts whether. the proposed model of the product appears -AO meet

needs. . -

Product: The mock -up may be presented in the form of flow- charts,,
outlines, scripts, storyboard rottgli, or other physical representations.

Method: Evaluation of the'mock-up is pri y on in-house judgment, but
may profit from the use of consultants or even a resentative sample of users.
Mock -ups may be employed to compare alternative representations. They are

_especially useful when the propogeg, product is complex in its form or novel to those
wheermay be required to judge it.

STAGE ill: PROTOTYPE (PRELIMINARY FIEL TEST)

ose: To test the feasibility of the del inrms of (a) the evaluation'
by and b performance of a small representative group of users. .

Product: .All major types of element's of a complete model (but not
necessarily all elements of each type) in a configuration and context- permitting
judgment of feasibility:

.Method: Formal and informal evaluation by a small-but representative
sample of the various types of users with additional informal evaluation by R&D
staff and possibly consultants. This evaluation may be conducted either in the R&D
facility or in the field:

\ STAGE IV: 'PERFORMANCE TEST (TWO SUB-STAGES:
(a) PRELIMINARY and (b) DEFINITIV.E

Purpose: To determine if the model meets specifications and to discover
how it may bt,improved.

Product: A complete model with all the necessary elements. for evaluation
(the model may be lacking a complete set of implementation-aids, t?ut if these can
be made available, they should be tested at this time). (

",. Method: Evaluation is mainly formal m cludina complete plan for testing
and_ interpretation, plus a. complete set- of inkrubetits 'and test instructions.
Ideally, the sample should be a stratified, representative-Sample. The criteria and
standards Should be Pre-cOecified.

,
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TtirpoSe:- ."-ifi.:7-.4eie.r-roineT the product's readiness
imprbV6inprits prior' to releiee.--

:,::

'-PrOduct:

thecomplete operational product including all implementing aids.

Method: --Q-pera.tIonal readiness tests consist of 'both formal and informal
elemenTs.- The:Oral- in-strumeritS should focus on critical aspects of readiness.

Informal prpoednre'S;11).:dttiding ex_ post facto analysis of failures, shouldbe planned
for: Generalri-iti-e :03-kgipl,,:is accidental or purposive. The criteria are primarily
judgmental-10d-tiSually.:_inyi?lve a variety of dimensions. A single composite index
of accep,tatittity may lie -entertained; but generally a conjoint, set of minimtil
requiremePtOhould beke-,,Specified

STAGE VI: DISSENIINATI4N -PLAN

to make needed

Purpose.':-TO evaluate the dissemination of the product.

Method: *-"This -i's'ptiseci/ptimarily on in-house judgment, considered in
comparison with spt0ified.',general criteria.

STAGE VII; _0-1.161.,1Tii COM ROL

Purpose: To.-nibilltor;the_produet (a) for improved use and (b) improved
design of new

Product: Thetinalnaioni*diStribtited "package."

Method: Th'ef, teg,iip,reAisually is of omnibus form and longitudinal with
respect to time. Sonic-g'y.StaMatic procedures are recommended, but much of the
evaluation will tie .61,Witifornial-or ex post facto variety.

'FOUR -D

,
This model (Thiagarajan, Semmel and Semmel 1974) has characteristics in

common with the,first two models. A dominant emphasis in this model is that of
analysis. The term "Four-D",.. is dertivedfrom the four major stages: define, design,
develop ani;xlisseminate... The- following description of the four stages is taken
directly from the,- source-book "Instructional Development for Training Teac4ers of
ExcePtional,Chirdreif (Thiagarajan, Sem mel and Semmel 1974).

STAGE 1: DEFINE

The plirObse of this stage is to stipulate and define instructional require-,
ments. The phase is mainly analytical. Through analysis, we prescribe
objectives and costraints for the instructional materials.

1 --,end analysis is the study of the basic problem facing the teacher
trainer: .,to raise The performance levels of special education, teachers. During this
analysis. the possibilities of more elegant and efficient alternatives to`instru tion

.
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e considered. Failing them, a search for relevant instructional materials already
in circulation is conducted. If neither pertinent instructional alternatives nor
materials are available, then the development of instructional material is called
tor.

Learner analysis is the study of the target students--special education
teacher trainees. Student characteristics relevant to the design and sclvelopment
of instruction are identified. The characteristics are entering Competencies and
background experiences, general attitude toward the instructional topic, and media,
format, and language preferences.

Task analysis 'is the identification of the main skill to be acquired by the
teacher trainees and analyzing it into a set of necessary and.sufficient subskills.
This analysis ensures comprehensive coverage of the task in the instructional
material.

`Concept analysis is the identification of. the major concepts to be taught,
arranging them into hierarchies, and breaking down individual concepts into critical
and irrelevant attributes. This analysis helps to identify a rational set of examples
and nonexarnples to be protrayed in protocol development.

Specifying instructional objectives is the conversion of the results of task
and concept analyses into behaviorally stated objectives. This set of objectives
provides the basis for test construction and instructional design. Later, it is
integrated into the instructional materials for use by instructors and teacher
trainees. 3

STAGE 11:- DESIGN

The purpose of this stage is to design prototype instructional materials. This
phase can begin after the set of behavioral objectives for the instructional material
has been established. Selection of effiedia and formats for the mateakil and the
production Of an initial version constitute the major aspects of the design stage.

Constructing criterion-referenced tests is the step bridging Stage I: Define
and the Design process. Criterion-referenced tests convert behavioral objectives
into an outline for the Instructional material.' .

Media selection is the selection of appropriate media for the presentition of
the instructional content. This process involves matching the task and concept
analyses, target-trainee characteristics, production resources, and dissemination
plans with various attributes of/different media. Final selection identifies the .most
appropriate medium or combination of media for use.

Format selection is closely related to media 'selection, Later . in this
sourcebook, 21 different' formats are identified which are suitable ,for designing
instructional materials for teacher training.. The selection of the mostapproptiate
format depends upon a number of factors which are discuSsed..

Initial design../is -the presentation of the essential instruction through
appropriate media and in a suitable sequence. It also involvg structuring various
learning activities such as reading a text, interviewing special educationpeEsonnel,
end practicing different instructional' skills by teaching peers:

fR
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'STAGE DEVELOP

The purpose of Stage III is 'to modify the prototype instructional material.
Although much has been produced since the Define stage, the resultg must be
considered an initial version of the instructional material' which must be modified
before it can: become an effective final version. In the developmen't stage,
feedback is received through formative evaluation and the materials are suitably
revised. .-

a
Expert appraisal is a technique for obtaining suggestion's for the i'mproye-

ment of the material. A nanber of experts are asked to evaluate the material
from instructional and technical points of view. On the basis of their feedback, the
material is modified to make it more appropriate, effective, usable, and of high
technical quality.

Developmental testing involves trying out the material with actual trainees
to locate sections for revision. On the basis of the responses, reactions, and
comments of the trainees, the material is modified. The cycle of testing, revising,
and retesting is repeated until the material works consistently and effectively.

STAGE IV: DEVELOPMENT

Instructional materials reach their final production ,stage when
developmental testing yields con.Asterit results and expert appraisal yields positive
comments.

Before disseminating the materials, a summative evaluation is undertaken.
In its validation testing phase, the material is used under replicable conditions to
demonstrate* "who .learns what under what conditions in show much time"
(Markle 1967). The material is also /subjected to professional examination for
objective opinions on-its adequacy and relevance.c

The 'terminal stages of final paCkaging, diffusion, and adoption are most
important although most frequently overlooked. A producer and a distributor must
be selected and worked with cooperatively to package the material in an

acceptable form. Special efforts are required to distribute the materials 1.idely
among trainers and trainees and to encourage the adoption and utilization of the
materials.

PARENT PACKAGE MODEL

In the strict sense, this example is not a model in that it has limited
generalizability. The principles of _the R&D process were used to prepare a highly
specific procedure for developing parent packages. 'These "Packages" are self-

. contained sets of materials designed to allow the parent of a severely handicapped
homebound child to ti.ain. the child in selected academic, leisure, and self-help
skills. This R&D sequence is in use at the Special Education Instructional
Technology Project, Utah State University. Figure I lists the major stages in this
"model."
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IDevelop Prototype I

I. Disseminate I

4

FIGURE- I.

Parent Package Development Seqttence
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Stage 3

Stage
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3
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3
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Stage 7
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Revise
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The following is a brief descript)bn of those aspects of the model not
included in the first three models.

STAGE V: In this stage the individual developing the specific package takes
the role of the parent and tries. out the package with between three and five
members of the target population.

STAGE VI: A volunteer of similar training to that of the target population
parent uses the materials while observers watch and listen behind .cone-way glass. A
major purpose of this stage is to ass4ss the ability of the package to function
independently of professional instructior\. . .

Summary Statement

FroM the overview of the four R&D. models, it should be evidbnt. that the
R&D process incudes many of the research procedures in use in basic and applied
research. The unique feature of the R&D process is the systematic use of existing
knowledge and research skills to provide the field with a validatefl product ready
for use. Any consideration of research priorities must give serious consideration to
R&D if research efforts are to have an impact on the whole field. For too long
research activities have been directed by such forces as the restrictions of existing
doctoral programs and the personal interests and skills of researchers. The time
has come to look o6jecti;/ely at the needs and design the resources and activities to
fit such needs.

The R&D process offers some chance of breaking down the dichotomy
betweenfresearch and training efforts. The research technology being`developed in
the different R&D models is research that can be used in improving training
efforts. Such support of training efforts has not been etfiderlt in many of our

.research strategies.
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Pr2s,1ntorl John Nesbitt
ChaiPman, RecreationEducation Program
University of loiva, Iowa City
.. i ,
"Attitudinal Battlers"

a

Industry has invested considerable human, and fiscal resources in changing
attttudes,thrgugh advertising. What would happen if the agencies and organizations
for which we work were to automapcaIly devote 20 to 25 percent of their total
operating bddgets to advertising, education or rehabilitation? Last spring, a
colleague reporteb that from 1 to 1.5 percent of the monies in industry and
manufacturing go back into research-and development. our teachers, recreation
practitioners, 'public health officials, social ,workers, dban planners, and others
were to respond to.'new insights, innovations, and research as rapidly as industry
does, our entire society would be advanced well beyond curr .ent social, econorn:c,
and interpersonal levels.

,r , The fact that Thelpers" in the public service professions stand by while large
numbers within our population suffer malnutrition, educational deprivation, ill
health, and cultural-recreational exclusion suggests the degree to which they and
society are captive of less tha desirable attitudes, values and philosophies. And
before there is any chance of freeing the handiCapped population from the

apstraints imposed upon th by themselves or society, we professionals--
igpecially we recreation'and park professionals--must free ourselves from our
attitudinal.constraints..

- . .
.Tie "attitude game" is ir- tough one. Some attitudes are practically

+ unchangeable. The tenacity with which we hold on to some of . our attitudes
wsuggests that we will have a difficult task where we ,hoose to advocate attitudinal

'change toward handicappedpoptriations.
. .

.

Social Basis for Recreation for the Ili and Handicapped

Recreation for the ill and handicapped is only One feature of our society that
is governed in large part by trgdition; by people's collective philosophy-values-
attitudes-behavior. Usually, when we make changes in our society the changes are
based upon our change in "attitude" rather than upon "hard data" from research.
Thus, it is critically important, as' we attempt tb dial with the area of recreation
for the ill.and handicapped, that we.set fgrth a basis or ratio,pale for what we are
doing.

The following is One rationale which I feel makes sense:

1.;Recreation is a human and civil right of all people, includi-ng the HI
. .

"4 and handicapped. .
4

V
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2; Recreation for the ill and handicapped is a part, of 'normalization"
for people who would otherwise be deprived of many fundamental
life and leisure experiences. .

.. .

.R.ecreation for the ill and handicapped.contribut'es to the achieve-
nt of many medical, social, educat-gmal, and vocational rehabili-

tati. oals.

4. Recreation r_the handicapped, when prOyfded under
prescriptive circumstances, can be therapeutic...

n

Attitudes Toward the 1-landicapQed
..`

One of the .most meaningful pieces of research in the area of attitude
change. and the handicapped is by ITerbert Rusalem. The main finding of the
-project was that if you want to develop more positive attitudes toward the
handicapped, you structure a positive situation in which a capable, well-dressed,
personable handicapped person Performs particular skill in a competent manner in
the presence/ of non-handicapped persons. Many of you can point to illustrations
from classroom and field experiences where such aLituation has-produced positive
attitudifial change in the non-handicapped. Some a the features of .this type of
experience are -thteraction.and direct personal contact. This contrasts with the
traditional kinds Of non- involvement techniques (literature and films and money-
giving) which have been used to change attitudes but which requiretittle perknal
involvement and commitment and, I believe, have limited results.

. -
There are other factors 'in attitude change-- reiriforcers, rewards, and

_regenerators.. People continue to do something- -even something' deStructive like
smokingbecause they obtain something important from their .actions. Until. they
find something more Efositive or until that which is obtained ceases to have a
positive value, people will continue a particular behavior.

1 ,
We, as_professionals, kna, The power of altitudes; we have perceptions and

insights; and we have the benefit of -aoirie research. We ust noW assemble
available information-into a framework for dealing with-attitudes-

gi
towai.d the ill and

handicapped.

Facilitation,acilitators, and Faoilitator Syndromes

The handicapped themselves are-a",target.of attitudinal change efforts, as
are their fabilies, peers and helpers. AlSo Included, as target 'groups are decision-
41and policy-makers (board and commission Members, city 'council persons),
legi$lators, and professional personnel of all types. These individuals may be
termed facilitatorspersons who perform a distinct role or function in relation; to
recreation and leisure participation by the ill and handicapped. In spite of the fact
that the term "facilitator" has a positive connotation, the individuals this group
may either help or hinder the handicapped. It is because of their potential to
hinder that their attitudes are important.
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Specific behhvjors and., behavior patt ns result -froth the individual's
philosophy- values - attitudes - attitude sets. isr number of these .attitude sets and
resultant _behavior are encountered on a continuing basis. Afnong these attitude
sets we find: the Futility Syndrome ("What can Fdo to help? The situation is
impossible.");, the Leprosy. Syndrome ("If I touch them, I. may get it!"); and the
Training S ' drome ( "I can't take handicapped people into my program. I don't have
the trp d staff to handle epileptic fits, convulsions, slobbering, poor speech.")
There a e numerous other explanations for Why inclusion of handicapped persons is
unthinkable and why a particular negatiye attitude toward them is justified.

Building a Process Model to Support Positive Facilitatioh
of Leisure for Handicapped Persons

It is desirable for recreation and leisure facilitators and Beers to exercise
their discretionary 'and regulatory pOwers to facilitate participation by the
handicapped in leisure time activities. There are several concerns to identify at
the outset: First, what attitudes exist at the present time? Second, what process
barriers are implicit in their current I4ehavior? Third, what alternative behaviors
will facilitate the desired participation by the ill and handicapped? Fourth, how
can 'attitudes be changed to initiate new behavior models? And last, what positive
reinforcements or payoff features can be built intothe'new model to keep it going?

For example, consider working with the general public in employing the
handiCapped. A counselor may place one handicapped person in a job, and the
'Vfayor's Committee on Employment of the Handicapped gives an award. That
employer may hire one more handicapped person, but, most probably,, the
employment of the handidapped will taper off tunless there is a further stimulu
There is generally insufficient continued stimulation to effect regeneration, o
effort.

Something I think we have on our side is the very positive interpersonal
experience that can evolve from recreation. Recreation offers many unique
interpersonal satisfactions and rewardS. I believe that recreation, cultural.
activities", and leisure hold enormous potential. In terms of attitude change, I think '
we should pay close attention to the 'public demonstrations of wheelchair athletics,
which have created a significant change in the attitude which many people have
about the handicapped; hopefully .this attitude change will lead to some Changes in
behavior. People have also been tremendously influenced by the Special Olympics,
the Cultural Festivals for the Handidapped, and the National Theatee for the Deaf.

I think that our wok related to attitudes and behaVior has to lead us toward
a general goal: Allowing the handicapped reCreational, cultural, and 'leisure
opportunity and experience oh an equal basis, at pariety, with the non-handicapped.
This idea stems from my beliefs about human rights and nol-malizatioh; that is,
enabling the handicapped to live in a regular lifestyle and enjoy the normative
benefits of education,recreation, - employment, and other 'activities their non -_

hindicapped peers take for granted.
.

I think that any research, any study regarding attitudes, should contribUte to
and have a direct relationship with actual behavioral changes that inerepse Moth the
potential for and the actual participation of the_ ill nd.handicapped in recreation
and leisure activities., We should be concerned wth a methodology to effect change
in, facilitators to alter and reinforce their positive behavior for this chafige.
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One of the manifestations of public attitude is the legislation which affects
service delivery to handicapped persons. We must all be involved in some way in
the politindal arena. We need to stay in the forefront regarding Federal and state
legislation, programs, and funding. In ,many ways these issues involve attitudes, and
t'he overt and covert negative facilitation attitudes at the tederal and national
level are now affecting millions negatively; they can affect millions positively, if
they can he changed;

. ,

. Persuasion and Guidelines VersusLaws and Enforcement .

When we deal with attitudes I think there are two primary approaches
available to us, One general area is thd persuasion approach ofN - earth,
education, and group process. Another approach is the authoritarian al.::: h of
law, regulation, and enforcement. I believe there are limitations to e can do
through enforcement, law, and legislation. Martin Luther King ha tot li tune in
the South, but he said he didn't know what hatred was until he walked int., Chicago
to experience the outpouring of venom. SO I think we have to be careful with
enforcement. Quotas rare touchy; but, nevertheless, there are many, issues that call
for and demand enforcement.- For instance, one such issue is air travel by the
handicapped. Carriers are simplY saying, ullandicapped stay off because you're
going to cause problems." The airlines refuse to look at the research. They refuse
to loo14,-14-4-14eituinanistic. issues involved and the impracticality of 'what they're
-sayingthey ar.e simply going to force handicapped people to stay off airplanes.
The only way to fight this is by legislation and regulation.

The main point is that persuasion is usually the best Ineansof Changing
people from being 'negative facilitators to positive facilitators. However, we
should be mindful that it is only through. law that many important basic:social
advances have been made. Recent dramatic examples are the clirrent Civil Rights..
Movement which was initiated by a Supreme Court decision and the battles that are
being won through court action in equal educational opportunity for all, including
the handicapped., ,

.

My second pdint is: If we intend ultimately to be positive facilitators in the
lives of the handicapped in the future, we are going to have to make a number of
prcitound changes in our o attitudes about durtelves, altitudes about the
import ce of recreation and leisure in the lives of the il handiCapped, and our
attitu es about our roles.andunctions as ti national professio al group. In general,
recrea ion and park professionals and those specialists in the area of therapeutic
recrea ion have a very passive pattern of involyergent with issues, with legislation,
with F deral agencies. Thus, if we are talking about'being positive facilitators of
recreation,for the.handicapped, th 're are a number of profound attitudinal changes
that will necessarily have. to start with us. This, obvdiously, is the point Where
philosophy (personal and professional) starts to interrelate With values and attitudes
and behavior.. This is where our own "free wilp has its say; but, it is important that
we take a goodlook at ourselves at the same time in th.e 'mirror of reality.

, 4. ,
.
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Liabilities to Recreation 0

I thinkwe should recognize that we are dealing with two low-esteem areas:
recreation/leisure and the, handicapped themselves. Generally speaking,
recreation/leisure has not been a.high priority area. People are not in favor of
allocating money for recreation for poor, inner city 'resident's.* Recreation
program 4 in correctional institutions, are grossly inadeuate. Many teachers,.
doclors, nurses, and health administrators have negative attitudes' about recreation.
and leisure: "Oh, you're in recreation and leisure." "I don't-lt4ine for leisure
and that kind of stuff." 07/4,f, handicappe,4 as people are held in esteem. For
many reasons, the general ,public, planners, teaehers, and other groups want to
reject the idea Of disease and disability. We mint to think.onlyin terms of success,
winning, beauty, and other ='desirable" traits; we don't wanito think in terms Of
failure, losing, Or y. We don't want to deal with reality.

We have, then, a situation' which makes it doubly hard to sell recreation for
the handicapped within our own profession, to other4.professions, and to the public
at large. I don't intend to `discourage; rather, I wisli4o put the matter realistically.

4

Winston Churchill said, "We build our houses and then our i'otises build us."
Our conditioning creates our attitudes which are mothers of.need, which in, turn
form our attitudes. We need to break this negative cycle and create more positive
attitudes.

. Only the .Specialist Will Do the Job

As we speculate about strategies to achieve attitudFand,behavior change as
a prelude to plantling.and implementing recreation programs for the liaridicapped, it
is essential that we take a,,realistic look at who and what, helps or 'hinders our
efforts. Those ;of us who are concerned basically with the handicapped must be
very cautious about those people who are"part-timers" in helping the han,dicatazeg.,.4--.'
and about those people who are "loW priority lip servicers"for the handicapped.

These words of caution are needed as 'We think about our strategies for
program development. I believe that sometimes I can be misled by the propaganda
of the generalists in education' or recreation. The generalists will say about
individualized therapeutic recreation or special education, ';Weld'; that's rust good
recreation and that's just good education. That's really what I had ill mrnd all the
time,. Just throw it back' to me and I'll take cafe of it inside of my general
classroom' or playground." I don't believe that the generalist is going to take care

. Iqhferk Nita it is only-the person who,is singularly committed to the ill and
the handicapped who will respond to the needs of the ill and handicapped. I think it
is only the program that iA sjngularly committed to the ill and the handicapped that
will do:arf effective job. qapon't have confidence in the generalists 'tp take care of

. the issues I'm concerned about.' I" Piave come to have faith only in The person or
organization that says, "The handicapped are Number One priority." I find that the

are either Number One or, essentially, they get lost. I base this
statement on my personal experience with the U.S. Office of Consumer. Affairs,
with the U.S. Bureau 'of,-Outdoor Recreation, and with: various .-national
organiytions and associations concerned with recreation.
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Action Now.
I

The gen ral public and professional helpers need to recognize . whatever
negative attitudes they hold toward the handicapped and face them and move away
from platitudes. People and,professionals must first embrace the "idea" through- a
platitude, but too many people and too many professionali believe that they have
done their bi,t when they have embraced the platitude.' I woull cite as a Prime
example of this the "jet's addpf a resolution blessing the handicapped and forget
about having any operative paragraphs" approach. I believe that we could find
tratnizpriks and agencies ;whose primary goal is serving the handiCapped but which

employ any handicapped in .their ranks. (The same can be said relative. to
minorities.) Or, they hire one token representative of the group. And, we can find
Plenty of organizations, that ha;re adopted pious resolutions about eniploying the
handicapped; but be assured ttiat they do not and will not employ the haMicapped.

o, I believe that we must 15C realistic in planning any strategies designed to
amelior te/the condition of the handicapped. Many of those who- would want to be
known as "the bast fiends of the-handicapped" are, in fact the "worst enemies of
the handicapped because %their "kind 'words and charitable thoughts" belie their
actual inaction or negative action toward the ill and handicapped., This inaction as
much as negative action Ts what locks the ilT and handicapped.olit of education, out
of einplOyment, out of recreation,, out of cultural participation, out of social
involvement. It lock:, the ill and handicapped out of the rights toizqual opportunity
under the law.

I propose that even as the publiC and professionals face their negative
attitudes they provide The programs and services required by the handicapped and
work toward( changing these attitudes. So,-let the waive feelings grow out of
interaction, let the positive feelings came at a future- date while today 'we assure
the ill and handicapped of their rights_as human beings and as citizens. In A Plea
'for the Friendless Present, Wilbur Dick Nesbit said, "Who waits upon the when and
how/Remains forever in the rear,"

Granted we need, insight, and the. means to* insight and knowledge is
research. put, while we conduct our research and write our papers, let us be
mindful that we are the leadership for recreation for the ill and handicapped and
that each of.us must ibe assertive within our professions, with our state park and
recreation organizations and state health, physical education and recreation,
associations, and with our elected public officials a the local, county, state dand
national levels. It is quite clear that action is need& to meet the enormous needs
that surround us. Research is needed to answer the questions and sol the
problems. :Let's not, confuse the need for action and.the need for research. Let's
get the knowledge we need to act; but, let's act (K, what w.e do know. We' ve the
responsibility to de both now.

%
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Appendix-A -

Facilitation,

'"Facilitation" and "faciliktor" refer to an action or person impacting to
"ease any action, operation, or course of conduct." Facilitation or facilitators
cannot be neutral; they are either negative or positive. Positive facilitation or a
positive facilitator acts to promote, ease, .or assist the handidapped person in

. attaining, participating, achieving; "conversely, negatiye facilitation or facilitators
vertly or covertly fail to promote, . ease, or assist the handicapped person in

. attaining, participating, or achieving. Denial of employment to a-person because of
a physical handicap, for example, is "overt negative facilitation." The failure to
hire any person who has a handicap is "covert negative facilitation't" If the person,
condition, or situation doesn't provide "positive facilitation," it is by 'definition
"negative facilittition." There is no neutral or middle ground. "If you are not for
the handicapped or handicapped persOn, then, you are against the handicapped

People as Facilitators

Obviously, everyone is. a facilitator in some way. Howeyer, the following
represent those individuals who have a major impact upon handicapped ersons: the
handicapped themselves and their families; peers; public helpers (librarians, cab
drivers); decision and, policy makers; professional perSonnel;, and recreation

, personnel. -

Conditions as 'Facilitators
. .

The same general principles apply to "conditions" as to facilitators. The
conditions referred to are- laws, regulafions, guidelines, policies, practices
(nnwritten.regulations or policies), as well as buildings, equipMent, clothing, etc.

Appendix B

Attitude Cycle

Attitudes mould be conceived of in relation to the preconditioris which form
them, actibns that result from them, and in turn; 'the influence that behavior has in
reinforcing philosophy and attitudes.

General Behavior

Philosophy Specific Behaviors

Value * Attitude Sets
AttitudesA
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The first level of involvement is to seek to modify each ',factor in the,
attitude. cycle through logic, 'persuasion; information, etc. It a. rector fails to
respfand to persuasion, enforcement in terms of laws, legislation-, and court orders is
called for. It should be recognized that whether by persuasion or enforcement, the
cycle must be broken from negative fddilifation to positive facilitation and that
reinforcers of and for positive facilitation must be built into the .specific and
general behavior.

Appendix C

, .

Programmatic Analysis of Facilitator Action's/Attitudes-
.

The following questions 'din be used in anar§zing specific behaviors, the
attitudes that yield these- behaviors, and possible counteractions to ,change
attitudes/behavior.

I. What is Ihe desired behavior of the handicapped person or group.
entry to a building, membership in a group?

.

2. What. process barriers' (physical, social, etc.) block the desired .

behavior? .

,

3. What is the alternative behavior?

"4. What Negative Facilitation (physical barriers, social barriers, lack
of social acceptance, reactions, etc.) blocks the desired behavior?

.

. 5. What Positive:. F,iicili-tation allow -- desired. behavior. by,
handicapped Ossolcis /

.

6. What- attitudes, valuers, etc. are involved in the Negative ,

Facilitation; in the alternative positive" Facilitation?

7. What steps .(persuasion ;. enforcement, -demonstration, etc.) can be
taltento'modify attitudes andr behavlOt?'

8. When new. or modifie6 attitudetbehavior is demonstrate4 through
Positive Facilitation?, What .reinforcement, reward, etc. can be
perpetuated in order to maintain the Positive Facilitator'
attitude /behavior?

.

7 0
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Reactor: Gerald Ottilorrow. ".

, Professor .
Schgolof Health, Physical Education and R'ecteation
Indiana State University, Terre Haute -

., .

t

When we ask oursel;xes why people behave as they do we are dealing with
attitudes. An attitude is a complex factor which cannot be wholly described; it is
the sum - total of a person's inclinations and feelintrs, prejudices or biases,
preconceived notions, ideas, fears, and convictions. Attitudes Usually result from
opinions. However, ,there IS need for caution: Neither opinions. nor, overt acts
constitute any sense an infallible guide to attitudes; they serve as indices of
attitude. $

The word "handicapped" has art unfavorable connotation, and very few adults
will accept the label. A person will consider a haridicap as a hurdle ,to to overcome
or bypassed and not ,as 'an excuse for, self-pity. However, many people who live
successfully with their condition. nevertheless find their lives restricted for reasons
beyond their Control; the physical or mental difficulties which may. satisfy the
dictionary definition bf "handicap" are often not the main protilems'which the
person has to overcome on day7to-day basis. Some examples come to mind. The
veteran who has become acclimated to life in a wheelchair but can't get on a bus;
the 'epileptic Who isn't allowed to drive in some states; and the retarded adult who
is without the acceptance and love of his Or her own familyall are faced by
external limiting factors...,. These situations illustrate that the individual has
accepted his handicap, but. society has not; that too_often the handicap is the focus
of attention rather than the "normal" qualities oftaeindividual.

,
.

That society has not accepted ,the handicapped is difficult _to understand
since everytiOdy is handicapped, to a greater or lesSer degree.' Avery wise person e

once wrote: "Every h'uman-person is a, n4stery that must be-learned slowly,
reverting with care, tenderness and pain", and isneyerleened co-Tpletely." Since
this statement obviously admits tg no exception? it applies as much -to thOse who
are handicapped as to those whoare considered "normal." A handicapped person is
no mare or Jess a mystery than a "normal" man or woman, nor is it mort'or less
difficult to le\au about him or her . . ,

, - . .

,, _ .

In our. society, the problems faced by the_ mentally and physically disabled
are cilany and complex. In the not too &twit past, those ditabled because of illness
or age constituted a social burden because they could, not contribute =their share to
the group welfare. As a result, certain attitudes and.practices toward the disabled
seem to be a..part of our.culture.

. , .

, _

The cultural pattern of any inElividualor group is a kind of blueprint of life
activities. . The individual learns this blueprint, largely unconsciously, through
childhood experiences in the family and contacts with teachers,playinates, church
members, neighbors, fellow workers, and frieo+4. As,Knutson lisp has written:

:
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Present knowledge concerning the role of heredity and environment in
human development leads to an unequivocal rejection of instinct
explanation fOr social motivation, social beliefs, social attitudes, or.
social behavior. The child is not born with a set of values, nor with a
pattern of goals, nor with a set of rules of human conduct, nor with a
sense of love, affection, or trust for other human beings. These al'e
man-made things that are imparted to him in early childhood.
Children learn to be clean or to be dirty, to be active or sloven, to be
cooperative or competitive, to be submissive or aggressive, to---be
tender or cruel. They learn to love And to hate, to-share and to steal,
to run or to fight. Their health behaviors, no less than other
behaviors, are acquired.

By the time the individual reaches adulthood he or she has a vast Amount of
detailed knowledge abput how to behave in and respond to situations similar to
those in which he or she has grown up. The person also has a system of values by
which to judge what is pleasant, desirabld, appropriate, right, or the reverse. These
values reflect the attitudes of his or her group.

This blueprint has great utility. Were it not for these guidelines a person
might spend significant consciously making hundreds of minor decisions that
are now made automatically. The person is freed to deal with supposedly more
important matters. On the other hand, if a person has been thoroughly socialized
into the group cultUral patterns, others often experience great difficulty in

breaking him or her of even the'most minor patterns. .

As a result of .these blueprints, we find a variety of attitudes and consequent
haviors toward the,handicapped. "Normal" persons regard them as different and

str e, devalue their 'abilities, patronize .them, attribute to Them negative
character traits, have both high and low expectations of them, reject them,
perceive them in social and economic stereotypes, oVerprotect them,. assume
mismanagement by their parents, believe that they are filled with sadness and self-
pity, and somehow connect "punishment for sins" with their% disability. .The
disabled, themselves, view other disabled as different:

We are, therefore, at the crossroads of.an intellectual decision. Either we
are going to continue our preknt negative attitude toward the. handicapped or Ave
are going to refocus our energies on .helpingthe handicapped person develop as a
human .being. Either we are going to persist in constricting, and enslaving the
handicapped through negligence or we are going to establish the means and

-opportunity for theft) to become more independent.

Further, we speak of giving all persons "equality'of opportunity, " when it
would be better to say that we should see that all obtain maximum opportunity. A
person is most free When he 'or she has the knowledge and the power to make
constructive decisions and utilize the fullest opportunity for choice. A person is
most free when he or she has maximum information about choices. Yet, the

shandicapped person is seldom. provided with suffieient'informAtion or opportunities
to, -make the most advantageous choices: Then in guilt, society attempts to do
something, but frequently Makes the situation 'Worse. ,

. .

.

.
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. It is important to remember that:

. * unless the handicap is a severe mental one, a handicapped person
has the same urges, drives, ambitions, goals, fears, doubts, and
anxieties as the normal person.

the handicapped person wishes to live a normal life and compete
with "normal" people.

most handicapped adults have learned to compensate, at least to
some degree. They welcome, in my experience, useful suggestions .

regarding the compensation process, especially from professionals.

the reasonably well-adjugted handicapped adult knows his or her
limitations and has learned to live with and work within them, and
resents being overprotected. Pity is his or her worst enemy.

Mental and physical limitations may produce suffering and frustration, but
the lithitations imposed by society's evaluative attitudes. toward the handicapped
affect their overall feelingi about themselves. People strive to be accepted, to be
important in the lives of others, and to have others count positively in their life.
As long as disability is considered shameful and linked wiht inferiority, realistic
acceptance of one's position and one's self is precluded. As long as a physically
,able person maintains this linkage, he or she is ill-prepared to meet disability. The
implications appear clear: Society must develop positive and supportive attitudeS
toward those who are considered handicapped. It must encourage, especially in its
legislation, self-determination and independence. Society can do this, most
effectively when it concentrates on personhood and not handicap.

Since World War II, legislative* emphasis on civil rights for all people has
increased. We have -witnessed the Universal Declaration of Human Rights adopted
in 1948 by the United Nations, the Patient's Bill of Rights published by the

. American Hospital.As-sociation (1973), a formulation of the rights of the mentally ill
and retarded (Mental Health Law Project, 1973), the Bill of Rights for the Disabled
(Abramson and Kutner", 1972), and the Bill of Rights for the Handicapped (United
Cerebral Palsy Associaticin, 1973), as well as an international conference on
legislation concerned with the disabled. . . '

Associated with legislation is, legal action. As a result of federal and state
Civil Rights Acts, radical changeS have occurred in the treatment and acceptance
of minority groups and others. There is evidence to indicate that with integration
of handicapped persons into the mainstream of society have come ° major
improvements in attitudes on the part of many. We have seen a greater

-involvement of the handicapped in leadership poSitions a'ndan increased effort on
their part to speak out and act on their own behalf. .

It might appear that merely bringing people together ,will automatically
improve tfie attitudes of-each toward the other. However, this is not always the
case. The Scott (1969) study of sighted and blind persons indicates that .it is not
enough to bring sighted and blind people together and concludes that sighted people
have the know-how to deal with blind people and overcome their own awkwarldness
and ambiguity.
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Mas. me-ilia education through advertising agencies is another important
educational approach. The media have .extraordinary power to influence,but there
are several considerations that must be kept in mind. First, dealing with an
abstract such as prejudice is different from selling a-bar of soap. Second, to rely
on infrequent messages of limited informational value is uncertain. Rather,1 would
second the remarks of Wright (1974): For mass media techniques to be effective,.
the educational information shpuld be integrated into the social context of
situation beingpresented. 11,o;Never, formal education provides the best po'ssIbl&...
opportunity, in most insteinces, for continuity, depth, influence, and stibit.k}1461. :
recall. . .

What can be said about the need for research other titan more stioillei be done
and what has been done should be reevaluated. More research is. 43'Oded
diffei;ent contexts and with different subjects. Undoubtedly further. dba.s4de:ratioti,
of implications will yield additional leads for developing whglesorilD.....#'li itudes..
toward disability. Understanding underlying conditions within .41-40th.t?work of
ideological and ethical prescriptions may provide the soundest desired
change. An essential problemtremains: understanding the process cd.ohang-e..... -

. ..
To affirm that the present changing attitudes are derati-e-zillow me to

conclude with a quote from Wright (1973): ,
. . .

The lives of handicapped people are inextricably a pa'rt-of
wider. socio-economic-political and ethical society affecting,tte
of all people. Its is therefore essential for all of us to remain
to protect and extend the hard-won gains of recent decades and to be
ready to counter undermiffing forces. Vigilance requires thoughtful. .7
action guided by continuing reevaluation of the effectiveness of :
present efforts and alertness to needs of changing conditions.
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Reactor: Fred Humphrey
AssOciate Professor
Recreation and Leisure Studies Program
Temple University, Philadelphia

One of the Philadelphia newspapers carried a letter to the editor about the
financing of a White House swimming pool' for 'President Ford. It included a
statement representative-of a segment of public opinion"If the President needs to
hive this pool installed for reasons of physical therapy or the, like, I might be more
inclined to be sympathetic, but not simply for recreational purposes." .

In our discussion of attitudes we should look at the definition of "attitude."
Since theories of attitudinal change are composed of words, they can -only be as
precise as the words used to describe them.. Some say that an attitude is Cm
implicit (not directly observable) drive producing a response considered socially
significant in the individual's society. This perspective includes more than verbal
responses. This drive may affect overt behavior, but it is not overt behavior. The

71/4.response may be conscious or unconscious, distirictly verbal or only vaguely
proprioceptive. If is important to recogniz6- the behavioral side, the functional
side, of the broader concept of attitude as well as the verbally-oriented paper and
pencil sideVe so frequently restrict ourselves to. .

In the 1940's or 1950's Hyman and Merton formulated the idea of a "reference
group','- -the group to which a person looks for norms and standards. They made the
point very clear that an individual need not be a member of a reference group to
consider himself a participating member of a particular reference 'grout/ or to -use a
-collection of-people as a reference group: It is necessary; therefore, to dis uish
between membership groups and reference 'groups in a discussion of ,th feet of
reference groups on attitude formation.

M. Brewster Smith writes about the categories of attitude formation: (1)

-object appraisal, (2) social adjustment, and (3) externalization. 'We may be able to
utilize his categories as guidelines- when sh ing our research priorities. These
elements dc; not necessarily follow a ilnological sequence; there may be
interaction among. them.

Object appraisal is defined as, testing reality to assess its relevance to self.
Here we may find ,our relationship with the handicapped. This technique is
illustrated by flight regulations, wheelchair spoits programs, anaSpebial Olympics.
These examples show how the separation is maintained between the handicapped
and the able-bodied.- .

The social adjustment element referS to a role attitudeS play in facilitating,-
disrupting, or simply maintaining an individual's relations with others. The
.emphasis is not on what the object is like, i.e., the object appraisal, but rather on.

-7
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how other people regard the object. Externalization refers to the psychological'
.compcTa or ,my response to an external event if I respond to an externatevent in
a way that is colored by unresolved inner problems. This is certainly a critical
issue in ,attitudinal change.

Campbell looks'at attitudes as a special case of a more gelieral category of
acquired behavioral disuosition. I think this is a positive appi.oach if this
assumption' or concept is correct: If attitudes are acquired they can be changed.
And he focuses on the problem of the informational basis and the six different ways
of acquiring information. I think we can lOok at these as areas-in which to identify
reqiiests for proposals. This first, obviously, is what is going on; we don't need
funding for thatit's blind- trial and error. The second is the general perception.
The third is the perception-of others' responses. The rough is perceptions of the
outcomes of others' explorations:" The fifth is Verbal instruction relevant to
behavior. The last is-verbal instructions about the. object's characteristics.. We

have no evidence that these modes ae psych logically equipped. In other words, we
haven't delved into this area of attitudinarformation and attitude change to that
extensive a degree.

In his book C Unit: Community in Prison, Studt mentions "salierice of the
microworld" as one of the basic rehabilitation principles. I often begin my
university classes. with this statement and ask the students what meaning they find
in . They usually respond after a period of .discussion that it points to the place
we ust start on our deliberations of attitudinal change.

2
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Ers.e'-ntor: Carol A. Peterson
Assistant Professor
Depaj'tment of Health, Physical Education and Recreation
Michigan State University, East Lansing
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Introduction
.

Activity analysis is one of many 'terms utilized in the field of therapeutic
recreation that has multiple meanings. The term rarely appears in the body of,
professional literature and thus has not claimed the amount of attention necessary
to unify its definition. The contexts in which the term appears most frequently
are:

ti

1. To connote a system atic procedure of breaking down a given
activity for the purpose of understanding its inherent qualities,
and - \

2. To describe a procesS of determining an individual's current
activity repertoire for the purpose of program development or
leisure planning.

Over the past several de*Cades, the field of therapeutic recreation (and
recreation-in general) has focused its attention on such topics as per,sonnel
qualifications and preparation, program design, delivery system approaChes,
evaluation, funding, facilities, and a host of other concerns related to the improved
delivery -of services. Much of the effort has focused on ancillary issues surrounding
the delivery system. Indeed, this attention has improved the-revel of service and
has increased the influthce of the' prOfession in the variety of delivery settings.
Yet, _little regearch or attention_has, been specifically geared toward furthering
comprehension of the dynamics of leisureand recreation activities themselves.
Activity analysis addresses itself to this goal.

O

Toward a..Definit'on

Activity analypis" implies a breaking down of a given activity for examina-
tion. At the core of this concept is the fact ,that each activity .has inherent
characteristics and perfornrance requirements which, if understood, would lead to a
variety of outcomes, among which would,be:

1. A better comprehension of expected outcomes of participation.
#0,

2. A greater -understanding of the activity- itself which would give
-Imidir,et ion to leadership' nd allow development of instructional and

interVentibn techniques.
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3. A greater uncerstanding
components of the ,activit

. functional level of an in
appropriateness of the activ

f the ,bevel and complexity of the
which.-can be compared with the

ividual or group-, to determine the
ty.

.4. An understanding of the elements or. components of the acfivily
which would direct the modification or adaptation of that activity
for a specific individual or group in question. .

5., Information regarding the appropriateness of an activity in moving
the individual toward the stated desired behavioral outcome (if

, behavioral goals and objectives are used).

Participation requirements and demands of activities vary considerably. The
results of a casual overview of a given activity are often misleading; the
complexity of many activities is fi'eqUently hidden in the assumed familiarity.
Thus, an activity such as "checkers" is considered simple because if is so well
known,. while, in fact, the game requires advanced cognitive requirements;
including evaluation and decision-making (strategy) as well as the recall of
county's rules governing the play. 'It is this type of information which results in
systematic and comprehensive activity analysis.

Analysis is more difficult for some activities than for others. For example,
games and sports of a competitive nature requiring exact rules and regulations are
easier to analyze than unstructured and rion-competitive activities. ActivIties in
this latter group would vary in their analysis outcomes according,t6 the context and
situation surrounding the activity. Thus, some analysis procedures can only. be
applied with validity and reliability to games and "sports; other procedu'res, designed
to be used only in relation to a specific context, (population, setting, leadership),
require thaftthe.analysis always be situational.

.

1 Various methods of analyzing and classifying activities 'exist. The following
section will identify the dominant models. Since the factors- used as basic
constructs vary considerably for each of the models, one single definition of

activity analysis is difficult pt best. For the purpose of this paper the follOwing

definition is offered for consideration: v. r

Activity analysis is a process which involves the systematic applica
tion of selected sets of constructs and variables to breakdown and
examine a given activity to determine the behavioral requirements
inherent for successful participation. This process provides

information basic to selecting, modifying, sequencing, and
implementing activities for meeting or,. modifying predetermined
goals and objectives.

State of -the, Art

Because therapeutic recreation is concerned "with, achieving behavior change
through the utilization of'activities, it might be assumed that activity' analysis is
used as 'a matter of routine. However,' for the most part, activities have been

taken for granted. Experimentation with leadership techniques/intervention
..*
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methods has provided much information related to the improvement of service.
'Studies related to .the nature and type of clients' and the structure of groups have
alsp yielded invaluable data. Unfortunately:lad0 focus hai been direeted to the
dynamics of the activities themselves. The -question still arises; "-Which activities
are best for which purpose?" In working with special populations it'is imperative to
build a- more sophisticated body of knoWledge related to the application of
activities for specific behavior change j and impr6vement. T* implies the
utilization of activity analysis techniques. .

Whether or not there exists sufficient- information related to activity
analysis remains to. ile,sieen. Howe?er, utilization of a sy4terriatic activity analysis'
technique is ,not arwide§pread phenomenon, which might be due to a variety of
factors, including: (I) lack of -1thowledge'Velates1 to the benefits of utilizing such
procedures; (2), lack of knoWledge related to locating information regatding existing
procedures; and (3) inadequate preparation to utilize existing procedures.

4

On the other. nd, existing procedures need to,be refined, validated; and
checked for reliability. ome techniques could probably be \eliminated while others
could stand,expansion. he fact remains-that activity analysis is still in its infancy.
Hopefully, increased efforts will be directed to this area of need, and the outcome
will be some standardized procedures which can then be unified. and applied within r
the field and taught in professional preparation programs.

Identification dnd Description bf Conceptual Models '`

The literature contains countless deseriptions of methods related to activity_
_olassifidation, many of which are presented- more as methods of. defining play or

recreation than as ways of establishing models for activity analysis. Many models
are useless in analyzing the inherent characteristics of a given activity because,
social or motivation Variables are used for thp different categbries. As a result,
any given activity could fall into numerous divisions depending upcin-the attitude of
the participant. For a model to be useful, its categories should be -mutually

exclusive. In addition, the model should focus on activity, itself, and nit on the
situation surrounding the participant.

The following models describe existing procedures. The reader is'directed to
the original source document for complete information about each model.

1. CAL-LOIS (1855)
..

This model states that it- is a "description and system
,
of classification Of

games." However,'A§ Content" seems to go beyond the realm of games arid into a
broader arena of other tecreatiOn/leisure activities. Four basic headingssare used:

a. AgowvebOmp,etition is dominant ii

b. til/eii--cliande or luck is paramolint .
*

c. Mimicryfdcus on simulation
.,.

. .
d. Ilinxpursuit of vertigo (disequilibrium) is the dominant 'factor

83
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Another dimension is added which can then be applied to any of the previous
four areas. This is referred tb as the paidia-ludus continuum: Paidia refers to

.activities, which are unstructured; free of control, full.' of improvisation and
-exuberance; Ludus refers to activities ehich are characterized by discipline,
control, and rigid rules and regulations.

This model primarily characterizes the nature of a given activity when it is
appropriately classified by use of the six variables. Although it would enable some
prediction of participation outcomes, it appears limited in providing information
regarding the reo.iirements and dernarids of involvement.

2. 5AcINTOSH (1963)

This model focuses on sports, but 'expands the concept to deal with non-
competitiye activities. In addition:Abe classification model states that'it depends
more upon motive and the nature Of the satisfaction which the sport gives than it
does on the activity itself. This model has four 'categories:

.
a. NGames and sports which enable an individual or team to

demonstrate superiority over art opponent:or othZir team, based on
some exercise'of skill.

b. 'Activities which involve personal or group .combat, physical
0,,

contact throughbody or indirectly-through a weapon, ,-
/ 4

...

c. Activities which are based on conquest. of some element of the
natural environment;

' d. Activities which enable -expression of beauty through human
movement...

This model is severely limited in that.countlesg recreation activities--crafts
, and musics for example -do not' fall in any or the four categories. Had McIntosh

stared, with sports and defined them as requiring competitive action, ,he might have
been able to come up, with inclusive categories for sports although le would have
had to'omit three and four. 'his model providp little information to the individual
seeking information for activity analysis.

3, KENYON (1966)

This model is designed to inclade only, physical tretivity regardless of absence
or presence of:competition. it eategoi-izes activities as those which (a) provide 'a
medium for social intercburs,,e., (b) benefit health and fitness, .(c) relate to the'
pursuit of vertigo (thrill through speed, sudden change of direction, etc.), (d) allow
a release of tension, and (e) serve is ascetic experiences demanding delayed.
gratifidation.,;

This model gives some indication of the nature and outcomes Of participa7
tion. Cts major flaw is that any given activity could 1111 into any one of the
eateginies depending upon the individual involVed.

,

f

,
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This model combines elements of the,previous,wlels. Its focus t'emains
clatsification of physical activity, as:. (a) a way pr ptirspingper4nil'risk; thrills: or-
danger; (b) a way of meeting people in social situatiOnS;.(c) a match- Of
use of a weapon against target or quarry; (d) a', way :of, the 'health or'
fitness of.the body; (e) a way of Involving the,indiVidUal.against Iciaailcel"Or "itteks'
in an attempt to win an object or money;-(f) a way of having fim slid for pure
enjoyment; (g) a way of expressing ideas and feelings in moveme*;,(h) competititin
involving.. skill as the predominant part of performance; (i) compatitilri Involving-
combat..as the pFedominfint part of the performance; and (j) competitive against .;

part of-thnatural environment.

=This rixidel also represents the problem of focusing on the participant's
perception ,of`involverrient bather than upon the analysisof the activity itself. As
result, categories are riot mutually exclusiv.e. A specific activity could easily fall
into more than one Oategory,,,-thu.§ limiting the value of the mo activity
analysis .purposes. additionr-the model only. purports to deitee physical
activity. .

, 5. AVEDO,N (1971) .

4

. 1.

This model presents a method of determining the various elements of games.
Each of the 10,Nitegories provides a further breakdown for theptirpose or, analyzing
the existing components of a .given game.

a. Purpose of the game: aim or gqal, intent, the raison d'etre.
Example: checkmate ones opponent (chess):. ; .. .

_

%

b. Procedure for action: ?. specific operations, required courses, of
action, method of play. ExaMple: roll didef move, counter in

. clockwise direction aro'un,d board the number of spaces indicated
on dice. Act in manner indicated by last space on ,which counter
lands, i.e., take a-chance, pay rent, go to jail, etc. (Monopoly).

e. Rules governing action: '-fixed principles that determine conduct
' and standards 'for behaiior.-;tiample: go back where. bu 'were,

you didn;t_saY; "May I?" (diantSteg.

d.. Number of required. pattidiparits: stated rgyn' imum , or maximum'
number of persons neede0' for action to tag' place. Example;
Minimum of two required, no sfated maximal (hide-and-go:seek).

,

e, Roles of participant's; iriditated ftfrictions and states. Example:
goalkeeper,. center,*others.2 ,Each player, has a different role
(hockey).
. .

1. Results or pay-Off: values assigned' to: the auccome of the action.
E Example: money (black-jack).

.

g. =Abilities and skills .required Tdi aspects of Mlle three
igral domains (cognitiy sory-motor, affective) utilized:

in a givemaCtivity: (See Avedon loe full breakdown.)

4,

.
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y. -

. . A /
a 'h. Interaction patterns: --(See,Avedon for full- description.) (1) Iritra-

individual, (2) Extra-_-iridividnat (3)- Aggregate, (4) Inter-indiqidual,-
-(5) Unilateral, (6) Multi=lateral, (7) jntra-group, (8) Inter-grOup: .-

. ,..
--. .- i., Physical setting and environmental rquirements: (1) Physicat.-.

.

setting in which .action takes place... Example: four-walled,cOurt .
(squash). (2) Environmental requirementsnatural cifeurnstances
which are indispensable- or Obligatory. ExaMpIe: ,.pdol- (water.,

. _. . . ''', :
. 'polo). .

, . .

. .

j. Required equipment: man =made orJriaOral artifacfs emplOyed in
-the. course of action. g, x a ra p I e : Tabkets,-bird,' net (badminton):,,

, .. ,

Allis' model appears to be most 'useliii. in activity '_analysis because of its
comprehensive nature. .N1though it is limited to games; which implies structure and.
competition, many categories have implications for ana/yiis of activities other than
games. This model focuses on the activity.itself and thereforeprovides a greater
opportunity for accurate analysis. e -" 4

. . .

Avedon's model assumes ,that, activity an isiSis is not simply a procedure of
placing an activity into a category; rather .it i dicates a necessity of analyzing
activities within categorieS fOr further compile sion of the inherent qualities.
pements "abilities and skills required for action:' and "interactipn patterns" appear
to be most useful Tor, this purpose. Avedon..states that any activity requires action
in all three behavioral domains (cognitive, sensory-motor, and affective). In
addition, .a given activity must be analyzed for interaction paerns between
participant and object variables.

Substantial work has been? done by others in expanding aspects of the
elements found in Avedon's model. In- the senSoryT-motor domain, the followhig
titles serve as examples:

Analysis of Human Motidn (Scott)
Science & Medicine of Exercise & Sport (Johnson & Buskirk,
editors) 0 ''. 4

el International Researoh in Sport & Physical Education (Jokl and
Simm, editors)
Efficiency of Human Movement (Broer)
Kinesiology (Duvall)
Applied Kiriesiology (Jensen & Schultz}

1 ;"''

Specific and compre ensive breaAdow.ns of activities in regard to physical
and anatomical requirements are available for selected-sports. Such an analysis of
archery appears in Avedonet book (1974) Therapeutic Recreation Service. This 4:
page comprehensive breakdown perhaps" too -Complex for the average
practitioner; but it does serve asap example of the level of. analysis pOssible if
needed.

, 4r.
-

Wickwire (1955) provides a much greater s ervice to the field through his
breakdown of fundamental movements of general body, parts with accompanying '

-activity suggestions for rehabilitation. (Example: Wrist: - Radial Deviation ',
`b

ti

A A .."4. :
r "".

A

s " :.

* -.Cerr%
n ?.
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-.Muscles involved: fsleior carpi radialis and Extensor car $i adiaris longus:
Egample: . carvinggrasping tools; "String instrument strumming, pluCking;- fly
castingthrowing rpd line out.) :

r I. . .

.. , . . . . .. . . . .,
It would appear that the-practitioner equipped with some bisic anatpmy and .

kinesiology could analyze ac vities at a level appropriate for therapeutic'
recreation purposes. More ofte what is needed is the ability to breakdowna given
activity into its different moveme t patterns for the purpose of sequenCing the
teaching of the skill or for assessing whether a given participant' has the skills to

-.. perform the activity. . _
._

. ' .

Analyzing the requirements 'of a given activity in the cognitive- domain
appears tit) be discussed 'leis often than analyzing the physical requirements.,

"Avedon (1974), using Guilford's (1967) .model of intellect, proyides one of the few_
references in the literature related to analyzing the differerit Cognitive categories_
in which recrgative activities could be ,citssifiad. Using this .system,, one could
analyze a,giyin..activIty a.rfd,determine which mental functions would be required of

t tie, participant. The:WIC opeitations are listed as (1) cognition, *(2) memory; (3)
<1:iverg.ent production, 141.6nverAnt production, and (5) evaluation. Included in the 3

use of this analysis,would )1e; bfe,aRingthe content into categories such as (1) figural,
. . 44,-*mbolic, (3)-semantie;-)Visi(4) behavioral. . . .

i : , :::-.. :** _ ',-. ,- ..--,'...-.:-.::'"
. * *-7?4%-- ,. -,

':-,--- 'This analysis appeaW.1:4riM pecauie the cognitive requirements of an
..:1-.. ,

4.t:',-- activity .are often overicItitoA4a9d only the basic physical demands reviewed.I.- ,
l': Indeed, many activities_ rase in therapeutic recreation programs could be judged

...;.,-.:?ppippropriate's hEcause,'Of;--he difficulties associated with cognitive operations.
-::.; '-is especially true Obi:To:iv-king with mentally retarded, mentally ill, and aging

::....: , :a' : ,-:-

....,e1:i.:.::-
-- -

own

Y. -;.)N
-,.1-.--.... .

. .i 1";,-:,7-:,_ The least is k .!alenit, the' affective domain as it relates to activity _

- .).:::..1,,-;-;:tylalysis.. Andoli (I 7 suggeits some areas of consideration related -to emotional*
., ..--4,4-.."...centrol required for rticipation,.but his breakdown is fit from being sufficiently

.

_

. ''defined far;,,prictidef atip : lion in syrstpmaticinailksis.' .

. -

.

. The literatur4ontaing diverse material related to social and interactional
factors Much of :the Material is abstract or descriptive rather than proViding
specific models or, methods bf analySis. An example of the social, literature is

,1hrieh!s°(.1968) The Social Matrix's f Physical Education.
. .

I

N
_Agaih Aveddli (1974) -provides a Specific model for analysis the

pPes . 'int4cactternai. patterns found in recreative activities. :This breakdown is found la,
the previous 'discussion iff' the Avedon model. This idaterial is highly useful in

, analyzing the direction and nature of the interaction inherent in a given activity.
The application of the information is apparent for sequencing programs for social
skill acquisition to imprnverrient. Similarly, the results of analysis can.besapplied,

* r- to program 'pliiining.for,a well-balanced program including all established patterns
of interaction. .

-

s ,

.
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, Techniques and Applications: Common Usage

Some practitioners within the field of.Therapeutic rec cation regularly use
some method of-activity analysis in their daily progr'ffrn planning, implementzitien,
and evaluation. Although there is no standardize_ d method nor one which is
predominant, it is possible to list the general-areas of activity analysis-.

E Physical requirements of tfie -activiy.'
2. Cognitive requirements of the-activity.
3. Social characteristic's of the activity.
4. Administrativeor management aspects of conducting the activity.

Rarely ay these areas translated into some systematic analysis procedure.
More frequently an overview of these factors would be considered prior to selection

'- of a given activity. .

While the purposes of analysis vary, the following -appear, to be the most
common reasons for using some sort of analysis:

1.. A' Specific behavioral, got is determined. Analysis of activity
Would,be used to judge the activities' appropriateness-relative to
thegoal or objective.

2. 'A giveh program -.is set. An analysis of activities is : conducted to
help the reader /teacher /therapist- iecome '(i .possible
Outcomes ofb. the activities; (b) leaderadpiinstruction techriiques
needed; Cc) implementation considerations;' (CI) manggement
considerations; and (e) balance and variety.

3. .A group of client patients has, been assessed relative to functional
levels. _Analysis of activities would take place to determine if the-
§elected activities are feasible within the given. individuars.:or.,
group's skills and abilities.. ,

4. A program is being planned and -focus is upon sequencing of
activities for long-term improvement. ".Analysis:of activities'
'would be implernated to insure prOgression of skills in the various
behavioral demains. .

. -

appearS that these techniques and applications are not in common usage.
It can only be. speculated that practitioners lack the knowledge of techniques and
systematic approaches to such analysis.

a"

New Directions

Currently in progress is a. massive project Fibich has at its core systematic
'activity analysis linked with coniputer utilization for program planning. 'This
project is being conducted at New York University under the direction of Dr. Doris.
Berryman. This BEH-funded project is entitled "System Utilization for Comprehenk
sive Modular Planning of Therapeutic Recreation Services far- Disabled Children

88
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and Youth." The pilot stage of is project involves the thorough analysis 0
approximately 300 activities-for Stor, e in the computer. Given the assessment of
an individual and other variables, e computer will produce a printout of

°apprariate activities for program con deration.

. Although this description is over-simplified, it is easy to envision the
massive implications of such a system for prdgram planning. Spinoffs 'Of this
pr-oject include information for the entire therapeutic' recreation profession in
terms of unified knowledge related to activity analysis and systematic program
planning: The reduction of overlap or duplicated efforts in the field is apparent.
The fact. that access to this information will be as close as the nearest computer is
astounding in its ramifications. In addition to printouts of program .activity
options, stored information can also be retrieved in other forms; for example, such
a system could handle areqUest- fora detailed analysis isf a given activity quickly
and with much greater detail and accuracy than could a human analyst.

-""...,

Summary and Recommendations

The need for systematic activity, analysis procedures is apparent the
therapeutic recreation profession moves toward a greater focus on goal-oriented
program planning. Without adequate analysis techniques for use in the selection of
the. program. content, the process of goal-oriented program development breaks
down into useless, non-related segments. It appears that basic information related
to methods of. activity analysis exists; however, there is definite need for
refinement_ and expansion of this information." Of equal importance is the need to -
disseminate information related to the value of activity analysis, the most useful
techniques, and the role of activity analysis is systiwiatic program planning.
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II. Proeedura Model for Prescriptive-Programming

Introduction .

To improve physical ed&atiOn and recreation opportunities for the
handicapped we need-to look at- the validity of current program practices so that a
model may be des/Oapad with a more systematic approach to programming. ,The
piirpo_se of such a model is to provide a tool for program design which. promotes
specified and. measurable' outcomes. The processisof activity analysis, as.describel
in the previbus section, should'be incorporated into this model.;..

Recently, 'program. developmdnt and research are being conducted using a
systeMs approach for designing, implementing, and evaluating programs for certain:
target populations. The systems.approach to programming can be described as a
procedure which follows a SfiecifiefOrmat i.ncjuding t1) determination of goalg'and.
objectives, (2) systemfatic design of content and inStructiOnal/interietion
procedures to.reach the objectives, (3) implementation, (4) evaluation.to.deteraine'

c
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( , ,..
4rogiiin devel)lineni.ean-6- thotght of in. t-ermgof cori:'-e'.:tititag theory into

-pr_tieile. This r,*ea-iply-tkpractioe transition, requires the seti"0.A.--4-531'.s-tages listed
....:. a.b04.'sy. Tqis SeiPiis. of Sfetis,:ot stages in the ~program platiyillat:: model wili,,be
"- "- 'tksttibed in,furtlf&.-detatt;fin-thi.4,se.otion: .:-:-',.-2-t-..:-,,,,,-,_ ..f.:.: :.i;;;,-i.. :,, - ,: c"

0 -

";,:::,-

S,tage I; ITIViSsilg_fitiert'in .' _MInulation Program Goait.: 'Every program
'whieli"fsetlects an4deqtifieation of ciittrent based on the

and3fre'liteds.V14.1he specific population. 4;:defitie a purpose
. *11. is ,rel=*ii-tt.sweti ,Proceklif* asAesearch.lreview,and tasWanalysis should be.

4! f,_,ollowing :' target po0j4;tiOn; needs; staff
coat eteit a ` Aft irteritnenYx):_tharacteristies;,:415§. resources (staff,
finances, equi0iqn& 'Th6.ge'neral tatemei-its;gplirpose serves as a
bp.ck66nP-,foi ,llieentif4planning proe,esgAnd.shouid,betteNcted in each stage in

!pr_ogron phinfiibes,Affelz .arriving B.I....:a...pyirpose,gcak.4§4:iblished which refine
aricl d'eserp5e-thepizirDkr.fi.gie(ttg.e:cletait.'

. P,eVam '.Co,no.eptuali,z,a0n,...-ille.slopecilie course of action is
, _determine:4ln BaSed on ififoil,n094:09uired through the first stage a

the review of. ihk.".,pur[2-kiniqiittl:Atevy,441171.61;trigramIt,rategies are -presented.
A deq.i.spn is,kfien-ractiAdrelli.tekr,tnr,eWA=44tion. This involves the selection of
program.-%RpOncots and 'the S3kecification.of desired program outeinnes.fpr each

/, cernponent.:-.:, .s k ,
, 0.- '

,

Stage 3: ljevelop.ment. of ',the, Prototype PrOgrgm. Vhthin this Stag,e,,of.
planning, the program spedfications, formulated in the tebond, stage, at'e used to
systematically produce the substance, forifil-and rder of the progrEtin content.
This process involves writing behavibral .objtives,designing strategies': , and
formulating evaluative tools/procedures. It is in Ants stage th,at activity analysis is

. most closely related to the progra'm,deyetopment prbee0; The,goals ant] objectives,
of the program are' examined lo-extract the instriiOtibnai . "arid .in "teractional
techniques and aceivity content and sequencing. ActiVity analysis would provide
information for detertnining.the approptiatenegS of certairveCtivities in'achieving

.,

. certain' specified' ObjectiVeS: --

00 0
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Stage 4: Implementation .of the Prototype. .1fecause the program prototype
is necessarily, removed from its knowledge or research base, it 'must be
implemented or "tried out" during the planning process. Thisbecomes one .a the
necessary steps in quality control. .

Stage 5: Program Evaluation. This stage and the one which precedes it are
not truly "planning" stages; but they contain operations which serve to verify to
total planning process and the prograin's operation. The deficiencies and
weaknesses of the program produced mar be identified during this phase. Concern
must be focused on what is deficient and why ft is deficient.° ,

Thus,, the formative, evaluation process serves to identify problems in the
planning process by first identifying weaknesses in the program itself. DeciSions
are made as to where to adjust the program, and improvements procedures are
identified. These are followed through the planning system at what entry point is
selected. The process of program planning and operation is one of continual
evaluation and modification. Program improvements are continuously beihg made.

Summary and Implications

'Because of current concern for program accountability within agencies
delivering recreation and physical education services, a ciciser look at program
development is in order. The systems approach has been found to ot. a viable means
of program planning for physical education and recreation. The planhing stages'are
meant 'to be flexible according to the unique characteristics of the program setting.

.e-The theoretical model for program development, as described in the previous
pages, has been designed for sexual purposes:

1.. To provide a "bridge" between the research or knowledge base and
practice. '.

2. To provide for account4biiity through continuous propamming'
based on evaluative data. .

3. To provide a step-by-step systems analisis for the planning and
delivery of programs in special education, physical education, and

-.
recreation.

4. To develop greater provision in the delivery of such programs
(Compton 1973). j'
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Reactor: Doris L. Berryman
Professor .

Department of Leisure Studies .

New York Universty., New Y,ork

Dr. Peterson has presented us with a .eleil r and concise overview of the
cure -eat state pf :. the art regarding. Etetivitii analysis and its application to
prescriptive progrillp.ming. Perhaps the best reaction I can give is to share with your

,
. briefly the .current status and some of the bo.jor problems of the project we are
conduetingat4ew York University. :' . .... .

. .

..,.
.. . . . . 156

. .

At present we have -eiimpleted-our-review of the lifrrature-iri_relatinn to
activity analysis, 'the :utilization of play and :recreation activities to achieve

,....learning orAreptment,, -goals, ilnd -._teiting and., measin*Ment instruments and
strategies,fott b.ehaViorsj. iissessment; we are nearing completion of a functional

'.-modor fOr(dcdfiiity anaiyiii:.. : . ..,

'
.

_,...: _, ,..,,- n u,'"A.. t e st Mr A functional o a p I, we started w ith -a conceptual process
. 4, - by Cli ciaette,lierebvre. This modercoritairis three interconnecting

.".... ,,,-.:. :.:-, *Rep4,-.which depict. the pelittionsbip between and among the elements and the
' "i' '1- 4- ."1-- giaijoifsliiii of aft to it,ipr.e6tri.Olve:Eiro'OSs. . -. .-

4
.
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,
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A number of existing models and methods of analyzin tivitieS were
exarhined (including those mentioned by Dr. Peterson and pre sous Work done by
Jean Mundy and Claudette Lefebvre, along with psyche--thetor educational models
developed by Kephart, Crafty, Vallet, and others), and concepts which seemed
useful ta our purposes were incorporated in some manner. Synthesis of this
information resulted in a listing ,of over 400 "factors. The folloWing three criteria
were used to select those factors which were most pertinent to the purposes of the
study: (1)- factors relating specifically:to the natural course of human development;
(2) factors demanded in the performance. or. conduct Of 04-activity; and (3)

.

relevanee.to a recreational setting.

This delimiting process resulted i listing of 404 descriptors and 103
prescriptors:-. Descriptors ata. thos-f-ecto which describe the type and structure
of the activity, requirements for cond 2ting the activity (such as facilities;
equipment, minimum number of participants), and some general b-dhavior require-

. ments EsUch.as energy cost, physical contact, competition). The preScriptors are
, -.4ocomotor, perceptual-motor, cognitive, sensory, and physical behaviors which are

required for participation in activities and can be observed and assessed. To
. extent possible, the prescriptive behaviors are:arranged in a developmental

ence. -(One of the_area-rom which we eliminated a large number of factors
s kinesiological requirethents. Weoriginally had had over 70 factors, most of

which, it was determined, the, average recreator would not understand. It was also
felt that the average recreator would not have sufficient training to assess.a chi d's
kinesiologic functioning") ,.

The social and affective behavidr areas or domains have presented major
problems. Activities can be analyzed, in relation to the level of social interaction
required for successful participation; but assessing the child's level of social
interaction is very difficult to do, and, in- fact, impossible to do with any

cdoceptable degree of validity and reliability unless a number of observations are
made over time. Since activities cannot really be analyzed in ,relation to the
individual's affective response, it was determined rather early in our deliberations
to eliminate this domairkas being inapprOpriate for the purposes and thrust of this
study.

.

We are currently ,continuing the process of refining and defining the
descriptors and prescciptors; beginning the development of a criterion-referenced
mbservation checklist to assess children's performances in all of the prescriptive
factors;-and designing the computerized prescriptiVe system.

- Wessel, Peterson-, 73 nd Knowles have provided Us with an excellent overview-
of the current state of -the "art in relation to activity analysis and prescriptive
programming and have rightly stressed the necessity. for , employing a systems
approach to develop, impleinent, and evaluate model or prototype progratht and
services,- The-act of analyzing activities is an empty intellectual exercise unless it
is considered to be an integral part of a process which includes client behavioral
assessment, prescriptive program design directed toward meeting individuaf.
learning and/or rehabilitation goals, -effective program delivery ,design, and
pr6gram. evaluation.

93;
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Reactor: John H. Lewico
Research Assistant Professor
Department of Recreation and Park Adairistration
Children's research Center
University of Illinois, Champaign 9

"Activity analysis" is a t which appears te have no,documented history,or
basis for its existence. It is, erefore, difficult to react to a position pape( which
is directed to such an -a. Since the thrust of the conference is toward
therapeutic recreation, it is appropriate to approach,activity analysis from that
perspective as Dr. Peterson has attempted to do in her paper.

The stateofthe art paper 'on activity analysiseeuld, be summed up, I

believe, in the following four points:

1. 'The basic premise in using activity analysis is to change specific ,

-". aspects of an individual's ehavior through systematic use of a
(r/ specific activity or sequence of activities. , ..., :

2. There is a paucity of littratge pertaining to activity analysis in - :-
any aspect,.and in such literature which does exist there is little
concern-for the activities themselves.

3.There appears to be no. method of actiyity analysis Whatsoever
which individuals in therapeutic / ecreation could use to meet the
basic premise of activity analysis, that 'of pairing specific
activity to a specific piece of behavior.

4. The utilization of actiyity analysis .is not very .widespi:ead, which is
logicaLin the light of the lack of information on the subject.

These four points could be viewed as -the essence'of th* state of the art, and
in that respect I do concur with and support Dr. Peterson's analysis, There `are,
however, some points of disagreement or criticism which should be stated.

Twice in the po'sition paper pointed reference Was made to the' idea'of the
-need in activity analysis to separate the activity from the situation surrounding the
focal individual. Advocacy of such a position could be more clearly understood if
the concept_ and methods or techniques of activity analysis were delinea0d in some
fashion and, indeed, "activity analysis" were a technical method solely concerned
with the analysis of activities, per se. The possibility does exist, however, that
activity analysis could be more than a technical method;' it could 6e a Qrocess by

which an individual analyzes a situation, obtains information, and makes ritical-
decisions with respect to predetermined goals or objectives. In this in tance,
disregard for the situation si)rrounding the focal Individual would re'sUlt in o aining
less- than adequate information, restrict the decision-making process, a d, have
possible adverse effects on the outeome. The idea of separating the activity from

f .
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the situation for purposes of analysis also runs counter to recent
developing more adequate theoretical approaches to understanding a
human behavior. Mischel (1973); has clearly identified the importan
variables in any attempt to'understand persons. z

The inclusion of the conceptual models, which comprised *tiC-er one-half of
the paper, did very little to clarify What activity analysis is or what it should be.
Apart from the Avedon model, the others appear to be,attempts at categorizing or
classifying play, recreation, games, or physical activity as general phenomena. The
basis for-activity analysis should not be some vague and general divisions of types
of behavior in which individuaLs.engage-, but rather, the more fundamental notions

of human development. which underly behavior and thus provide an Understanding of
thedynamics of the individuals functioning in tljiese general areas. Avedon's model
does attempt to focus attention on factors which.ard fundamental to an individual's
functioning in general areas like-play and physical agietvity; MIA/ever, the generality
of the various components of the model mitigate against its use 'as a model for
activity analysis.

1

ttempts at
explaining
ituational

A. Second' criticism pertains to the failure to deal with the essence of
prescriptive proglamming, that of the efficacy of using selected activities to
promote specific changes in behavior. &brief dirt ussion of tiliiptspect in the paper

. would be logical since the concept of prescriptive programming is contingent upon
- -activity analysis, a process or method which currently does not exist. The

exclusion of such discussion shouldohave beereacknowledged in the paper_ to permit
the audience to determine if the omission, was conscious or, an oversight. This is
particularly true in light of the content of the second, section of the paper whiork
deals with a -model for prescriptive prOgtamming.. It 'must be made clear that a
systems approach to' activity analysis should not, be ,equated with a systematic

- approach. The model pertained ,to a systemcapproach, within ,which a, systematic
approach to evaluating the effectiveness of prescriptive programThing should be a
major concern ."-.,- Hence,.-the systems approach deals with the question of.the
effectiveness of the program activities only ki a larger and more general sense.

.. . ,,, .

The concept of "prescriptive" could hale been'Vealt with in terms of;its
. definition or :'scope., What do we mean, by "prescriptive- activities" -in therapeutic

recreation? The ward "prescriptive" carries a connotation of specificity, yet the .

manner.. in which it is used in- therapeutic recreation is, One of generality., Tor
example. in discussing the efficacy ,of camping as a prescriptive activity, Ryan ant]
Johnson (1974stated that camping -was' an'.,agent capable of h.ealing;the disturbed,
yet, .there were no data provided -.which would have substantiated this claim.

. - Further, ekamples of the lack of ' speei fiekty, hence'. nen-presoriptiveness, .are
provided by Cohen (1974), Hayes (1971), and Obit (l97,3). ItwOuld'appear that rather,
than struggling with the need to verifyAin,very Clear and objective terms) tide

.,, i ,outcome of an activIty, ark easier ebursecis taken. The purpose and expected
outcomes are stated in general terms such as "ego-enhancement" and "emotional
catharsis.," thereby proViding a virtually impossible measurement problem 'in terms
of determiningefficacy, with the end result being the upe of subjective evaluation

,as the only measure. , ,. . . .,* . ,.
f- . .

. 1
. .

A quote from Lewis,Carroll's A-lic0 Adventures id Wonderland can best sum
up-the state of- the- art of activity analysis in therapeutic recreation:

,

JA,
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0 . how can you Possibly award prices when everybody missed the
target?' said Alice. 'Well,' said the Queen, tSOMe missed by mbre than
others, and we have a fine. normal distribution.of misses, which means
we can forget the target.' '
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Presentor: T.J. Nugent
Professor and Director
Division of Retiabilitdtion-Education Servies
bniversity of Illinois, Champaign

.

''.Adaptation and Design Considerations"

'
The state of the art, if ote can call it that, is very much advanded over what

it was just. five years ado. It is certain1.11.much advanced over 'what it was in the
late--1-11.50::z. when the A.merican National Standarcit Committee ciii-De'signing for the
Physically'Disabled and Aging was officially create0.. To those of us 9ho have been
.involved since the 1940's, it is someohat unbelievable-. We are *ving forward
steadily and in the right direction in most areas of concern in most parts of the
country, although progress is not necessarily uniform. For so many years few
people.seemed to care and even fewer were responsive to the design needs of the
handicapped. The.amount of interest and action I have seen in the last eight years.

gratifying.

A Brier 'Review of Design and Construction Considerations

Let us first review developments on the design of buildings and facilities.. In
1959- the American Standards Associgtion (now the American National Standards
Institute) recognized and accepted as an official project the problems of
accessibility and usability of buildings ;ind facilities by the physically handicapped
and aging. Co-sponsots,of the project were to be the- President',. Committee on
Employment of the Handicapped and the National Society for Cripplbd Children and
Adults, with principal financial support from the National Society.

A Steering Committee and the Sectional Committee were appointed;
membership comprised distinguished representatives of more than 50 professional

-oraganizations, trade organizations, volunteer agencies, and Federal, state and
municipal government agencies; others -were included who were knovile,dgeable
about the Matter's under consideration. These committees were to beat a
responsibility for the development of the Standard and have a responsibility for .the
implementation and possibly enforcement Oi the Standard. Following extensive
research, investigation, authentication, and considerable input and deliberations by
the Steering and Sectional Committees, the Standard was drafted and submitted to
a Letter ballot. Any part of. the proposed standard about Which there was any
q uestion or disagreement, in part or whole, had to be noted in writing, accompanied
by a detailed explanation and alternative suggestions. It is interesting to no e that
the final draft of the gtandard received no negative votes or corrections nd no

(Professor Nugent showed 100 slides which graphically illustrated the points herein
described, acluding public transportation and sariAles of equipment which are in
use.)

1.01
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4-'4 abstentions.. The draft of 1%

d was then reviewed by .theiCens.truction
Bodrd, the Standards _Board. t e -ditorial Board of the American-National
Standards Institute. In October of 1961,,the -American National Standards Institute

, Specifications for Making:-Buildings and Facilities AccelsibleTo, and Usable By,.the
-Physica.14 Handicapped" were officially approved and issued:

.
The standards were_ mutually agreed upon by those professions, trades, and

governmental Lollies which would.hdve r,:.ponsiblity for the development, imple-
mentation, or maintenance 'QT the Stanaard or which would in'any way be affected
by the Standard: it should,5e emphasized that the Standards, of and by 1,hemselves,
do not constitute a legal- requirement. they must be translated into Federal, state,
or municipal legistition or codes. Al: American National Standards have been the
basis for such legislation and codes :n almost all areas .of endeavor, as they have
been in this specific area of concern.

It -should also be -emphasized ,that the. Standards are subject to continued
updating to keep pace with sociologic,-)4 and technological changes. This Standard
was officially reaffirmed is recently as 1971. The Standards are presently being
updated and broadened; the main thrust .is to enlarge the scope of the Standard to
include housing which had been deliberately &excluded prdviously because of the

,concensus, at that time, that there was a lack of readiness on the partaf the
general public and that the inclusion of housing would make the Standard too

' encompassing. It is further true that the U.S. Department, of Housing andUrban
Development (HUD) had not then been established. It is most appropriate that this
xpansidn be done now because of the existence of HUD programs, as well as

evident needs. HUD is lending, consideifribie financial support' to the Standard and
will assume the role orthe Secretariat for the Standard.

Prograins of Implemenfation and Public Edudation
. .- . .

Subsequent to the ipprolial of the Standard, many programs of 'public
education and implementation went into effect, immediately. Perhaps the most
dramatic was the program of 'the National Society for Crippled Children and Adults
(established in concert with the President's Committee on Employment of the
Handicapped and supported in part by -a Federal grant) which :developed film strips
and slide presentations and sponsored lectureA, the first national, workshop on this
su6ject7Pand many ss;)te and regional' workshops. This program ran for more than
three years and was supplemented by many other programs at the state and

, community levels. _ .

. '
Design considerations and architectural 'barriers also became a major,

concern of the International Society for the Rehabilitation of the Disabled, now
Rehabilitation International, which conducted several international conferences.
The international sSinlbol of accessibility, recognized around the world, grew out of ,

one or the standing committees of Rehabilitation International. 'Unfortunately,' the,
symbol has been abused and- misused by many; however, its use is now being
corrected and standardized.

Subsequently, the National .League of Cities, under Feder al giant,
conducted a, nationwide study on the adaptation, implementation, and effectiveness
of the American National Standard. The report cited some very positive examples
of good. programming anti effectiveness, .as well as some shortcomings in various
parts of the country.

9
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J. In 1966 the Secre ry of Health, Educ*ation and Welfare appointed a National'
Commission on Archit, ctural Bariers. This Commission held several meetings,
heard testimony frem .44 experts on different facets of the problem,consulted with.
many Federal, state., and local officials, and became iniaolved irr other activities. It
subsequently published a report entitled "Design for All Americans.".

./ ,,
, The American Insaut , of Architects, under a short-term Federal training

grant held 10 _regional works pps on barrier -free architecture across th'e nation.
Invited to these workshops we le architects, engineerS, design personnel, state and
MUflielpai officials, the physicallt, disabled, and any And all others who would have
reason to be involved dr intereked" in. this subject. The Ameiican InStitute of
Architects published a final repolq on their barrier-free architecture workshop
program.

The American Society of Landscape Architects received a Federal grant to
make a nationwide study of outdoor areas and site development on behalf of the
physically disabled, and aging. They did an extensive study and developed many
graphic illustrations,, including slides, which depict outdoor facilities of many sorts
designed with the physically disabled and the aging in mind.

Make recently, activity initiatedcin Washington, D. C., has, resulted in a
board coniferned with compliance of Federal buildings at ldast, with standards of
accessibility and usability and .compliance in other areas of concern to th4.
physical's disabled. 10

,r
Several states, including North Carolina, Npw York, and *Illinois, have

published bjochures with graphic illustcations.to supplement their .legislation. Most
recently Wisconsin's Task Force- on Problems of People with Physical Handicaps
published a comprehensive *final report which concerns itself with many facets
relating to the disabled.

Many groups in many cities throughout tiie nation have developed direcNries
or guides fbr the handicapped, identifying the accessible and -usable "facilitiei.

some,have been valuable, others have proven to be inaccurate and unhelpful.

s ,T . , :
Legislation , ( ,

, ., . /
Forty-eight states have passed legislative acts requiring that buildings and

fkcilitjss be constructed to be accessible to, and usable by the physically disabled.
Two states have incorporated. this concern into ihFir established stab building
coil-es, and the bistrict of Columbia hap an 'executivtorder governing construction.
These laws vary considerably from stafte to state as to their applicability, means of
enforcement, and authoritative drc responsible office or officers. Many.slates have
already amended their inkitial legislative acts to strengthen and broaden them, and
many others are contemplating doing the same. Many municipalities also have
similar laws or ordinances. .

r
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Formal Education
.

,

Each year more and more schools -of architecture inclifde, both for93ally and*
informally, subject matter on the needs o1 the physically disabled and the Eking and
how these needs might be met through desigri 'and construction. The .National
Student Division of the'American Institute of Architects has made the elimination
of man-made and architectural barriers a princiPal topic at its recent coltVentions.
There is no doubt that future graduates in architecture and the design and'
construction professions will be more awaPeAf the physicqlly disabled and aging,
their needs, and how these" needs might be met.

Several university extension divisiont have conducted N,in-ervice training
programs and workshops for architects and the design nd building professions on
the elimination of architectural: and man-made barriers tor.-lhe di,Sabled and- the

.
aging. MN'

. .

Industry's Response
- .

Of Considerable4importance is .the fact-that well established manufacturing
firms have begun to produce as standard line items .various components required to
facilitate m'Obility and participation of the.physically disabled and the aging. This
means that such things as appropriate hand railS, shower seats, hardware of various

. types, and many other items are readily available at a much more reasonable price
tharltever before. Many new firms sp_ecialize in -adaptive equipment. 1 would
caution everyone, however, to be people-oriented, .not gadget-oriented; do not
encumbe4Andividuals yrithgadgetrY unless the individuals' resources and other non-
encumVering procedures fail to do the job. The right piece of equipment for the
right, person at the right time is priceless. The procurement of equipment because
of the uniqueness of the equipment, itself, may not be helpful to an individual.

Effect

Thousands of buildings and facilities have now been designed to be equally
accessible to, and usable by, all people, including the most semely physically
disabled gand the aging. These include libraries, athletic- stadia and arenas,

°rifling art centers, privately owned and operated theaters, swidnming pools,
'schools at all grade., levels, outdoor play areas, and commercial and .industrial
buildinks and facilities. Some outdoor-areas have incorporated. those :things that
will make them most usable and beneficial to persons displaying various
manifestations of physical disability, including the blind. Any building and facility,
can be designed and constructed for use by everyone withotjt loss of space or
function, without unique distinction or identification, and "without significant extracqist'

1
Parpicipation by.the PhysicallyDisabled

It is difficult, if not impossible, to address one's self to adaptatiob,soor
games, playing. rules, and related elements to meet the needs of the physically
disabled because (1) there, are so many causes and manifestationsrof physical
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vdiendisability, -(2) there are so many times in ari individual's life h he or she might
be beset with a severe permanent phygical disability, and (3) 'there are so many
activities. There is no common denominator to physical disability other than the
problems with which disabled individuals must contendtecausgf social apathy and
man-made physical and attitudinal barriers thrown in their pathways'

.

- We must first realize-hat the aspirations, interests,, talents; and anis -of .

tho4e with disabilities are basically the same as those of others`, although the
disabled may choose or be compelled to exercise these differently. Far too often
we begin from the assumption that these people are different; we build in many
things which are as encumbering and limiting as the specific phySical disability
itself. Quite often this results.in an unreal activity or distorted participation. We
would.be far wiser to select an activittj that would deviate as little as possible from
normal In accommodating the individlials with whom we are working. Such an
activity would most likely sustain itself in the life of the ,individual beyond the

/ formally structured program and thereby have much. more 'meaning.

There are many effe ctive and stIccesful-. ongoing'oprograms Tor those
considered to ',be severely disabled, such as the National Wheelchair Basketball
Association, he United States Blind Golfers.Association, and, the Americjih Mind
Bowling Asso iation, to name a few. In each of these there have be_en w, if any, I

alterations in the rules, per se, that affect the objectivity or' _wort theactivity.
Adaptations are generally made that would allow.a person to eel, for instance,
rather. than run. Of particillat note would "be the means which the severely,
permanently- physically disabled are classified for corn ition within the National
Wheelchair Basketball Association, the Nations Wheelchair Games, and the
,International Wheelchair Games. Each has a sy em designed to make competition
equitable, satisfying, and. objective.

Equipment

1.

Countless pieces of equipment are on the' market to facilitate the
participation of people with specific. and unique disabilities or -patterns of
disability. There are, special sports-model wheelchairs and a lightweight,
collapsible, portable; easily stored "rail" for blind boWles developed in the 1950's by
Mr. Martin Mahler, a blind indlistrialist. Mr. Mahler subsequently developed a
larger and stronger "rail" to be used in tournament play. Several schools, such as
the University of Illinois,. maintain these "rails" so that blind students can check
them out at will Tor)towling.. The important thing is that the individual assumes
full rtsponsibility an8,complete independence. The only time fie or' she might need
assistance is in identifyr g the pins which "might" be standing after the first ball in
a'given frame. 1,

would emphasi e that we must work with individuals, not Jo things for or
. . I

to MITI:- ould fart er emphasize. that nothing can take the place of common
sense and good, va ue judgfti the part. of the professionals working with
these individuals. .
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Conclusion

I have attempted to give you some idea of the many things that have been
going on which are of major significance 4nd national in scope. Many other efforts
and programs_are underway, but they are too numerous to describe at this time.

What must we 00 first and how'should we do it? One thing I would like to
discourage is.repeating. Let's quit reinventing the wheel. This is not to deny the
need for moce-research and more program development. However, the knowledge
which is alrkady at hand has not been disseminated widely enough to thdse who
need it.- bur first goal should be to make better use of what we have. After, we
have done this, we will be So much further along that we will be able to clearly and
realistically identify specific needs for research and development, as well as fdr
programming. \

We must make all professionals serving disablV.persons fully aware of what,
exists and how it might be used in the interest of those whom we' serve. We must
have a continuing program of public education to create, awareness and action.

.

To help break dowh the man-made physical barriers that tiqve in the past
precluded the participation of the physically diSabled and the at:mg in regular
programs and facilities we need to continue to redesign ouProgrems to meet the
needs of all people. The physically disabled then be more a pareof society and
can do _much to alter existing attitudinal barriers, At the same_ time; we'should be
_working with them to develop their resources and appropriate concepts of Self.
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I agree with Tim Nugent when he says that: We have done a relatively good
job in deVeloping ways to ,design, construct,-and renovate physical structures to
facilitate access to and use by individuals with mobility problems. The know-how is
available, but We may wish fo refine some of our capabilities appropriate to
specific types of facilities.

I will mention some .examples of steps taken to facilitate mobility. Once

concerns- making higher education facilities 'accessible to handidapped students t

the University of Missduri at .Columbia; another deals with criteria at the St e

University of .New York. There is also some information dealing with design
standards to accommodate people with physical disabilities in park and open s :ce
planning, which was done at the Recreation-Resources Center at the Universi' of

Wisconsin. In the State of North Carolina we have just completed an illus ated

r. handbook concerning the section of the Ndtth Carolina State. Building:Code which
deals with the handicapped. This Code applies to all public facilities, in luding.

schools, and to many privately-owned buildings intended for public use.
.

As I see the situation, the problem really lies in dissemin: ing this'
, knowledge and changing the professional- behavior or habits of builder and the
buyers of their products so that the. knowledge can be translated into design of

areas and facilities. We have attempted, With some success, to influence
architects, builders, and decision-makers to encourage change; how,:ver, a great
cTeal still needs --te-be done, __.

/.

What did we do next? We moved toward the concept Of

mandatory change; again, with limited success. It seems to me tha
we were striving to motivate, to encourage, to stimulate people
to make modifications because it was the right thing to do. I t
take a good hard look at what we have done and See what ha
future: What is the effectiveness of our Federal, state:and lo

4 conviction is'that, With a rare exception, most of .these le
teeth. They look great on the books; there are.perhaps some
irponsible ijor following-through to see that these mandat
gienerally; it isn't happening:

Some of you may know that when the Federal legis
responsibility was to rest with the General Services Admi
to rest within the 'Department of Health, Education,
force of approximately 10 people will begin to find o
being implemented. The-legislation stipulated that a
or in total by Federal funding must comply with sta
inithe -regulations. There are lapses throughout the c

egislation and
over the yearS,'

of force them- -
ink' it is time to
to be done in the
legislation? My

slatiVe effortg lack
overnment agencies
are carried (kit., but

ation was p sed in 1967,
istration. It ow appears

nd Welfare, w re a task
t why regulatio s are not
buildings supported in part

drd specification contained
untry.
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Similar problems are found 'at the state. level. In :Alorth. Carolina, -

responsibility for compliance, rests within . the Insurance. Division, of the . States
.Administration. Funds were never appropriated for a staffs consequently, no one is
reviewing design plans. Occasionally an inspector. may be aware'and- may serve as
an advocate, but this is not typical.- We would benefit greatly by an investigation
of this area. _

_ --., .

One of my great concerns is public interest. Is it waning? What is the
current degree of awareness "among key ,groups in qur population? -Among the
general public?. About, eight or nine years ago, I.would ask my beginning students if
they knew about architectural barriers; perhaps one or two Within a class had,some
knowledge of this issue; about four years ago, entire classes had some knowledge.
This year only three out of 30 responded positively. I am wondering if we tend to
revert to former patterns once pressure is removed and visibility of an issue
decreases. ,J

'Are - recreation facilities at the local and state le vels being built with
architectural barriers? This is of concern not only in relation to active leisure
participation by the ,handicapped, but also in relation to employment. If the
handicapped qualify for jobs they should not be barred from employment at .a
location due to architectural barriers.'

One last thought. . . Over the last two year.Chapel Hilt has installed curb
ramps arid parking spaces marked with the international accessibility symbol.
These spaces are not used. Why? I think for too long we have done things for
instead 'of with the handicapped., We need to pay attention to their input, involve .
persons with physical disabilities in creating their own "destiny," and help them
understand that ;they, too, have a responsibility in resolving architectural barriers.
For example, if the disabled do not or will not use-the designated parking spaces in
Chapel Hill, it may not be too long before the city returns them to regular use.

. ,
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,
Pm .speaking to you from, the framework of a physical education person

wr'king in a ptiblic school setting with handicapped individualS. I think there must
_.be .a greater effort to educate the public, in general, about the handicapped and the
parents and those responsible for education and rehabilitation pr6grams for the
handicapped; pecifically, as to the value of .leisure time education for the
handitapped. Those of us in physical education' and recreation have done an
.excellent job of educating and convincing each other that leisure time education
and education for leisure are viable 'programs for the handicapped. But an
observation of many of theirograms for the handicapped reveals little effort being
made in the area of recreation. .

Rehabilitation and education programs emphasize vocational-skill but little.
emphasis is placed on recreation skills. Until we can convince disclines and
administrative echelons other than our own of the value of leisure and recreation
activity -we will eonttnue to see low priority given to recreation programs in many
areas of our country. Unfortunately, the excellent programs discussed today are
riot typical of-those operating in many communities.

If we are.to. individualize the curriculum for the handicapped, we must state
specifically what is to be learned. These statements are most-often referred to as
"behavioral objectives." The curriculum then reflects a progression from base-line
zero to the terminal -a sequential ordering of -behavioral objectives. The
individualized intervention program then may require adaptions, modiffcations
alid/or supporting paraphernalia inorder that the individuals progress toward these
objectives. -

Another point of concern should be th6*iany gadgets an play equipment
sold under the label bf "adaptive."--iktivertisements illustrate children on crutches
and in wheelchairs and give the impression that such Children are about to drop the°
crutches:leave-the wheelchair, and play on the equipment. The advertisers use all
the pftper professional jargon, but this type of sales promotion hurts our
professional credibility. 'These ads evel appear in our joUrnals and other
professional putilications.pWe should be aware, of this7problem and possibly work
toward setting some standards for advertising, Equipment manufacturers are
needed in the free enterprise system and must work with us. The Lifetime Sports
PrQject, in effect for a-number of years, cooperated very effectively with the
programs for the handicapped and complemented the credibility of the
manufacturer.

.1*

There have been many studies concerning he effect of passive-and vigorous
activity on the affective, cognitive, and psycho-motor domains of normal and
handicapped individuals. The health benefits of cardiovascular activities on the

.m4
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human organism eirq well documented, The need for substantial evidehge f the
itnpact of this type activity on the handieapped i very apparentat this time.
There, is also a need for design adaptation that will permit the handicapped to
'utilize equipment in order to receive these benefits. The equipment Must be within
the financial reach of local communities with limited budgets so that children with
han.dircapping conditions can benefit from vigorous cardiovascular activities. T.
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Reactor: Richard M. Switzer
_Headmaster

. Human Resources School
Albertson, Long Islgid, New York

Who is the Disabled Child?

'There is a .tendency to group children with diverse disabilities or impair-
ments into one category and,re(er to them as "harftiicapped." This happens not only
in the area of leisure activities, but also in education, vocational training, and '
employment, as well as in other facets of life. By grouping individuals this way we .
are perhaps presenting an unfair challenge to those unable to function on a
competitive level and a source of frustration for that child whose ability is not as
limitecl as others in the category.

.

At .the Human Resources 'School we have found that our severely die bled
children (most of whom pave normal intelligence) have goals'and interests. th t are
.quite similar to those.of the ptiyically "normal" children; In the area of leisu e the
disabled children are ,interested in a wide range of activities and do not nece sarily
see themSelves at "handicapped" in their participation. In fact, many f the
youngsters on the elementary level idolize athletes in .professional sports and see
themselves as being baseball or football players when they grow up. .

It is true that the .d14abilities do create physical. limitations for the ehildltn.
However, the handicap occur§ Only when the children begin to believe that they
cannot.fulfill their,gdals., .

Barriers to Participation

It is therefore very important to plan realistic pograrfis for disabled
children; we must understand the extent to which the child can participate and

"allow the youngster the opportunity to be involved to the fullest .of his or her
ability. .

There are two major obstacles to full'involvemenf of the disabled person ih
leisure activities: architectural barriers and attitudinal barriers. Much has been
written about architectqral barriers, So I need not go into that area in great detail.
But, it should be pointed out that many of the leisure activities available to the
able-bodied person are also of interest to the disabled person, who would engage in
them if they were accessible. Many of the disabled could use swimming pools i

, there were a ramp to the pool area and wider doors in the locker rooms. If pr
terrain were provided at the 'sites, persons in wheelchairs or on crutches could

. participate at .miniature golf courses, picnic grounds, and_ basketball courts.
Unfprtunately, the disabled are frequentty..uftble to engage in spectator activities
because many museums, theaters, and sportinfrenas are built with architectural
barriers.

however, the most irnpor,tant blirriek to full leisure participation by the
phySically disabled are attitudinal barriers. Many people consider "disability" to
mean "inability." It is often Et sstaed that the disabled youngster should not

!avp,
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participate in leisure activities bedause of a physical impairment. To the contrary,
the disabled student, like any youngster, wants to swim, bowl, and play basketball to
the fullest of his or her ability. To the extent feasible, that participation should take
place In the same programs that st.rve the able-bodied. Only cihrough such contact
and involvement will the able-bodied Child or adult realize that the disabled person is
a person with ability, and that the disability.is not as limiting a factor as might be
assumed. In other words, attitudes are only truly chariged through experience.

4

Programs

At the Human Resources School (created in 1963 by Henry Viscardi,c3r., to
educate physically disabled children who would otherwise be on home instruction) a
program of adapted physical education was included in the curriculum. It is assumed
in many public school facilities 'that the disabled child should not participate in
physical education. It was our feeling at the School that an adapted physical
education program could be #rated; the Medical Director reluctantly-agreed to do
so. .4/

,
Today the prograni allows children with many types of disabilities (spinabifida,

osteogenesis imperfecta, muscular dystrophy, cardiac) to participate simultaneouslY.
The program is game-oriented; modifications are made, to suit- the needs of the
participants. For mingle, if a youngster cannot run to the base in a baseball game, a
youngstec who 'can run takes his or her place. Plastic hockey sticks and pucks are
used, told the more severely involved students; such Is the youngsters with muscular
dystrophy, play goalie. 'No one is eliminated in dodge ball; a poinX system is used
instead.

This philosophy of adaptation is generally the basis for all school physical
education programs, formost activities are modified to suit the needs of the
younsters participating. It is therefore, only an extension of the basic program to
include the physically disabled child.

I
7A further extension of the program at Human Resources was the creation of

recreation rand athletic, programs. The recreation program further develops such
skills as swimming, music, and art and encourages social interaction and broadening
of cultural knowledge through trips to museums, theaters, concerts, and athletic
events. As much as possiWe'these programs are set up to allow the students to /

.interact with their able-bodied peers; once again, contact is established, and,
hopefully, attitudes are changed. As a result of this program facilities have become
aware of the needs'of the disabled,, and many architectural modifications have been
made.

N

04.

. As part of the athletics component, basketball and track and field programs
.e were established. Teams participatejp the sports program already in existence on an

adult level throughout the United States. In fact, we have thp only high school
.'"wheelchair basketball team in tfie country plEiying in league competition. A

wheelchair basketball team for junior high 'students was also established; teammates
play against able-bodied persons using wheelchairs. These games are played at local
high schools and colleges. A point spot is used to make the games competitive. This
program does a long way to bring about awareness'and attitude change.

1.13
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In track and fie one -of, our high school students placed second in the 1974

National Wheelchair Games with a lift of 185. His body weight is less than /00
pounds; more importantly, his disability is osteogenesis imperfecta (brittle bones).
Even the wheelchair sports officials wehe reluctant to let him participate. The.
point is that' wetannot always predetermine the extent of a person's 'capability by
assessing the limitations imposed by his or her disability. This is trur oralt_people,
whether they are faced with a permanent disability or not:

Innovative programs like this and others can do much to facilitate change.
Many of the recreational planners in Nassau County are building facilities which
are adapted for use by botb the disabled and non-disabled. More thought is being
given to the disa.bled youngster in the public schools, and courses are being offered
to.physical educators and recreigion leaders concerning tlile ability of the disabled
person to participate in a foil and integrated program.

Future. Needs

Much is left to be done in the area of leisure activities for the physically
disabled. Research is needed in such areas as the modification of eqUipment and
facilities to snit the needs of everyone. Such ideas as a golf putter with an 7

adjustable head might not only be used by the person in a wheelchairto hit the ball
flush, but also by someone who is short. Many facilities that are ramped or
elevated or whose landscape is level, may not only suit the needs of the disabled,
but arso, those of the elderly,. temporarily inj.ired, and pregnant 'Women; in fact,
they may be safer for all:

Seminars are needed to educate the public and professionals'ogaiVing the
needs of the disabled. Architects, educators, recreation directors, physicians- -all
need more detailed information abouedisabled persons and how to betterA lltDblOrtiv)m:::--tw-

realize their potential.
. 1 .

_

N. , Courses should be offered on the, `undergraduate and graduate level for
students who are going into htiman service careers so that betferplahning can be
done before the problem arises of how to cope with a person 'c4ith a disability.
Perhaps internships for work with hafidicapped 'gcoups should be part of many
college curricula.. .

Summary 4

.
It is encouraging to realize That there is an emerging interest in involving

the physically disabled in all aspects of life, including leisute and recreation. Much
has been done already, and many new ideas are coming to the surface.

It is important that we keep in mindktfle needs of all people in our planning.
When we put a label of "special" onto tiny gkort3.91;Amogram we are automatically",
if not intentionally, making that group different.- The physically disabled do not
want to and should not 6e treated differently.

1 J.
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Perhaps some unique needs arise when one considers.thi disabled. But, ih
fact, we .all face some unique needs in our own existence. Only when we learn to
use the tools available in our society will we understtnd each other and learn to
appreciate elach other According to our real ability. This should be the goal of
procramming and planning in the area of leisure activities.
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si°resentor: II. Douglas Sessoms
Professor and Chairman
Curriculum in tlecreation Administration
University of Ndrth Catalina, Chapel }Jill

"Leisure Eduesation/Professional Education /Leisure Counseling"

1,4

.*
flie category assigned to me by the planning committee encompasses a

`variety of concerns: leisure education, career education, leisure counseling,
personnel development, and VtiT4611S intervention modalities. All have far-reathing
implications for therapeutic recreators, irs these areas deal with the socialiNtion
of people for leisure;. the supportirig and 'influencing Of those who are either
uninformed or dependent when it comes to learning how to deal with leisure; the
channeling of. candidates into the recreation. profession; the nurturing of recreators
as they move in their career; and the designing and conducting of programs of
professional preparation and in-service training. . .

In preilaring this paper, I met with colleagues, sought assistance from our
library and the I RIC anti ERIC information systems, and reviewed the report of the
study of career education published by the U.S. Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare MEW) and the counseling kit prepared by P4ter Witt at the University
of Ottawa. Based on this limited survey of current research on these assigned $

concerns, I !oncluded that our efforts have been highly descriptive, professionally
oriented and client centered, the general focus has been 'upon what clients &gilt to
do or-upon the application of methodology or techniqu to a problem with some
speculation as to-the end result rather than upon the resifts of experimentation and
s.,.,, stematre inquiry. l'o some degree, our research desig shave been ill-conceived,
over-ambitious, or inappropriatd for the research task. ,They suffer from non-
operational definitions and generalized concepts, a condition riot unexpected given
the general status of recreation tesearch ,to date. This brings to mind a basic
question with which we must deal: Is research a legitimate role and eon6ern of
[mi; and recreation professionals?

To properly answer it, it seems to me that we first have to accept that
recreation is a profession not a discipline and that there is a distinct difference
between the two. Disciplines are concerned with knowledge as it -applies.to and
relates back to a specific field of expertise, one which is not concerned with action
or the implementation of research findings. Professions are Concerned with action,
they apply the findings of .various disciplines in a , particular way to a particular
problemthe social issue Which brought then`, "(the "'Professions) into existence.
"Profession" and "discipline" are not synonymous, although 'some of us tend to use
terms interchangeably. A lack of precision in,defining rind `using these terms
contributes to our dilemma. Should we be involved with amassing data or S110111(1 we
be primarily concerned With developing techniques for applications of these data to
the-delivery of recreation services? Can we do both? And, if so, at what cost?

the field or recreation and parks, as I perceive it, is a professional field not
n,disciplin'e. Recreation and parks does not have a unique body of knowledge, our
uniqueness comes for the applieption of gCneral knowledge to the particul
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problemthe provision and maintenance of oppokunities for leisure expression.
Disciplines require different orientEgions and prpgrams of professional preparation
than those necessary for professions. Likewise; professibns have their manpower
needs and distinct programs of training and professional development.

It seems to me that if we can come to grips with these ssuesthe
legitimacy' of research in recreation and the difference between a discipline and a
profession--we can begin to develop a research strategy and somE research
priorities. Since prafessions are action-oriented, their research and development
efforts must have an immediate benefit, a pay-off., to the practice of professionals.
This means that a lot of our investigations should be evaluations of where we are in
our methodology, the application of that methodology to irof?lem resolutions, and
the testing of our current programs and program concepts. ;Let us leave to the
disciplines the problem of theory and pure research, Let Us rely on their findings
and the procedures and processes developed by'our kindred professions for direction
and support. We need not duplicate the efforts of others; rather we should apply
and modify their discoveries in our field of service.

For example; let the psychologists develop the instruments and tests
necessary for leisure counseling. Let the clinical pgychologists, Vocational
rehabilitation personnel, and school counselors develop and>perfect methodologies
of counseling. Let us adap4 these methods and instruments to our leisure
counseling concerns zed then test and evaluate them .for their appropriateness. The
same may be said for curriculum development, 'leisure education.and in-service
training. A host of models and data related to each of these general areas already
exists. Our need is to evaluate them in terms of our objectives and goals.

From my comments you can see that I believe we should be involved in
research, but not in the type cif research which is undertaken by - disciplines. We

must recognize who we are and act accordingly. We need to assess our skills,
needs, and priorities and develop a well-founded-attar lcsomur problem. Our best
ploy is to deal with the things that are related to programming and to the
management of our service. Leisure counseling is a- very important part of
programming, as are professional development and career cation necessary
ingredients for the maintenance of recreation systems. bur concerns should be:
Whom do we counsel and train? Where do we counsel and train? In what ways do
wd counsel and train? What resources do we need to implemenf and support theSe
processes? . I

In this recognition of where we are, I do not befleite that we have to
apologize for What has been done in Our .41e/d- -that is a realitx. Some of our.
research efforts have been very good, relatively speaking; and some havbeen very
poor, relatively speaking. Our previous work represents an honest ieffoil to do

ibmething. Much of our difficulty lies in the fact that we have first ch'air
aspirations with rhythm band experiences. We are not viewed as a research.field.
Our administrators have not recognized research as one of the things we ought to
be doing. Consequently, we have received little financial ,and kadministrativ,
support for/ our efforts. We have not created an atmosphere that is ;conducive to.
research; this,is best illustrated at our research sessions at the National Recreation
and Park Congresses.

/
'

In 1973, I served as a reactor to same presentations in a session tliat was
designed1to deal with more recent research in parks and recreation. There was a
screening committee for the papers submitted and a series of evaluations. The
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results of this eldborate structure -two papers were submitted and both were given
at the Congress. Was this the sum total of research for the year? Were only two
people willing to make public presentations of what they had discovered? I think'
that there was more research tiompleted, but every time we try to have a research
session at the National Congress- it is flat. Why? Is it because there is no
expectation on our part to really be invplved in this kind, of research and research
reporting?

Further, ou,it should' be noted that there is only one jrnal in the field of
recreation and parks. Since its conception in 1969, The Journal of Leisure Research
has published only four articles related to the field of therapeutic recreation, and
three, of tNm appeared in the first two years. Less than one-fourth of the articles
have dealt with issues and aspects of recreation its we define and know the
profession. It is not surprising that we have only one'refereed journal, since these
publications are generally produced by.disciplines, not by professions. They are an
outlet for the reporting of ,doct,oral issertations and" the findings or research-
oriented centers and organizations; In satuch we have few doctoral programs (the
master's is considered our terming) professional degree) the need for research
reporting mechanisms is minimal.

if you accept the proposition that recreation and parks is not a resea
oriented field in the traditional sense, then progress can be made. We will no
longer need to fight that battle and can then concentrate our energies on the kinds
of studies which we are Capable of performing and which are central to Om.
profession. ,We can develop our own research strategies based upon, the needs of
our field. We will not need to judge ourselves by the acts of the discipline's in their
quest for "a body of knowledge."

Let e propose we take the folldwing course of action. First, let us begin
with case st dies whicly require systematic observation and reporting rather than

. the use of computers and related research hardware and _technology. Other

professions ave gotten where they. are by being good reporters of the behavior
they observe, by'studying individual cages and by drawing sOme conclusions as a .
result of their observations. They hatre reported the cesults, in their professional,.
nonresearch-oriented journals and have encouraged others to replicate. their I

, efforts. There is nothing wrong with case research because, case research is a study/
of human behaviora holistic approaph to the understanding. Now I-know that the

our. investigations amateurish because they do not require,a soiThisticated language
more sophiSticated disciplines have gone beyond oase research and might consider

and.technology; but are we in this to keep up with the "Research Joneses?"

Second, we need toidentify and replicate those studies which seem to have
most potential. These may be investigations dohe by recreators or they may be

lidaptations of investigations done in other fieldby other professionals. We dE1 ndt
always need to, design new studies; replication is valid reseanth effort and basic to

, the development of generalized concepts from which mose specific and traditional
.., research efforts may flow. '.

1

, i ,

'To4
ei

facilitate this kind of case analysis and replica tion, we need to spend ,

more effort in our professional preparation programs developing evalultion and
recording skills. One of the Characteristics of successful professions is the ability
of its practitioners to,.record critical observations which betwme the basis for

.2.:
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diagnosis and program planning. .These observations are keyed to critical indices.
For example, when you go to your physician he takes your temperature and blood
pressure., he is getting vital information abbut ±-,-,af. functioning. He can compare
these .measurements with these taken on peevious visits and observe trends: He
knows the indices of health. What _re the indices of vital functioning for adequate
leisure expression? When do we record them? When do we use them? We need -to

.shift our mental set to make us better observers. , //. / ,-
Closely related to our need for 'reco'rding and evaluating skills are

- instrtiments to aid us in these endeavors. Many such techniques and tools have been
deveroped 'by other professions and are readily adaptable to our field. *We struld
begin riow to identify and test therm: If we find them inadequate for our needs,
then we have a sound basis upon which to perfect our own. Wp could either rely
upon the disciplines to assist us in that task or develop our oWn expertise as a result
of our growing body of observations and experiences. This we can do now.

Our intermediate and long-range efforts will _require a more discipline -
orientedoriented approac 1 to research. If we do What I have suggested as the "now" kinds
of things, the o ers will evolve naturally. They will include such activities as
longitudinal studies, development of our own instruments and researc,h models,
conduct of .experimental studies, establi.shment of university research cooperatives
and centers of leistire studies, and reporting of these, efforts in a variety of
refereed journals. As with most other facets of life, there is a developmental
process at work in becoming a research field. We need to understand this Peocess
and attempt not to short-circuit it.

(' .

Having suggested some general courses of action, let me no share with you
some specific qtlestions I think we need to consider 'in the areas of leisure,
counseling, professional preparation, in-service training, and leisure education.
These questions result from-my review of the research; material in ,each area and to
some extent reflect the status' of the ark as.; it currently exists, .t,o,

Leisure Counseling
`Th .

I sincerely believe we shaild be identifying and adapting exi ting counseling
tools and models to the recreation setting before we start deve ping new ones.
Although we have produced some.instruments for leisure counseli g, they have not
been extensively verified. ReRlication studies would aid in this area. There is a
tremendous body of literature .on counseling; several professional groups have
counseling as a primary role. We -should build upon their experiences and
complement and supplement their knowledge rather than duplicate their efforts.

Edwina Hubert developed an 80-item leisure interest inventory as a doctoral
dissertation in educational psychology; it is very similar to the Kuder preference
ccord in format and design. It purports to measure general interest

aversnd provides the counselor with a profile of the client. Robert avers ofh, the
Milwaukee Curative WorkshOp developed a system for classifying vatious
avocational activities into nine main subject areas. He refers tp thiS as his
avocational inventory which may be used to enable counselors to realistically move
Clients into potentially satisfying leisure expressions. Gerald O'Morrow, Fred
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Humphrey, and Gerald-Ilitzhusen have all reported on their experiences in
counseling and have recommended.procedures which may besused in a variety of
therapeutic settings..

Many of the writings of those interested in leisure counseling have appeared
in either the Therapeutic Recreation Journal or Rehabilitation Literature. To my
kriOwledge five of us have'ubilized,the instruments and models they have created;
at least we have reported our findings. Before we urge others to create counseling

'instrumehts ands techniqucs, we need to determine the validity of those- which
presentlIce3ist. Also, we heed to look at the skills necessary to be counselors and
the, environments in which these skills can be best developed and used.

Professional Preparation and Career Development
I

7' t
Although we have had numerous national conferences on curriculum design

a massive effort on accreditation, IA know of no effort to validate our
educational approaches and the training. materials we have developed. We have 96t
tested, much of what we use in our classroom -and in-service iraining efforts,.
assuming that our models and ma-terials art valid or else they would not be in use.
-ttie haw made certain assumptions about the, role of the two-year,. four-year, and
gaduate programs and have described in our literature what we think each of these

/graduates can and cannot_do; but we have not tested these critical beliefs.. We
have yet to determine what a professional role is as opposed to a nonprofess-pnal
role. If I. am wrohg, where has it been reported? Do we guard these unit ted
assumptions so thatithey will become self-fulfilling and thereby prove us co( et?
In reviewing the literature, I found no significant research undertaking re ted
directly toprofessional pr2aration and the validity of our educational materials.

Now you mayay 'rightly ask, how do you propose to measure the effectiveness
of our educational. efforts? What are, our criteria of success? Those .aue good
questions, bur they are asked of evety field of. professional service. Some he
attempted to answer, others have not. Possibly we begin by identifying what should,

--be the outcome of our efforts and then measure the performance of our graduates
'against those objectives. I think the Bureau of:Education fop the. Handicapped.has.
forced us in therapeutic recreation to think along these lines by asking for output
data. Whe're are our people going? *What kindsi of jobs are they doing? Aiir he
tiiskS they are performing really the things, e thought they .ought to be doi
Which experience provided by our curriculum best prepares our graduafek ror,
jobs they now do? The answers to these questicris.go,a,long way toward helpin*fis-,
evaluate our educational efforts. 41`vi

We areat a crossroads in trq,re§tion education. We are aCtively wor k`gi
toward the establishment. of a system of accreditation. Oricethat system is;te.
effect it will serve as'-4 stabilizer, a model to be useffby all in the preparation if

741

professionals. As much as I agree with the .objectives of accreditation, I

'concerned about the fti(urc. I would -much prefer us to test our eduekion
41,,Limptions and models before we agree upon the standard.. At present, the woiql
by Peter Verhoven. and Dennis Vinton in career education fOr the leisure ' .l.
Occupations (HEW), the NRPA's national Manpower study, the publicatiori .
concerning program ming.,(111:W1), and our own national accreditation projeet .ire our`
belt efforts in this critical area of professional thinking.. But all are speculative,'
and none has 19,6en put to the "research", test. .

Or



Leisure Education
/

The Society of Park and-RecreetiOn.Educators (SPRE) and the 6orida State
University are currently working toward implementation of a leistire education
program which will have a strong evaluation/research component.. Ar. Jean Mundy'
and her colleagues at Florida State have. developed a model 1pisure education
program which will be tested in three plasses in an elementary' school system in

Florida. 'The propjet is s9 conceived tl tit will alloW us to. Pest the model and
collect data to determine what is happeni4----JO look at the process at work. Upon
its completion, we can apply the findings and model to Qther academic situations to
see if replication, verifies their observations. Ali' of these pieces, when assembled
and compa4d, will, give us a larger national picture. Fundam.entai.to this approach
is the standardilation of. their instrumentation, data ..g.ollection techniques, and
methodology. -

Florida ,State's leisure education study is a longitudinal one; a qiore

-r immediate fepdback approach is possible by studying the types of recreation. activities which have impikt on such specific behavior as self-concept, leafning,

and motor performance. Doris Berryman is duvently working on a conceptual
model to analyze play and recreation activities to determine theil..impact in these
areas. Ina sense she is asking: Does knowledge' about acitivites coupled with

practice, change the play and recreation behaviors of people, and how do.we best
effect these changes? These-are questioris basic to theleisure education process.

.

-I summary; I have tried to \point out that there are some ongoing efforts in

recrea, n reseiff0 and that we h ve had sortie successes; however, they are very,

.; J` very mited in compOrison With the task we have before us. The majority of our
stud es have'been descriptive, and we have rarely tested their validity or replicated
the ., We must come to grips with the realities of our field_ and its research
po ntial and set Tor ourselves, reasonable and m'eaningfulresearch priorities.

We are all concerned about improving the quality of life and see the mission
of parka' eV recreation as. the- developmet of programs which will assure a
qualitative kxifteric- e. Unfortunately, few of us have stopped to ask: why are we

-doing we are doing? How can we better measure our outcomes? ,Against
what objectives?,:

,
_Because we are an action-oriented field, it seems to me that if we are going

to be successful in research, we must conduct_those studies which will be consistent ,

with, our philosophy of service, the .methods we use;and the public's expeatations of -
our. delivery system. This is where our rail, hope lies--not in experimental
undertakings or longitudinal efforts at this time. Let the disciplines take care of
some of th6se things, for us; let^us deal with these processes, we know to be central
to the problem of administering and.prograrnming a leisure service system.

m
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Reactor: GartM.-Robb
Assistant Professor
Office of Recreation and PaEk_Resources
University of Minas, Champaitm

"1

0

,

Leisure education and personnel development directly impinge on the.
success or failure or any efforts directed toward the enhancement of options and

opportunities for satisfying leisure involvement by the handicapped population. It
is in this area tha,t I will focuS my attention.

Pers-onnel development in therapeutic recreation is cJ,atively new. Only a
few years ago, fewer than 40 schools purported to provide an "option" in
therapeutic recreation. Tom Stein's 1969 study (Therapeutic Recreation Journal,
2nd Quarter; 1970) of recreation and park ell oula identified 35 programs offering
such an option: 28 at the undergraduate leiel and 26 at the graduate level. In a
1970 update, Park and Hillman (TRJ, 2nd Qu ter, 19W0) identified 56 curricula
which:indicated some type of therapeutic re reation program at the two-year,
four-year and/or graduate levels (Associate evel = 4; Bachelor's Level = 49;
nester's Level = 24; Doctorate Level = 3).

In 1970-71, Fred Martin (TRJ, 3rd Quarter, 1971) identified 80 colleges and
universities offering courses and or fieldwork training.in some aspect of thera-
peutic recreation service, including adapted physical education and recreation for
special groups. In his study, Martin identified 15 two-year programs, 67 four -year
programs, and 43 graduate opportunities for study in therapeutic recreation.
Further, he determined the number and focus of course offerings: Over.200 courses
were offered in the 80 curricula-89 were special focus courses and 69 were general
or survey courses. .

. Lindley's 1969 survey (TRJ, 2nd Quarter, 1970) of _therapeutic, recreation
curricula 'elicited responses from a panel of 30 expert therapeutic recreatOrs
concerning the relative importance of college courses in thrapeutic recreation. A
high correlation was achieved among the panelists on course offerings at both the
undergr:aduate and graduate levels. One of Lindley's recommendations was to
evaluate and analyze course content for those courses rtitgd as highi& desirable or
desirable.

The "Directory of Professional Preparation Programs in Recreation, Parks
and Related Fields," published by the NRPA and AAHPER in 1973, lists some 95

- colleges /universities which ostensibly offer a therapeutic recreation option.

These studies certainly do not speak to the quality of professional
preparation and personnel dvelopment programs. Only in the past few years has
attention been -focused upon what the components of a therapeutic recreation

,curriculum should be and, in fact, what competencies should be sought, taught,
and/or learned in educational programs.
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In 1971, thy final report was published for a project funded by the U.S. Office
of Education at New York UniversityDevelopment of Educational Programs for
New Careers in Recreation Ser Vices for the Disabled, This effort was one of the
first, if not the first, to utilize pre- and -post-testing of attitudes towards
djsabilities, knowledge of 'recreation activities, leadership methods, and recreation

edprogramming in connection with an ucational program. .

.

In December, 1972, the University of Kentucky, pursuant to a grant from the
U.S..Office .2f Education, published Career Education for Leisure Occupations;
Curriculum Guidelines for 'Recreation, Hospitality, and Tourism. Included were
sample job titles, general description of work, basic employment requirements, and
a list of goals and 'objectives applicable to therapeutic recreation personnel_
development. .

In 1973, the NTRS Professional Education Committee updated the Index of
Curricula in Therapeutic' Recreation and compiled information on _course content
items at 25 additional colleges. This inforination,'which is a critical first step in
the qulitative assessment of professional preparation, has yet to be published.

The _U.S. 'Office of , Education recently published a booklet entitled,
Leadership Preparation for Educators of Crippled Children and Other Health
Impaired-Multiply Handicapped Populations. A list of goals and corresponding
competencies to be demonstrated by prospective teachers is provid'ed.

In February, 1973, the AAHPER, in coopePation with BEH, published
Guidelines for Professional Preparation Programs for Personnel Involved in Physical
Education. and Recreation for the Handicapped. In it, competency guidelines,
learning experiences, resources, anti assessment techniques were formulated for
therapeutic.' recreation. d.

The U.S. Office of Education is supporting numerous projects for file
development of graduate programs in therapeutiezedreationt in_ universities around
the country,. A5' one exqmple, Michigan §tate- has developed a systems
accountability model at the level, encompassing specific functions,
competendy and sub-competency statements and teaching-learning activities which
should leadlthe student to the necessary performance objectives.

Dr. Linda Odum, Florida State University., recently completed a doctoral.
dissertation entitled, A Curricula Matrix for Use in, the Design and Development of
an Undergraduate Core Curriculum. in Therapeutic Recreation. In her summary,
Dr. Odum stated that the matrixtmay be employed as: (I) a basis for curricuharn
design, (2) evaluative criteria for existing curricula, (3) a device for competency-
based testing for entry- and exit-level skills and/op knowledge, '(4) a means of
'homogeneous groupings' for courses on levels Of attainment, and (5) en index to job
revels.

Cs
These examples of recent /efforts are an indicator of concern and

commitment to 'prepare individuals to more adequately serve' the handicapped.
This, *en, is the state of the art.

Obviously2 a great deal more needs to be done as Dr, Sessoms suggested.
Thp career lattice :Concept developed in the New York University project and the
one outlined in the Kentucky project need to be realized. Perhaps the leisur-e
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,'education model developed in Florida (Mundy) is a beginning. The actual functions
and tasks of positions at various levels of sei:/iee delivery need to be further
identified. By the same token, professional preparation programs should be clearly
identified by competency level and focus. Perhaps, if positions in the therapeutic
recreation field were awarded strictly on the basis of competency'level, as opposed
to educational level, a more realistic educational pattern would evolve. Were a
person to be employed according to demonstrable competency, the formal degree
structure would be dissipated in favor of competency attainment.

Tile initial need is to pull togethef matRtials._that have been developed in the
competency-based (C-B) curriculur& area. A career Ilittice far therapeutic
recreation should be 'constructed." The 'work at Michigan's:MR- (g :duate level),
Florida State*(undergraduate level), and University of Illino : m ity, college
level) may be reviewed along, with the 750-hour training pro: an :o t high school
level) and Cipriano's diSsertation work at New York Universit s a oundation for
this career lattice-development.

le

Each of these programs has been concerned with C-B curriculum
development; competencies have indeed been determined, but much refinement is
required. Were this effort undertaken, the product might well provide the
guidelines For a career lattice as well as a core for public leisure education
prograins. As a result of this combined effort, spinoffs for specialized research
projects'would be feasible: (1) manpower and job trend identification studies; (2) in-
service training packets for parents, teachers, and others; (3) field testing of
competencies; (4) case studies; and (5) traditional vs. new instructional methods.

We have at feast .begun to look at our educational models, and 1 am in
agreement with Sessoms that much more needs to be done. Objectivity and
verificAtion must replace subjectivity and speculation.. Future research must focus
directly on the development . of the career lattice concept through realistic
competency-based position stratifications. To develop methodology and
instruments, that verify competency is no easy task, but it must' be tackled. We
must be able to effectively measure the quality of a field practicum experience; we
need to measure student (worker) understanding of leisur.e counseling, activity
analysis, client pathology, forces of motivation, and some of the more obscu
less tangible or seemingly less assessable competencies that are required to work
effectively ,with clients. In connection with this, we need to develop innovative
instructional resources and techniques to allow students to learn, and acquire
competencies most suitable to their style and ability. Resource libraries need to be
developed and accompanied by a "Yellow Pages of Innovative Instructional
Resources and Techniques."

Instructional evaluation mat alsd be a primary concern. Both rommative and
surnmative evaluation methodology must be employed in relationship to learning,
task, and concept analysis in order to accurately measure instructional
effectiveness. "A Source Book For Instructional Development For Training
Teachers of Exceptional Children" is now available as a joint, publication of the_
Leadership Training Institute (University of Minnesota), The Center for Innovations
in Teaching the Handicapped (Univerisy of Indiana), and The Council for.
Exceptional Children. This is an excellent publication and might well bd'a primary
reference for the ()Exposes of analysis, construction of criterionreferenced tests,
media selection, mastery-learning formats, and other aspects.
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Reactor:- Thomas M. Vodola
Director, Research and Development
Township of Ocean School District, oakhar4, New Jersey

Letire time activity programs for t he handicapped are being initiated
throughou the country. The catalytic agents have been the implementation of
state laws mandating "equal education for all," court precedents, vociferous
agencies suc as the Association for Children with Learning Disabilities, and
concerned par ts. Howev.er, 'despite the proliferation of programs4 am concerned
becat-ge of the lack of sound guidelines for training personnel who are presently
working .with the handicapped and, individuals who are in teacher training
institutions preparing ror careers in leisure edUcation.

Cocerns

. Successful program, implementation is contingent Upon. personnel who have
been prepared with those skills, knowledges, and attitudes necessary to pr'ovi'de
individualized programs designed to meet' the needs, of a diversified ,handicapped
population.

.

A review of the research literature and existing leisure time programs has
provoked the following concerns:

. ,
1. The lack of training programs at Ore-Service, in-service, and

graduate. levels.

2. The paucity Of personnel training models.-

3. The negativistic attitude of aciniinistrators, -teachers, students, and
the..public-at-large. w 4-

. :
4. The ramifications of the concept of "mainstreaming" the

handicapped population.
7,

-.., t
c, ..r.

Resolution of the Concerns ..,
. .

A survey should be conducted to identify the status of leisure tiine educatOon
programs. Of.special importance are the exemplary facets of these prograns. The
survey results should be distributed nationally to stimulate programs in schobls and
agencies.

/ , .
.., ,..

. . , ..

Research should be conducted to identify effective personnel training
models. Emphasis should be placed on identifying those training prototypes which
stress techniques and methods to insure individualization of instruction. The

1. 2 2
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models identified should include Fe-service, graduate and in- services training for
recreatidn teachers of the handicapped; training prograrris for paraprofessionals;
and sensitivity training programs for teachers, pupils, and the community -at - large.
The medels'selected should include the following; %.

1. Teacher performance based on some formeof accountability (e.g.,
.11 competency-based performance). .

: .- . .. .

2, Practicurn training experiences for the teachers itCa field-setting.
1 ,.

3.lndividualized instructional programs for the handicapped popula-
tions, including corrective and adapted activities.

Research studies of these exemplary programs should be . conducted to
ascertain:

L The skills, knowledges, and attitudes demonstrated by the teachers
prior to and at the eft] of the training programs.

2. The skills, ,knowledges, and. attitudes demonstrated by the
handicapped population as a result of being 'exposed to a recreation
progFam condubted by fully trained personnel.

Project Active* Training Model

rn'an effort to .clarify the type of training program recommended and the
elements in the structuring process, the following guidelines are provided which
have been established by Project ACTIVE: A.,,Competency Based Training Program
fo.r Physical Education, Special Edutationi and Recreation Teadhersbf the

--".Handicapped. (Thomas M-. Vodola, Director, Project ACTIVE, ESEA, Title III,
Project No. 74 -341, OakhurstNewJersey 07755.)

1. Preliminary Steps

4%

:
-;

A .

a. Identification of student behavioral changes flesired.
b. Determination off' the appropriate skills} knAledges, and

attitudes needed by the teachers to effect_said student
behavioral changes'.

Personnel Training Model

a. Trainee re-test. The trainee to be pre-thsted during tie
first sessi of the training program.

b. Lecture ppovided by the trainer. The presentation of-the
resea'rchkationale sypportive of --tile co,mpetency being
taught.

c. , Demonstration of the *skill by' the trainer. The master
demonstrates and explairl the specific

competent that is to be internalized, e

Trainee application, of .the csupetency. The trainee is
provided anopportunity to 'practice the specific skill.
Trainer-trainee'disussion period. The trainee is provided
andpportUnity to discuss the problems encountered.
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f. Trainee application of the competency in a field setting.
The trainee is provided an opportunity to teach the skill to
a child in a practicum situation.

. g. Trainer-trainee discussion period.. Trainer-trainee inter-
action to discuss the problems encountered and plausible
-alternative solutions.

h. Trainee reinforcement of competency. The trainee is
provided ample opportunity torapply the skill to 'children
with a variety of handicapping conditions. .

i. Trainee post-test.. Th4 trainee is tested to assess his
degree of acquisition of the competency. The test is
administered when the trainee Gleams he is ready.

I

4ise ,4
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Reactor: Dennis A. Vinton
Head; Curriculum in Recreation and Parks
University of 'Kentucky, Lexington

-
Sessoms raises,several questions about leisure counseling: (1) Is counseling a

legitimate role for recreation /park specialists; (2) Is it a role that the public and
professional experts used to.assume; (3) Are we being equipped for the role; and (4)
Who is equipping us?

1

To ens-Wer these questions, it is necessary to raise a number of additional
questions. The first and most logical of these is, What is leisure counseling? I

would guess that this question put to a randomly selected group. of. park and
recreation professionals would result in some curious and disparate responses. This
then points up the significance of Sessoms' comment that our _concepts are not.
operationalized and, therefore, are not. measurable. Neulinger (1974, p. 131)

suggests that experimental research may be one answel to ti is problem in that "...
An operational definitiOn implies an experimental approach and that no science can
progreSs .or even exist without operational definitions." *.

The question of the legitimacy of park and recreation specialists serving in a
counseling role raises, questions of an ethical nature to which the profession should
give serious consideration. What qualifications are deeded to be classified as a
"leisure counselor ?" In what ways is leisure counseling uniqtie in relation to other
forms of counseling? What specific functions and tasks does the leiSure counselor
perform? What kind of education and training is necessary to successfully perform
these functions and tasks? Can these questions not be articulated in the context of
researchable probleins? ,

There is also a need to demonstrate the effectiveness of leisure counseling
as a tool to improve the human condition. If this cannot be done, there is no
justification for it existence.. This notion is supported by MeKechnie (1974) writing
in the Therapeutic Recreation Journal:

tf,

. . . real progress will occur only to the extent that therapeutic
redreation counseling employs empirically based multivdriate
techniques of appraisal that are demonstrated to predict validly and
reliably the initial response and long-term adjustment of. the-
individual client to a particular leisure or recreation solution. -'

ff
A cputinuing controversy revolves around the issue or philosophical qudgon

of the nature and role of research in the leisute profesSion. On the one hand is'the
faction molt frequently classified as the"pracfitioner" with the "ac:ailernecian"
holding forth at the other end of the continuum. The rationale of the former 'gyoup-
is that if research findings are not applicable to the solution of practical problems
the researchis not, appropriate. Conversely, the latter group argues that the
legitimate end product for research is theory which tends to explain a variety of
phenomena and predict events. Is there not room and need for both JAnds of
research?
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Another reality which must be faced is thC fact that park and recreation
professional preparation institutions are producing graduates who (1) do not possess
knowledge and competencies necessary to conduct quality research or (2) do not
possess the motivation and incentive to pursue research. In their article in the
Therapeutic Recreation Journal, Linford and Kennedy (1971) support the first
hypothesis stating:

In our, opinion there isn't anyone trained specifically in therapeutic
recreation who has sufficient background in quantitative methods to
guide any but the most simplistic doctoral dissertations. Similarly
the ability of university faculty to instigate and direct research'
studies which involve some of the more Modern statistical designs is
severgly limited.

In terms of motivation, there is all too little within the university, aside
from the incentive to achieve terminal degrees or to gain promotion.
Unfgaitnately, this kind of motivation to often results in research designed to
accommodate the biases of doctoral and graduate faculty committees, rather than
to provide the kinds of data needed to solve problems confronting the profession.

Reinventing the 'wheel is anothd pitfall which the profession must learn to
avoid, a point which Dr. Sessoms stressed. There is no doubt that leisure services
are interrelated and interdependent with a number of other disciplines and
professions, especially in the social and behavioral sciences. Consequently, it is
vital that .all systems be kept open to facilitzite much needed communications with
professionals in these related areas. Writing in the Journal of Leisure Research,
Burdge (1974) pinpointed the problem when he stated:

. the study of leisure faces an additional conflict due to the
interdisciplinary nature of the topic. It is no news that academic
people and the research community in general build disciplinary
fences around any topic. Neat disciplines mean easy to approach, but
often useles$ research.

I couldn't help but feel frustrated while Dr. Sessoms was talking about the
difficulties I)e is encountering in achieving the kind of conditions that he set forth
for us. I think we have a problem of research priorities. I don't believe research is
necessarily, held in low esteem. I do feel that research is a 16w priority in terms of
our operational, day -to -day responsibilities.

Most of us at this conference are university people.. We basically face the
same type of considerations. Unfortunately, the motivation to conduct research
and the priorities placed upon research lead us in directions which do not truly
allow us to achieve the ultimer results we need to be concerned about. For
-instance, as I mentioned earlier, I think the con.duct of most, or _much, of the
research in which many of us are involved is motivated more by the need to get the
advanced degree, the need to achieve promotion or tenure, or the need to qualify
for extramural funding :than by the need to obtain the types of data required to
advance us toward our ultiinate goals. I think we are in a situation where we need
to resist some of the institutional pressures thatrwe are all subject to.

(
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In terms of the utilization of research findings, I have great difficulty in
processing the great amount-of available information and data. I think we are not"
doing a very good job of articulating the results of our research in ways that can be
useful to others, particularly to those at the program level. A f9.w of us expend
considerable effort to disseminate the results of our, investigations; others of us

ight do a better job.
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In February 1969, the American Association for Health, Physical Education
and Recreation and `the National Recreation and Park Association sponsored -"A
Study Confe-rence on 4e,search and Demonstration Needs in Physical Education and
Recreation for Handicapped Children" at the University of Maryland, College Park.
The main purpose of the conferenCe, funded by the Bureau of Education fpr the
Handicapped, was to pinpoint immediate and future needs for research and
demonstration projects. Six genery statements resulting from the discussiOns
pointed toward directions for investigation: ,

1. Development of comprehensive retrieval and dissemination procedures
and systems to allow researchers and practitioners to fully utilize research findings
and model practices.

. -

2. Stimulation of relevz;nt demonstration projects employing sound
evaluation procedures.

3. Encouragement of better coordination between various agencies serving
the handicapped population, including more cooperative efforts among physidal
education, recreation, and special education.

,
4.. Conduct of a multidimensional ahalysis'of underlying skill functions

requisite for gratifying participaMon.

5. Placemen,t of increased research and demonstration emphasis on
programs to enable the handicdppe&person to prepare and maintain leisure skills
and attitudes.

6. Increased research and demonstri4n efforts with) regard to physical
education and recreation as facilitators of 'learning.

Points 1, 3, 4, and:5 parallel some of the concerns which were emphasized by
the, participarkts cf. the SeptemOr 1974 conference on leisure time activity at
Columbia, Missouri. And point 5 -- increased emphasis on programs to enable the
handicapped person to prepare and maintain leisure skills and attitudes -is one of
Ve seeds for the 1974'confererice.

A 1'

At various places in the body of this report issues and concerns are discussed
which parallel the recommendations emanating from the 1969. needs assessment
conference. The recommendations' for research and demonstration projects related
to leisure time activity for handicapped populations formulated by conferees in
19,74 are similar .in many respects to- those 'made five years before, although the
latter were developed in a context considerably broader than leisure time.
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- It would be ,ife to assume on the basis of this comparison that research and
.demonstration needs are perceived .similarly by educators, practitioners, ,and
researchers in the broad context of physical education and recreation for
handicapped children and in the more specific context of leisure -time activity. It
would also be safe to assume thai recommendations reoccur over time because
sufficient research has not been undertaken and /or adequately disseminated to the
practitioner to satisfy the questions raised.

Personnel involved with the leisure patterns and participation of
handicapped children are urged, therefore, to (1) consider the urgency of the points
identified, by the 1969 and 1974 conferences and to take steps to formulate

-appropriate projects and. studies..to answer pertinent questions and (2) seek more
effective utilizations of existing information systems as a means of expanding the
disseminatioD of research findings and prototype models of education and service
delivery.

Development of a data base is only half of the task. facing the helping
professiong at the current times, the complementary dissemination/utilization
pattern .must exist .if progress is to occur in serving the thoUsands of handicapped
childreniand youth who require special help in meeting their needs for participation
in leisure activities.

The editorial committee responsible for the proceedings of the 1969
conference grouped the recOntiendations within the categories of assessment and
evaluation, interpretation, legiMation, recruitment and training, and services. The
following representS a synthesis of the recommendations relating to the concern of

.the leisure activity project. (For full recommendations and conference papers, see
Physical Education and Recreation for Handicapped Children: Proceedings of A
Study Conference on Research-and Demonstration Needs. Contract No. OEC-9-
182704-2470(032). Washington, D.C.: American Association for Health, Physical
Education and Recreation and National .Recreation and Park Association, in
cooperation with the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped, U.S. Department of
Health, Education and Welare.)

Education for Leisure

The following represent the complete list of recommendatio-fis pertaining to
. .

education for leisure.

Ascertain and qaluate carryover o f' activities from physical
education (in the school setting to the community recreation
setting, and carryover of childhood recreation skills into adulthood.

Determine basic recreation and physical education skills needed by
handicappechildren.

Evaluate relationships between leisure time skills and vocational-
social-emotional adjustments of those with different handicapping'
conditions.

Evaluate how h'indicapped children who. receive vocational
guidance use their leisure time.

ks
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Determine how to counsel individuals- to match activities with
abilities and handicapping conditions with existing opportunities. .

Develop techniques and methog to assist individuals locate and use
bommunity resources.

Devise .methods and model- programs to assist handicapped children
to become recreationally independent and literate.

Ascertain to what extent new skills are retained and incorporated
into recreation patterns. .

. Examine the recreation experience itself in terms of variables
which influence activities' and how they exert' this influence; how
these variables can be manipulated to alter the recreation
experience to bring about behavioral change; and benefits and/or
detrimental effects of specific recreation activities.

Determine how the handicapped use their leisure time;. provide
programs to prepare them for active participation to a wide variety
of recreation activities.

Assessurlent.arid Evaluation

Recommendations within this category were grouped under (1) contributions,
values, and effects'of participation, (2) design and rationale, (3) instrumentation,
(4) standards, (5) methods and materials, (6) perceptual -motor considerations, (7),
physiologically -based considerations, and (8) physical and social environment'. The
major areas for research and demonstration with relevance to leisure participation
include:.

Effects of active participati6n in physical education .and/or
recreation programs and activities upon individual physical, mental,
social, emotional, and ethicalfunctioning.

PartiCipastion in recreation and/or physical education programs and
activities as one means for facilitating developmental learning
task's and learning in general; for promoting growth, dey.elopnient,
and, changes in behavior for persons with diffeient handicapping
Conditions; for developing vocational .readineS.s, competency, and
Productivity.

.

, lo -4:

Social accepiance special,stu,defts in institutions in which they
are found.

Attitudes of teaCherS, administrators, parents, and lay public
toward children with various handicapping conditions.

Knowledge; -81(111§,dbmpetpncies, and personality. characteristics
requisite for success in dealing with handicapped children in

physical education and/or recreation programs. .
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4
Architectural barriers and their elimination.

: Diagriestic/evaluative tools appropriate to physical education
and/or recreation tto measure physical, intellectual, social,
emotional, and ethical existing/potential functioning at all levels of
perforinance. .

/7I . ' .

Approaches to classifying handicapped and non7handicapped
students .for participation, in physical education and recreation
programs. -

_.. . .

Instruments and proceaures which can be used by practitioners and
researchers.

Effective methods, to promote transfer' and/or carryover from
physical education and/or recreation activities to other situations,
activities, and processes.

Effects of motivation _upon functioning and effective approaches to
motivation with various handicapped groups at different
age/functional levels.

Materials, equipment, methods used in. physical education and
recreation programs.

Similarities and difference's of different intervention modalities
and learning programs (e.g., Kephart, Getman, etc.) and
effectiveness of each.

Effects of stress 'on childlen with various handicapping conditions.

Attitudes of handicapped groups toward institutions and society.

Impact of physical environment upon programs and performance.

Impact of different leadershiP styles and patticipants' perceptions
of these styles.

Interpretation
.

Recommendations fell into .(1) collecting, storing, and retrieVing information
and (2) diSSeminatinef'information. ..

Promotion of projects to meet current information needs, fill
existing gaps, answer questions, and give necessary, direction to- .

program efforts and activities.
!

Effective, of utilization of existing channels of
. .

communication. .

Development of new approaches to information disssemination.
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. Recruitment and Training

Three emphasis areas were identified: (1) recruitment, (2) preservice training,
and ,(3) in-service training.- ifCharacteristics necessary for successful work with handicapped

children.

,.Training programs for subprofessionals, paraprofessionals, and
rcrofes:sionals with undergraduate and graduate educations.

Sermices

The breakdown of .recommendations in this category includes: (1) general, (2)
admihistration leadership,_(3) integrating handicapped and non-handicapped popula-
tions, (4) programming, (5) education for leisure; (6) services to parents,.and (7)
camping and outdoor educatior

Modifications 'of various social systems necessary to increase
servicese.g., transportation, facilities, equipment, avocational
guidance= -to the handicapped person.

Types of activities which proiide _a" base for integrating
handicapped and non-ttandicapped children.

Relative merits (and -weaknesses) of community programs for the
handicapped population as compared with institutional programs.

.1;3

Conditions and approaches to activities which are most conducive
to integrating handicapped and non-handicapped groups..

.Values and- imitations of integrative and segregative participation
to the handicapped and-non 4iandicapped persons.

Differences in lifestyles of individuals with various handicapping
c'Onditions and differences in lifestyles of. handicapped and non-
handicapped person,-

Modifications required to accommodate the severely and
profoundly retarded and multiply- handicapped persons.

Develppment and utilization -of a multi-dimensional analysis a,
underlying skilli.ffunctions needed as a requisite . for gratifying
participation in plIsical education and recreation: abtivities,

.
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Common Pitfalls in Proposals
Source: Federal Register,
Vol. 40, No. 15,p. 7414
Thursday, February 2n, 1975:

-V-
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Sm. 3.3 'Common pfitalls in proposals. A
listing of the following commonly noted.faU-
ings of proposals may be helpfid to the pro-
spective applicant:

A failure to specify objectives of the
study and relate them to the impact on edu-
catlen of handicapped children:

(b) A failure to specify the anticipated
outcomes and products of the study related
to the-education of handicapped children.
When improved scientific understanding Is
the Intended outcpme. attention should be
directed toward avenues for transIP:ng thri,
understanding to usable educall mat prac-
Rees. This is to -say. journal articles alone
mey not be stewed vs sufficient outcome- ):

(c) A failure to relate the planned project
to other publtsited completed
work. I'Kluding similarities. differences. and
new centribution., of the proposed project:

'(Q) A failure o outline the specific plans
for conducting the project. Objectifies. AS
well as planned pmcedures or :strategies for
achieving specificity tv,ri measurable results
or objectives. procedures. and intentled prod-
ucts or outcomes dpring the vsuto of the
planned project are often Critical'

(e) A failure to utilize availlhle expertise
Most university or geographic communities
lame available many individnals with skills
in axiintentiit d gr. te0, sad measurc
ment, child development, etc.; to name only
a fey( specialties which frequently relate to

-proposals. Prospective applicants are urged
to seek the best staff and consultants avail-
able. which frequently means pooling re-
sources across department, organzational.
or discipline lines:.

(f) A failure, to append assurances from
:facilities or schools Whose cooperation is

necessary for project success. Por some activi-
ties. It is also appropriate to discuss plans
Riad elicit feedback from the staff of the State
Educational Agency:

(g) A failure to propose a realistic time
frame for the planned project. If staff 'must
be recruited. Instruments designed. forms
clearances obtained. etc.. the project time
schedule should take such activities into ac-
count. Although time extensions may be ar-
ranged in special circumstances, prospective
applicants arc advised to plan listIcatly.
Particularly. if time MUS be allowed for
'Clearance of forms or for eau review of
documents either other activities should be
planned for those time periods, or staff
should be temporarily assigned other duties:

(h) A f.thire to follow principles of good
design. Most frequently overlook'ed are,
validity and reliability of collected data to
surveys, test protocols. etc. Controls for ex-
perlinenter's bias. Hawthorne and halo
effects, and the Issue of generalizing beyond
the group of project participants often de-
serve attention. Appropriate statistical analy-
ses do not necessarily require highly complex
procedures. Levels of significance in statisti-
cal tests should not be violated by multiple
reanalyzing of the same data. An appropriate
ratio of subjects or respondents to variables
under study should be planned:

(I) 4* failure to plan for evaluation of ma-
ellists or procedures developed under the
grant or contract. Although major develop-
ment projects may require evaluation by an
independent third party, the applicant usu-
ally outlines detailed procedures for evalua-
tion of materials curricula, or hardware.
devices. In some instances it may be appro-
priiite to include both evaluation sterb dur-
ing product desolopment and a final, overall
evaluation procedure, Wheqenew procedures,
curricula, materials, or other products are to
be developed the proposed evaluatiob should
plan to obtain estimates of costs (including
dollar amounts) and benefits expected to
act rue if the product were (placed in ler% lee.

20 V S r 1441. 1442, 45 CFR 100n If, lo:ln
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